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Abstract 

Uncertainty is a normal part of everyday life. It appears in the environment around us from 

the weather to the stock market, internally to some degree in almost every plan or decision 

we make, and is inherent in our daily communication, both verbal and visual. The form 

this uncertainty takes is often qualitative or unquantified and so fits poorly with the initial 

issues of representation, computability, and efficiency often the driving forces in initial 

visualizations of information. Understanding what may assist in visualizing uncertainty is 

the subject of this research. 

Initially I provide a literature review of existing work in uncertainty visualization. This 

review continues with an exploration of heuristic evaluation specifically on uncertainty 

visualization but then looks deeper at the process of heuristic evaluation itself. Moving 

toward user constraints and cognitive tasks I coalesce existing work relating to reasoning 

under uncertainty. From this I propose further linking and integrating the uncertainty 

visualizations into the process of reasoning which encompasses all visualization tasks. 

The second half of the dissertation turns to investigate uncertainty visualization in spe

cific domains. In the first domain, results of research into visualizing temporal uncertainty 

in archaeological reconstructions are provided. This is followed by visualizations devel

oped for uncertainty in rock property modelling in the seismic domain. The final domain 

of evidence-based medical diagnosis is explored with an observational study, participatory 

design of new visual support, and a final evaluation. 

Finally I present a framework for assisting with the development of visualizations deal

ing with uncertainty by breaking out several important factors and cognitive tasks to con

sider based on generalizing and applying the practical and theoretical developments. In 

summary my contributions include specific visualizations for particular application do

mains along with more general aspects relating to evaluation, applicability of cognitive 

theory, and a framework to aid uncertainty visualization. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Solum certum nihil esse certi ... 
– Pliny the Elder. Historia Naturalis (23 CE – 79 CE) 

Only in theory can one be certain. 
– Translated by T. Zuk. Ph.D. Dissertation (2008) 

In this chapter the problem domain is introduced in very practical terms and I point 

out some of the great variety it encompasses. I will then define the restricted scope of my 

research and present my goals followed by a high-level summary of the methodologies 

used to pursue them. The chapter ends with a brief overview of the entire structure of the 

dissertation. 

1.1 Problem: Uncertainty Visualization 

Uncertainty is not isolated to statistical numerical processes but is a normal part of every

day life. It appears in the environment around us from the weather to the stock market, 

cognitively to some degree in almost every plan or decision we make, and is inherent in 

our daily communication, both verbal and visual. The form this uncertainty takes is of

ten qualitative or unquantified and so fits poorly with the initial issues of representation, 

computability, and efficiency, which are often the first driving forces in visualizations of 

information. This may be the reason why it has not received much direct attention until 

relatively recently. 

To frame this research I will initially define uncertainty in reference to this dissertation. 

Then it will be described in terms of data, which has been the standard basis for investi

gation in the field of information visualization. Expanding into a more general and larger 
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scope uncertainty will be related to communication in general, and then what is often the 

result of communication: decisions and actions. To end on a positive note, some beneficial 

aspects of uncertainty will be described. 

1.1.1 Defining the Undefinable 

Based on the goal of including most types and sources of uncertainty in data, Pang et al. 

[1997] defined uncertainty to include statistical variations or spread, errors and differences, 

minimum-maximum range values, and noisy or missing data. This parallels their use of the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) report’s four ways of expressing 

uncertainty: statistical, error, range, and scientific judgment [Taylor and Kuyatt, 1994]. 

The method of scientific judgment is not considered in their discussion of visualization but 

is the only one that directly includes user considerations. This should be an important type 

to directly consider, as the end result of interpreting a visualization will often be judgments. 

Therefore, I define uncertainty more broadly and include cognitive uncertainty of the user. 

As can be seen from the quotation of Pliny the Elder, with this broader definition we run 

the risk of including everything but it is important to consider the power of uncertainty in 

its ubiquity and the increased freedom from constraints. 

1.1.2 Uncertain Data 

Data or information with additional uncertainty attributes, may counter-intuitively be con

sidered superior in quality to raw data. Almost all data outside of the theoretical realm 

has some associated uncertainty, and so presenting data without this uncertainty usually 

means something is hidden. The viewer is then left only with the option to hope that it is 

insignificant uncertainty. 

Without uncertainty information, data is missing some characteristic properties which 

capture aspects of how it was acquired, processed, or encoded. These aspects may be es

sential for judging the validity of data before accepting it or even incorporating it into ones 
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knowledge. Visualizations have been created to reveal both the data and its uncertainty for 

many data types and tasks (e.g. [Botchen et al., 2005, Grigoryan and Rheingans, 2004]). 

These uncertainty visualizations are designed with the goal of generating the appropriate 

confidence in the data, and user confidence itself may be considered uncertainty data to be 

visualized. 

1.1.3 Lost in Communication 

During one collaborative discussion with an archaeologist, conversation lead to my state

ment that I had read the book The Nibelungenlied [anonymous, translation of c. 13th Cent. 

CE text]. His comment was “... in the original Old German”? To which I replied, no, that 

it was a translation. “Then you haven’t read the Nibelungenlied”, he stated mostly in jest. 

Uncertainty usually exists in what is lost both in translation and communication1. 

Translation is an excellent exemplar of all the issues of uncertainty in communication 

confounded by uncertainty in re-representation. If we consider my translation in the epi

graph I provide what could be considered a valid translation of Pliny the Elder’s statement, 

albeit my translation is more ambiguous and may be misinterpreted as a statement of the 

supremacy of theory over practice. 

Visualizing the particular aspect of the uncertainty in statistical lattices used in auto

mated translation has been presented by Collins et al. [2007]. In one of their visualizations, 

shown in Figure 1.1, multiple variations in the possible translation are revealed with encod

ings revealing their statistical weight. However the general process of literary translation 

is complex and encompasses issues of potentially preserving the visually evoked images, 

allusion, rhyme, rhythm, pun, alliteration, onomatopoeia, and of course the meaning (as it 

is understood by the translator). Paul Wilson noted in translating the passage taken from a 

discussion among Czechoslovakian factory workers, “... the moon is really no bigger than 

1For example the allusion to the movie “Lost in Translation” in this section title would itself likely be 
lost in translation, just as it will become lost with time 
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Figure 1.1: Visualization of uncertainty in statistical lattices used for translation [Collins 
et al., 2007]. The most probable translation determined by the algorithm is found along 
bottom (green linked) path. [ c�2007 C. Collins] 

a loaf of bread,” it is essential that the cultural context that bread in the area was shaped 

like a ball be known, and so required the insertion into the translated text of what is termed 

an invisible footnote [CBC Radio, 2007]. 

Visual communication is a fundamental part of this work and thus visualizations may 

be confounded by uncertainty in both the sender and receiver. This uncertainty enters in 

the general processes of encoding and decoding and is in addition to the data uncertainty 

the visualizations wish to portray [Saussure, 1965, Shannon and Weaver, 1949]. In the 

end, visualizations are simply communication between people. Thus, when creating un

certainty visualizations, it may be a useful abstraction to think about just two people trying 

to communicate with each other. 

1.1.4 Uncertainty in Action 

Traditionally uncertainty has had closer ties to inaction than action, as it is normal that one 

tries to reduce uncertainty so one may get deterministic results. An important example 

of uncertainty leading to inaction is climate change. Data and models, with the earliest 
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dating all the way back to 1896, have shown potential warming consequences for failing 

to address a build-up of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere [Weaver, 2003], but up until 

recently policy makers and the public have been able to discount the value of action based 

upon perceived uncertainty2. Whether the primary uncertainty and thus inaction has had 

more to do with presentation than with the data itself is worth considering [Gore, 2006], 

as presentation takes on a stronger role with less understood processes. This relates at a 

semiotic level to the strength of codes, which are independent of scientific strength [Eco, 

1986]. 

In contrast, a recent advisory from the University of Calgary Department of Risk Man

agement is an example of action motivated by uncertainty: 

Please note that Iran has been raised to an Extreme Rating with respect to in

ternational travel on University of Calgary business. This is due to recent 

ambiguous comments by the Iranian President regarding academic faculty 

members in that country. As such, all travel on University business to Iran 

has been suspended until the situation has been appropriately clarified and/or 

resolved. 

This advisory is itself filled with uncertainty. Neither the cause “ambiguous comments” 

nor the conditions “appropriately clarified and/or resolved” are clearly defined. The use 

of “Extreme Rating” is also a vague category, and without further clarification it lacks 

grounding in specific risks. 

Similar uncertainty in communication exists with the U.S. Homeland Security Advi

sory System’s Color-coded Threat Level System which has five levels: severe, high, el

evated, guarded, and low risk of terrorist attack. The levels are not clearly mapped to 

expected public responses, as the current level of elevated has the guidance “All Amer

2Many policy makers including those in Canada, United States, and Australia continue to discount the 
value of action based on uncertainty in current economic costs versus those of the future (which they do not 
have to face). 
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icans should continue to be vigilant, take notice of their surroundings, and report suspi

cious items or activities to local authorities immediately” which one would expect to be 

applicable at all threat levels. This mapping of uncertainty to decisions and actions is an 

interesting area that requires further examination, as a visualization should consider in its 

design how any resulting responses or actions relate to a user’s tasks. 

1.1.5 Benefits of Uncertainty 

With uncertainty negative connotations such as stress resulting from fear of the unknown 

are often thought of first, but it also has its positive side. Intentionally added ambigu

ity in video communication (e.g. Gaussian blur filtering for telecommuting as shown in 

Figure 1.2) may provide benefits in the form of privacy [Boyle and Greenberg, 2005]. Un

certainty is also often part of a normal encoding process, as we reduce or compress data 

down to work more efficiently with it. If something only requires a yes or no encoding, 

there may be some uncertainty as to the level of agreement, but this is much easier to work 

with and communicate than something such as a rating out of 100. 

Figure 1.2: Privacy via uncertainty for telecommuters. Right image shows a trade-off 
between awareness and privacy via Gaussian blur filtering [Boyle and Greenberg, 2005]. 

Thus there may be a trade-off between uncertainty (often in the form of precision) 

and efficiency for both communication and calculation. At the sub-atomic level Heisen
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berg’s uncertainty principle tells us that beyond a specific point we can not gain certainty 

in position without gaining uncertainty in momentum, and vice versa. It is therefore some

thing fundamental that one must trade in uncertainties. Mathematically spatial location 

certainty must be traded for spatial-frequency certainty (an exact spatial frequency must 

have infinite domain). Daugman [1985] has even shown this trade-off exists for the human 

perception of position, orientation, and size. 

Uncertainty may also be beneficial to collaborative design and creative processes. It 

has been found that rough sketches of architectural designs (via non-photorealistic render

ing) may promote more discussions and active participation than shaded rendering or tra

ditional computer-aided architectural design (CAAD) plots [Strothotte and Schlechtweg, 

2002]. Apparently showing ambiguity or uncertainty in details opens the door to alter

native interpretations or different ideas. Uncertainty is extolled for this reason by the 

philosopher Eric Fromm in his statement that “creativity requires the courage to let go of 

certainties”. 

1.2 Motivation and Goals 

As highlighted in the previous section uncertainty and its visualization covers a vast terri

tory for potential research. Looking at specific challenges noted for the area of uncertainty 

visualization and my goals will carve out a more manageable area for investigation. 

1.2.1 Challenges in Uncertainty Visualization 

There still exist many challenges for uncertainty visualization, for which some major ones 

have been summarized by MacEachren et al. [2005] as: 

1. understanding the components of uncertainty and their relationships to domains, 

users, and information needs, 
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2. understanding how knowledge of information uncertainty influences information 

analysis, decision making, and decision outcomes, 

3. understanding how (or whether) uncertainty visualization aids exploratory analysis, 

4. developing methods for capturing and encoding analysts’ or decision makers’ uncer

tainty, 

5. developing representation methods for depicting multiple kinds of uncertainty, 

6. developing methods and tools for interacting with uncertainty depictions, and 

7. assessing the usability and utility of uncertainty capture, representation, and interac

tion methods and tools. 

The first four challenges relate to high-level user issues, such as decision processes which 

have been to now under explored, but will be examined from the starting point of uncer

tainty in cognitive processes in Chapter 4. Challenges 5 and 6 have been closer to the 

recent research in this area and are briefly summarized in Chapter 2. Lastly, Challenge 7 

is also often neglected in research presentations and is the focus of Chapter 3. All these 

challenges should be kept in mind as you proceed through the chapters, and we will return 

to them directly in Chapter 9. 

1.2.2 Goals of this Research 

Finding commonality in all the types of uncertainty visualization is the concern of this 

dissertation. To reach this general goal, smaller sub-goals are to develop uncertainty visu

alizations to aid the understanding of domain specific uncertainty. Johnson and Sanderson 

[2003] state a primary goal of effective visualization is to provide a complete and accu

rate visual representation and this is a goal of any specific visualizations. They also note 

an important criterion is the user’s psycho-physical ability to effectively understand the 

visualization. Carrying this further into the cognitive aspects, a larger goal is the pursuit 

of understanding of how uncertainty fits into a complete and accurate interpretation and 
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decision model. 

1.3 Methodologies: Micro and Macro 

The research strategy to work toward my goals has been to use both a micro or bottom-up 

style for grounding in specific domains, as well as a macro or top-down approach using 

more theoretical knowledge to provide initial partitioning of the problem space. The top-

down methodology involved looking at the problem from different perspectives extracted 

from a literature review, and focusing separately on the issues of: 

• visual representations of uncertainty, 

• analysis and evaluation of uncertainty visualizations, 

• cognitive constraints when thinking about uncertainties, and the 

• requirements of the user’s task. 

These issues, however, are not clearly distinguished as in any uncertainty visualization the 

role of each is interdependent. 

The bottom-up approach involved delving, at varying depths, into uncertainty visual

izations to support tasks pertaining to archaeological site data and reconstructions, rock 

property modelling in the seismic industry, and medical diagnostic support. The choice 

of three distinctly different domains is important for the purpose of making true general

izations. Thereby, any concepts that are found to apply to all three areas, will have more 

chance of applying in general. 

In each domain, initial work was only to get an accurate understanding of the issues 

involved. For this bottom-up approach the methods varied across the domains but the 

most formal methodology was used for the problem of medical decision making. This in

cluded an observational study, contextual interviews, participatory design with the domain 

experts, and final evaluation using a form of pluralistic walkthrough (for a description of 
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pluralistic walkthroughs see Bias [1994]). From qualitative research methodology the 

methods I utilized were mainly based on the phenomenological and grounded theory tra

ditions [Creswell, 1998]. These methods have the potential of allowing the essence of 

experiencing uncertainty to be examined, as well as providing for the development of the

ory about it based on abstracting from the data. A qualitative methodology was chosen as 

the goals were to look at the big-picture of working toward a rich understanding of the key 

components and issues rather than specific details of any one implementation. 

The fact that domain knowledge may be fundamental to interpreting observations (the 

epistemological assumption [Creswell, 1998]), implies that collaboration with the domain 

specialists and being immersed in the domain is important. For visualization support of 

medical decision making I have collaborated with physicians using a participatory design 

methodology, as well as being a part of the Ward of the 21st Century research initiative at 

Foothills Hospital. Similarly for the archaeology domain I have taken a course in the area 

as well as participated in archaeological digs. For investigations in the seismic industry I 

have been working within the industry at CGGVeritas for almost six years and been a part 

of various collaborative research and development. This attempt to reduce the interdisci

plinary separation as well as the collaboration with domain experts was very important to 

provide a grounded check on the understanding of the problem as well as the validity of 

any results. 

Generalizing from both the macro and micro strategies was based around a form of 

thematic analysis [Boyatzis, 1998]. Using this approach, general themes may be sensed 

and coded to allow the analysis of qualitative data. Using this process to look at the spe

cific uncertainty visualizations and the higher-level issues, generated a set of directives 

which detail important factors to consider when designing or evaluating uncertainty visu

alizations. 
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1.4 Organizational Summary 

I have organized the dissertation in a roughly chronological manner following the order of 

my literature review, analysis, and the domain investigations outlined in the previous sec

tion. The first half of the dissertation is more top-down driven consisting of Chapters Two 

to Four. The second half encompasses more of the bottom-up approach to my research, 

ending with the results of integrating the two approaches. 

1.4.1 Top-down Approach: Chapters Two to Four 

Chapter Two provides a literature review of existing work in uncertainty visualization. The 

following chapter, Chapter Three, separates out what can be considered one aspect of a 

formal review of existing work, which is the analysis of visualizations. Chapter Three 

begins with an exploration of heuristic evaluation specifically on uncertainty visualization 

but then moves on to more general analysis of all visualizations. Chapter Four presents 

a summary of existing work in the area of cognitive psychology relating to reasoning un

der uncertainty and proposes some approaches for linking and grounding the uncertainty 

visualizations into the more fundamental process of reasoning which encompasses all vi

sualization tasks. This chapter is chronologically out of order, as it occurred after some 

field work, but is presented here to give a high-level or “big picture” reference to cognitive 

issues which will be considered in the domain investigation chapters that follow. 

1.4.2 Bottom-up Approach: Chapters Five to Eight 

These chapters form the predominant strategy of the entire dissertation in that specific 

domains are investigated followed by a distillation of key factors that may generalize to 

uncertainty visualization as a whole. How the problem domains have been framed however 

is set down in the first half of the dissertation. 

Chapter five provides the results of research into the specific domain of temporal and 
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spatial uncertainty in archaeological reconstructions. An example visualization showing a 

site reconstruction is shown in Figure 1.3. 

Figure 1.3: Example uncertainty visualization from archaeological site reconstruction. 
Theoretical early site is shown transparently in juxtaposition to recent survey data. 

Chapter Six provides uncertainty visualizations developed for rock property modelling 

in the seismic domain. Two alternative representations were developed for the bi-directional 

vector field (with uncertainty in both orientation and magnitude) resulting from the mod

elling process: a static glyph3 and an animated flow. Examples of the two representations 

are provided in Figure 1.4. 

The final domain of medical diagnosis has been split into two chapters: Chapter Seven 

covering the study of the problem itself and analysis of the uncertainties involved, and 

Chapter Eight which covers the visualizations that were developed and their analysis. An 

illustration of the visualization system developed to assist in this task is shown in Fig

ure 1.5. 

3A glyph refers to an abstract encoding of multiple attributes forming a sign or other discrete graphical 
object. 
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Figure 1.4: Uncertainty visualizations for use in seismic rock property modelling. Static 
glyphs, visible as black and white line segments, are shown in the top image and a flow 
based representation in the bottom image. 

1.4.3 Integrating the Two Strategies 

Chapter 9 returns to the top-down analysis to integrate it along with the bottom-up find

ings from the specific domains. It introduces a cognitive uncertainty categorization and 

by breaking out several important factors and tasks to consider (as directives), forms a 
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Figure 1.5: Uncertainty visualization for medical diagnostic reasoning support. View 
shows decision tree linked with actuarial scoring used for determining pretest probabil
ity. 

framework for assisting the development of visualizations dealing with uncertainty. For 

the purposes of this dissertation I define a framework as any set of assumptions, concepts, 

or practices, that can be applied to structure a problem space or methodology. The frame

work directives are then applied in a post-hoc4 evaluation of the visualizations that were 

developed. The final chapter reviews the results from all the chapters providing a summary 

of all contributions and recommendations for future work. 

4The framework directives may have in fact been utilized in some primitive form during their 
development. 
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Chapter 2 

Overview of Research in Uncertainty Visualization 

Quòd tertio loco à nobis fuit obferuatum, eft ipfiufmet LACTEI Circuli effentia, feu 
materies, quam Perfpicilli beneficio adeò ad fenfum licet intueri, vt & altercationes 
omnes, quæ per tot fæcula Philofophos excrucia runt ab oculata certitudine diriman
tur, nosq́ue à verbofis difputationibus liberemur. 
– Galileo Galilei. Sidereus Nuncius (1610) 

What was observed by us in the third place is the nature or matter of the Milky Way 
itself, which, with the aid of the spyglass, may be observed so well that all the dis
putes that for so many generations have vexed philosophers are destroyed by visible 
certainty, and we are liberated from wordy arguments. 
– Translated by A. Van Helden Sidereus Nuncius, or the Sidereal Messenger (1989) 

Visual certainty as stated by Galileo in the above quote, or the process of directly 

seeing evidence, is relevant as I review various existing visualizations aimed at increasing 

certainty by graphically exposing uncertainty. The power of visualization resounds in 

the old adage “seeing is believing”, which, however, makes no mention of understanding. 

Therefore, we should be wary of the potential for a visualization to create certainty beyond 

what is appropriate. 

This chapter as well as Chapters 3 and 4 comprise the literature review component 

of the dissertation. Initially I provide a meta-level review of existing work in uncertainty 

visualization. Following this Chapter 3 separates out what can be considered one aspect of 

a formal review of existing work, which is the analysis of uncertainty visualizations. This 

begins with an exploration of heuristic evaluation specifically on uncertainty visualization 

but then moves on to heuristic evaluation of visualizations in general. Moving toward 

user constraints and cognitive tasks in Chapter 4, I coalesce existing work in cognitive 

psychology relating to reasoning under uncertainty. 
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2.1 Review of Uncertainty Visualization 

Uncertainty visualization has recently received more attention as the need for visualiz

ing uncertainty along with data now has more general acceptance [National Academy of 

Sciences Workshop, 2005]. Visual representations for numerous specific data models with 

uncertainty have been proposed by various researchers [e.g. Cedilnik and Rheingans, 2000, 

Lodha et al., 2002b, Kao et al., 2001, Rheingans and Joshi, 1999]. The performances of 

some of these visualizations have also been evaluated with users for specific tasks such as 

by Grigoryan and Rheingans [2004] and Wittenbrink et al. [1996]. This is appropriate as 

it has been suggested that most visualization applications must be task-specific to be effec

tive [Treinish, 1999]. To help guide research in this area, Johnson and Sanderson [2003] 

have called for more theoretical frameworks and visual representations for visualization 

tasks that involve uncertainty. In this section we will first review and critique one of the 

best surveys of the area, that which was provided by Pang et al. [1997]. 

Adding uncertainty into a visualization was described by Pang et al. [1997] as a parallel 

process to the visualization pipeline, which is shown in Figure 2.1. While this reveals their 

grounding in physical phenomenon rather than abstract data, nevertheless it is applicable 

to information visualization. To digress, information visualization refers to the visualiza

tion of data without an inherent spatial mapping1, with focused theoretical aspects such 

as those of Ware [2004], Bertin [1983], and Tufte [2001], to be described in Chapter 3. 

The third component in the uncertainty visualization pipeline (see Figure 2.1) is impor

tant for design as it separates out the uncertainty introduced by a representation and the 

visualization itself, an issue often not carefully detailed in the presentation of a new visual

ization method. For user evaluation this also suggests the benefits of comparing multiple 

visualizations so that the uncertainty in this component may be roughly estimated. 

1Information visualization may be considered more general, but it would be difficult to create a complete 
visualization without aspects that are abstract. The separation of visualization and information visualization 
is based more on historical reasons and I consider it vestigial. 
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Figure 2.1: Pang et al.’s [1997] visualization pipeline showing three types of uncertainty 
potentially augmenting a data visualization. 

Pang et al. [1997] reviewed uncertainty visualization in general and provided multiple 

classification schemes based on the uncertainty, data, and on the methods used to create 

visualizations. Their classification of the types of datum values2 (scalar, vector, tensor, 

multivariate) is shown in Table 2.1 with a few example visualizations. They also used the 

location of the datum (0D, 1D, 2D, 3D, time, etc.) and its associated positional uncertainty 

for categorization. As this location of the datum category appears to combine competing 

factors and influences of space-time, I would propose that it be kept as three separate 

sub-criterion. One of these criterion would be the traditional visualization/information 

2One could refer to the types of datum values in a more general sense as data types, but I will use their 
terminology in this section for consistency. 
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Table 2.1: Pang et al.’s [1997] typology of datum values applied to other researchers 
uncertainty visualizations. 

Value Example Uncertainty Visualizations 
scalar line median, standard deviation [Tufte, 2001] 

box plots, box-and-whisker plots [Chambers et al., 1983] 
notched box plots [Chambers et al., 1983] 

multivariate scatter plots [Chambers et al., 1983] 
probability map [Kao et al., 2001][van der Wel et al., 1994] 
Bayesian model [Hanson et al., 1999] 

vector glyphs [Tufte, 2001] 
fluid flow [Lodha et al., 1996b] 
glyphs & environmental vector fields [Wittenbrink et al., 1996] 
reaction-diffusion texture [Sanderson and Johnson, 2003] 

tensor glyph tensor probe [Pang et al., 1997] 
principle axis ellipsoid [Leonhardt et al., 2006] 

visualization dichotomy based on there being a spatial location of the datum or not, for 

which Pang et al. also provide an explicit category relating to the visualization, rather than 

the data, called visualization axes mapping: experiential or abstract. With experiential 

being defined by them as visualizations for which the axes mappings replicate the viewers 

experience with the phenomenon, versus abstract for those that do not. The second cri

terion could be non-temporal dimensionality on its own, with the third criterion being if 

time is an additional dimension. 

Pang et al.’s [1997] last datum based criterion is the extent of both location and value 

being either discrete or continuous. This characteristic combines two different things 

which I would prefer to more clearly break apart, the first, is the sampling in each dimen

sion of a discrete or continuous phenomenon in that dimension3. The second criterion, 

is the valid range of datum values (individual samples) being either discrete or representa

tive of a continuous function (i.e. real valued). The separate consideration of sampling and 

sample type may have been their intent but they only ever provided a single categorization 

3Sampled data is itself always discrete and so the original phenomenon must be the reference point. 
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(continuous or discrete) for any one visualization. 

Relating aspects of the data to those of the visualization, Pang et al. [1997] provide the 

two characteristics: visualization extent, and visualization axes mapping. The visualiza

tion extent is used to characterize whether the chosen representation indicates a discrete 

(e.g. points, glyphs) or continuous range of data (e.g. curves, surfaces). To parallel our 

separate consideration of datum value, adding a characterization of the value encoding 

being perceived as discrete (e.g. 8 colourmap entries) versus continuous (e.g. 256 levels 

of grayscale) should be considered. Pang et al.’s final characteristic of experiential or ab

stract visualization axes mapping was already described, and they also noted its parallel 

to the historical schism between visualization and information visualization. A relevant 

point is almost all the visualizations they described were classified by them as experiential 

(5 out of 6 pre-existing, and 19 out of 20 new ones) and so one might argue the abstract or 

information visualization categorization may not be very well analyzed with these criteria. 

Pang et al. [1997] additionally organized their new uncertainty visualizations based 

on how the uncertainty information is encoded. For this they provided seven categories: 

add glyphs, add geometry, modify geometry, modify attributes, animation, sonification, 

and psychovisual approaches. With sonification they moved into non-visual input, and so 

haptics and olfactory might be additional top level categories. Non-visual representations 

may assist interpretation as redundant or additional encodings of uncertainty [Jacobson, 

2002]. Pang et al.’s psychovisual approaches included stereo based blurring, and sub

liminal images. The majority of these visually based categories I would group into two 

styles: encoding using additional uncertainty representations (in addition to data represen

tations), and uncertainty encoding through modification of data representations (including 

animation). These two styles may be more generally called the modification of existing 

graphic variables (termed verity visualizations by Wittenbrink et al. [1996]) versus the use 

of additional graphic variables. Modifications are inherently tied to the underlying data 

representation, while additional representational encodings need to be cognitively linked 
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to allow the usual treatment of uncertainty as meta-data. The use of additional variables 

at the same location in the view plane is called overloading, as each variable can carry 

information. This usage of the term overloading implicitly refers to the primacy of the 

view plane graphic variable (i.e. spatial encoding) as it is one of the most flexible and rich 

variables for encoding information [Bertin, 1983]. 

In Griethe and Schumann’s [2006] review of uncertainty visualization they discuss 

Pang et al.’s categorization, but based on the dominance of existing methods for scalar 

uncertainty visualizations propose two main categories: direct uncertainty visualization, 

and using uncertainty indirectly. Indirect use they term parameterization, which is the use 

of uncertainty in the filtering, mapping, or rendering of the raw data itself. They provide 

filtering out data based on an uncertainty threshold as an example of indirect use, but how 

it can be used later in either mapping or rendering and not be considered “direct” was not 

made clear. Thus I would place their indirect methods into what I grouped together as the 

modification of existing graphic variables. Direct uncertainty visualization Griethe and 

Schumann break down further into five categories based on the use of: unused graphical 

variables, additional graphical objects, animation, interaction, and other non-visual human 

senses. 

The nature of the data will constrain what uncertainty representations are appropri

ate, and uncertainty representations for various data types have been proposed (for ex

amples see Davis and Keller [1997], Djurcilov et al. [2002], Botchen et al. [2005], Lee 

et al. [2007]). Lodha et al. [2002b] present techniques for probabilistic points and their 

movement. Grigoryan and Rheingans [2004] represent surfaces with uncertainty using 

point clouds perturbed from the original 3D surfaces based on a probability distribution 

of the data. Numerous other uncertainty representations have been published, and many 

are listed in the survey by Pang et al. [1997]. Table 2.2 provides a listing of some un
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Table 2.2: Fundamental geometric data representations and uncertainty visualizations.


Representation Example Uncertainty Visualizations 
point/ 

particle 
flow [Lopes, 1999] 
particle movement: galaxy, opacity, colour[Lodha et al., 2002b] 
GIS position [Lodha et al., 2002a] 

line/ 
contour 

contouring dust-cloud [Lopes, 1999] 
architecture lines [Masuch and Strothotte, 1998] 
procedural line annotation [Cedilnik and Rheingans, 2000] 

surface hue and texture [Rhodes et al., 2003] 
interpolants [Lodha et al., 1996a] 
marching cubes [Lopes, 1999] 
points on surfaces [Grigoryan and Rheingans, 2002] 
isosurface colour[Rhodes et al., 2003] 

certainty visualizations created around the basic geometric primitives4 for one, two, and 

three dimensions. The addition of uncertainty is often performed by extruding these basic 

representations in the space or time dimension (e.g. a point becomes a region). The review 

of visualizing errors and uncertainty by Johnson and Sanderson [2003] concludes with the 

need for more formal evaluations, new representations, and more widespread presentation 

of errors and uncertainty. 

Thus enough graphical constructs and algorithms exist to provide a plethora of visu

alizations. In order to prune down our design space we can use theory from information 

visualization (e.g. Ware [2004]) and cognitive psychology (e.g. Shelton and McNamara 

[2001]) as a guide as to which construction styles may be the most comprehensible and 

effective. Considering a representation such as lines, they are a basic drawing primitive, 

yet there exist a large number of ways to render lines (strokes) to express different infor

mation. Strothotte and Schlechtweg [2002] discuss various line rendering techniques and 

how they can be used to provoke different interpretations. Strothotte et al. [1999b] and 

Cedilnik and Rheingans [2000] have shown how lines can be rendered in various ways to 

4Other primitives may also be considered fundamental, but these share the property that they are all 
supported directly by standard graphics hardware. 
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Table 2.3: Example categorization of uncertainty visualizations with examples.


Category Example Uncertainty Visualizations 
spatial/positional medical scan segmentation [Grigoryan and Rheingans, 2004] 

molecular [Rheingans and Joshi, 1999] 
temporal archaeological [Zuk et al., 2005] 

spatiotemporal archaeological [Strothotte et al., 1999a] 
global positioning systems [Lodha et al., 2002a] 

non-spatiotemporal translation confidence [Collins et al., 2007] 
interpolation 

& extrapolation 
IFS interpolation [Wittenbrink, 1995] 
interpolation [Pang et al., 1994] 
missing data [Twiddy et al., 1994, Wyvill and Wyvill, 2000] 

express uncertainty. 

One domain where a considerable amount of uncertainty visualization research has 

been done is the field of geographical information systems (GIS) (for examples see Howard 

and MacEachren [1996], Plewe [2002], Lucieer and Kraak [2004], Lucieer et al. [2005]). 

In a book devoted to the subject of GIS uncertainty, Zhang and Goodchild [2002] group 

uncertainty based on the types of data the uncertainty relates to: continuous variables, cat

egorical variables, and objects. GIS objects refer to higher level abstractions that are often 

region-based (e.g. road, building). Zhang and Goodchild focus on the models and pro

cesses related to spatial data. They describe spatial interpolation models based on Kriging 

[Krige, 1962] that are somewhat unique as they inherently create an uncertainty model as 

part of the interpolation process. More specifics of the types of visualizations investigated 

for GIS and some of the few studies which compare different types of visualizations will 

be covered in the next section. 

The various existing uncertainty visualizations cover a wide-range of data, uncertainty 

types, and user tasks. The question one can ask is how do these categorizations help us un

derstand how to create new visualizations of uncertainty or what are important factors. If 

looking to deepen one’s understanding of uncertainty issues on space and time one might 

consider a spatiotemporal categorization as well as other highly related but general issues 
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such as the process of filling in missing data. Table 2.3 provides a potential categorization 

based on a spatiotemporal focus, and a listing of some uncertainty visualizations catego

rized by it. 

Taxonomies may help us avoid reinventing the wheel for specific problems, by un

derstanding common traits and how they might apply to similar problems. Provided the 

large number and variety of uncertainty visualizations, taxonomies and categorizations 

can be used to analyze how these different methods compare and determine what are the 

important aspects. Information visualization theory may also provide a good basis for this 

comparison and analysis, and is explored further in the next section. 

2.2 Design and Evaluation of Uncertainty Visualizations 

Information visualization theory provides us with a source of knowledge about what and 

how visual representations might be used for efficient and accurate visual processing. This 

knowledge applies to both combining uncertainty information into a visualization (e.g. 

overloading with multiple visual variables), as well as creating a separate visualization of 

the uncertainty, where cognitive integration issues are relevant [Ware, 2004]. However 

many information visualization theories are founded on behaviour observed in isolation 

and so one must be careful in applying them to practical implementations, because in 

everyday situations the user may be multi-tasking. Therefore applicability will be strongly 

influenced by domain and task considerations, which are explored in Chapters 5 to 8. 

There has also been research into the best representations for uncertainty. MacEachren 

[1992] discussed the visualization of uncertain information in GIS. He broke uncertainty 

down into visualizing accuracy, and visualizing precision, as separate tasks requiring dif

ferent strategies. MacEachren proposed the use of colour saturation and blurring as be

ing conducive to indicate uncertainty. This recommendation may relate to the potential 

for intuitive reading based on Pierce’s three types of signs: icons, indexes, and sym
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bols [O’Sullivan et al., 1994]. Pierce’s icons have a direct perceptual resemblance to 

what they indicate, and it is the ambiguity created by the colour saturation and blurring 

that MacEachren [1992] suggests makes them logical to use. He related how Bertin’s 

[1983] original graphic variables and these new variables could be applied to uncertainty. 

MacEachren [1992, p.13] proposed that the graphic variables 

... size and value are the most appropriate for depicting uncertainty in 

numerical information, while color (hue), shape, and perhaps orientation can 

be used for uncertainty in nominal information. Texture although it has an 

order, might work best in a binary classification of “certain enough” and “not 

certain enough” that could be used for either nominal or numerical data. 

MacEachren’s use of the term texture is referring to Bertin’s graphical variable grain of 

resolution. Texture is the word used in the English translation (a bad translation for Com

puter Graphics people), 5, and thus I will refer to this variable henceforth as grain. He also 

proposed evaluation based on tendency to Type I visualization errors (seeing patterns that 

do not exist) and Type II (failure to notice patterns and relationships) visualization errors 

(Table 2.4). 

Table 2.4: Classification of visualization errors [MacEachren, 1992]. 

Category Definition Statistics 
Type I seeing patterns that do not exist false positives 
Type II failure to notice patterns and relationships false negatives 

In the area of GIS a variety of user evaluations have also been performed to assess the 

value of the uncertainty visualizations [Evans, 1997, Leitner and Buttenfield, 2000, Leitner 

and Curtis, 2006]. In one example of using multiple evaluations, Slocum et al. [2003a] 

describe three successive evaluations, with intervening refinements, of a visualization for 

5Appropriately a warning about misinterpretation is given by the translator W. J. Berg. 
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global water models and their uncertainty: the first evaluation was with domain experts, 

the second with usability experts using heuristic evaluation, and the final evaluation with 

decision makers. They suggest that it may have been worthwhile to get the decision makers 

involved at an earlier stage of the process. Determining if visualizations can be shared 

across user groups is likely a difficult task in itself. 

Kardos et al. [2003] studied the effectiveness of various spatial data representations of 

uncertainty. In their qualitative user opinion survey they compared the use of fog, an adja

cent map, texture overlay (grain), blur, blinking pixels, sound, colour saturation, pixel mix 

(hue count), and animated regions to demonstrate regions of uncertainty. In this study with 

44 participants, only blinking pixels was consistently judged more useful than non useful, 

with adjacent maps and texture overlays (grain) judged marginally more useful than non 

useful. Rating categories were: non-useful, ineffective, limited, moderate, good, and ex

cellent6. They introduced a hierarchical tessellation (quadtree) overlay with the level of 

subdivision based on uncertainty, but did not advance to the point of user testing. More 

recently Kardos et al. [2005] did a web-based survey to test the effectiveness of hierar

chical hexagonal or rhombus (HoR) tessellations against hierarchical square tessellations, 

blinking areas, adjacent map, texture overlay, fog, blur, and animation. In this survey they 

found the HoR tessellations had similar expressive power to blinking, adjacent maps, and 

texture overlay. These techniques were considered to be better than square tessellations, 

fog, blur, or animation. These results one would almost expect from the earlier study, as 

the tessellations form a type of texture overlay. The surveys were not described in detail 

and most participants were experienced in GIS, so it is difficult to say if these results can 

be generalized. 

With spatial uncertainty, visual representations were found better than verbal represen

tations in one decision problem looked at by Kirschenbaum and Arruda [1994]. Finger 

6If not non-useful the participant could also choose to enter their own description. So useful indicates 
any one of the last five categories or user defined. 
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and Bisantz [2002] compared icons with levels of blur, and with and without text, and 

found the addition of text provided no statistical advantage. Therefore for some tasks 

uncertainty representations with larger granularity (capable of encoding fewer bits) may 

suffice for expressing the uncertainty necessary for the decision process at hand. Many 

other representations have also been evaluated but further evaluations and research is still 

needed [MacEachren et al., 2005]. 

Information visualization theory integrates the perceptual and cognitive theory that 

may help understand why certain visualizations work well and some do not. This under

standing can provide the design patterns for visualization that help us avoid pitfalls. It also 

helps us with the more nebulous problem of how these visualizations are to be used for 

specific tasks and how to judge their relative performance. This also falls into the area of 

HCI and human factors. 

Human factors and how they apply to visualizations has been surveyed by Tory and 

Möller [2004] and they found a somewhat limited utilization of the theory in visualization 

research. They summarize how the user-centered (participatory), task-based, and percep

tion and cognition-based design, can focus on satisfying the users’ goals by understanding 

their strengths and constraints. User studies are another approach used in human factors 

research. Kosara et al. [2003] discuss when user studies should be done and review some 

common problems and limitations of these studies. One example of the difficulty to gen

eralize results comes from a recent user study with uncertainty representations for airline 

traffic flow. Masalonis et al. [2004] found for one task that the probability density function 

graphs that provide the most uncertainty information were given lower subjective ratings 

than best guess and range displays. It was unclear why the participants did not want to uti

lize the more detailed uncertainty information, and thus generalization is difficult. Another 

major problem with user studies is that they are naturally biased against new techniques 

which require a long period of training. This is because the costs to perform the training 

for such a study are prohibitive, and as a result the studies are run with under-trained par
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Table 2.5: Typology for visualizing uncertainty [Thomson et al., 2005].


Category

Accuracy/error 
Precision 
Completeness 
Consistency 
Lineage 
Currency/timing 
Credibility 
Subjectivity 
Interrelatedness 

Definition

difference between observation & reality 
exactness of measurement 
extent to which info is comprehensive 
extent to which info components agree 
conduit through which info passed 
temporal gaps from info collection 
assessment of info source 
amount of judgment included 
source independence 

ticipants. Avoiding this evaluative shortcoming is the motivation of long-term case studies 

as described by Shneiderman and Plaisant [2006]. 

Beard and Buttenfield [1999] created a GIS based framework for error and uncertainty 

that involves an initial phase of mapping data to error analysis and a second phase of 

mapping to graphical display. There has been a call, however, for more theory for visu

alizing uncertainty [Johnson and Sanderson, 2003, MacEachren et al., 2005], and a few 

have been put forward such as Thomson et al.’s typology of uncertainty [Thomson et al., 

2005]. They consider contributions from Pang et al.’s [1997] classification and Gershon’s 

[1998] high-level taxonomy of uncertainty. This typology was developed for geospatially 

referenced data and for intelligence analysts to use in analytic design (shown in Table 2.5). 

However, the typology was found to be general enough to be useful when applied to rea

soning uncertainty [Zuk and Carpendale, 2007], which will be described in more detail in 

Chapter 4. 

Looking at the relationship of analytic tasks to representations, Amar and Stasko 

[2004] present a set of knowledge precepts for design and evaluation of information vi

sualizations. They describe a rationale gap, as being the separation between seeing a rela

tionship and confidently understanding it in terms of making a decision. They proposed 
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three rationale precepts to reduce this separation: 

1. Expose Uncertainty 

... a system can help bridge the Rationale Gap by exposing uncertainty in data mea

sures and aggregations, and showing possible effect of this uncertainty on outcomes 

2. Concretize Relationships 

... a system can help bridge the Rationale Gap by clearly presenting what comprises 

the representation of a relationship, and present concrete outcomes where appropri

ate. 

3. Expose Cause And Effect 

... a system can help bridge the Rationale Gap by clarifying possible sources of 

causation. 

While the first precept explicitly mentions uncertainty, the second two implicitly also deal 

with uncertainty. Both the concretization of relationships and formulation of cause and 

effect can be considered tasks directly aimed at reducing the uncertainty in knowledge. 

Generalizing from Amar and Stasko [2004], design rules and recommendations can 

often be utilized for evaluation, and this dual role will be utilized throughout this disserta

tion. Chapter 3 will return to this topic and looks deeper into the evaluation of uncertainty 

visualizations. Specific evaluations will also be described in Chapters 5, 6, 8, and 9. 

2.3 Cognitive Aspects of Uncertainty Visualization 

In this section I move to some higher level theory relating to uncertainty from a human 

factors point of view. Gershon [1998] framed uncertainty as a part of imperfect knowledge 

and presented six types of causes for it: 

1. incomplete information, 

2. inconsistency, 
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3. information too complicated, 

4. uncertainty, 

5. imperfect presentation, and 

6. corrupt data/information (imperfection). 

Singling out imperfect presentation he broke it down further into: information overload, 

inappropriate presentation, and inappropriate device. These are challenges to the visual

ization process itself to avoid the creation of imperfect knowledge (if we abstract away 

the data/information). He also called for the development of principles for imperfec

tion/uncertainty management, and noted that potential user variation should be considered. 

From a more general cognitive perspective one taxonomy of reasoning uncertainty was 

presented by Kahneman and Tversky [1982] as the variants of uncertainty: 

1. External (Dispositions) 

(a) Distributional (Frequencies) 

(b) Singular (Propensities) 

2. Internal (Ignorance) 

(a) Reasoned (Arguments) 

(b) Introspective (Confidence) 

The aspects of knowledge noted by Gershon relate to the reasoned aspects of information, 

with information usually relating to the external. Therefore the introspective (confidence) 

category may be understated in looking at imperfect knowledge as the end game. Simi

larly most of the work described in Section 2.1 related to external uncertainty. However, I 

will attempt to consider and place more focus on these internal aspects as I expect they can 

provide guidance for developing more insights into uncertainty visualization. This consid

eration of reasoning uncertainty itself and the related work will be investigated further in 

Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2.2: Watkins [2000] typology of uncertainty (components of physical and psycho
logical stress have been left out of the figure). 

For the purpose of visualization to aid decision support, Watkins [2000] examined 

cognitive aspects of uncertainty and also developed a taxonomy of “how and why” things 

are uncertain, which is shown in Figure 2.2. Other taxonomies of cognitive uncertainty 
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exist (e.g. Howell and Burnett [1978]), and one extensive one including management 

strategies for dealing with uncertainty has been provided by Hutton [2004]. It is an open 

question as to whether all these types of uncertainty, or causes of uncertainty, have specific 

visualization needs. For many problem areas the concise typology provide by Thomson 

et al. [2005] in Table 2.5 may be a sufficient starting point for differentiating uncertainty. 

If one needs further motivation on why this internal uncertainty (reasoned and intro

spective) is worth singling out we need only to look at the fact that we deal with uncer

tainty on a daily basis but have internalized its management to the point where we may 

hardly be aware of it. MacEachren et al.’s [2005] challenges listed in Chapter 1 mostly 

call for guidance and higher levels of understanding. Bridging the gap between Amar and 

Stasko [2004] general precepts and how to design uncertainty visualizations that can best 

assist interpretation will require further research. This is the area to which the rest of this 

dissertation will attempt to contribute. 

2.4 Conclusions 

In creating a new visualization one does not find the answers to design options simply 

by seeing what visualizations have been created for a particular type of data. Hence the 

visualizations listed in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 were by no means meant to be an exhaustive list. 

Furthermore, even when a given representation is chosen, to determine the best interaction 

methods one can not just choose one from an existing list of methods and benefits. The 

reviewed works provided various structures for understanding the problem in general, but 

how these “tools” relate to the users problems may be a challenge to determine. As was 

suggested in the preceding section the design should be equally driven by the user and task 

considerations. Therefore evaluations for visualizations in particular tasks will be impor

tant for estimating transferability and reuse of visualization techniques. Additional related 

work will be discussed in each of the following chapters pertaining to the corresponding 
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topic or domain. 

Information visualization theory integrates the perceptual and cognitive theory that 

may help us understand why certain visualizations work well and others do not. This 

understanding may provide the design patterns for visualization that help us avoid common 

problems, but it does not bridge all the gaps in determining the best designs. Continuing 

with the goal of generalizing knowledge from existing uncertainty visualizations, the next 

chapter includes a more formal analysis and evaluation of some particular uncertainty 

visualizations, and extends into information visualization evaluation in general. 
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Chapter 3 

Analysis and Evaluation of Visualizations 

Everything is vague to a degree you do not realize till you have tried to make it 
precise. 
– Bertrand Russell. The Philosophy of Logical Atomism (1918) 

Analysis of visualizations in general requires a deeper understanding of their com

position. Although a number of theories and principles have been developed to guide the 

creation of visualizations, it is not always apparent how to apply the knowledge in these 

principles. We describe the application of perceptual and cognitive theories for the analy

sis of uncertainty visualizations. General theory from Bertin, Tufte, and Ware are outlined 

and then applied to the analysis of eight different uncertainty visualizations. The theories 

provided a useful framework for analysis of the methods, and provided insights into the 

strengths and weaknesses of various aspects of the visualizations†. 

3.1 Introduction 

The need for visualizing uncertainty along with data now has widespread acceptance. How

ever the task of including the additional uncertainty information into an existing or new 

visualization while maintaining ease of comprehension for both the data and the uncer

tainty is not easy. As a result, the visualization of uncertainty is still not standard practice. 

Various researchers have proposed visualization methods to present uncertainty [National 

Academy of Sciences Workshop, 2005] and some have used HCI methodology to analyze 

and evaluate the visualizations. 
†Portions of this chapter have been previously published in Zuk and Carpendale [2006], Zuk et al. [2006]. 

Thus any use of “we” may refer to Torre Zuk and Sheelagh Carpendale or Torre Zuk, Lothar Schlesier, Petra 
Neumann, Mark S. Hancock, and Sheelagh Carpendale 
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Recently Johnson and Sanderson [2003] called for the development of formal theoreti

cal frameworks for visualizing error and uncertainty. Before developing new frameworks 

it is worth examining existing perceptual and cognitive frameworks to better understand 

them with their strengths and their short comings, and to ensure we are utilizing those 

frameworks that already exist. With this goal of more fully understanding research in this 

area, we chose the three commonly cited theoretical approaches and use their principles to 

analyze eight representative uncertainty visualizations across a wide variety of domains. 

A variety of theories and frameworks for analysis of uncertainty and uncertainty visu

alization are available. Some of these were mentioned in Chapter 2 such as Pang et al. 

[1997], van der Wel et al. [1994] and Beard and Buttenfield [1999]. While these and 

other frameworks could be applied and would be useful, at this time we are focusing on 

the perceptual basics and will only consider the general perceptual and cognitive theories 

described in the next section. 

3.2 Perceptual and Cognitive Theory 

From the large number of contributors to perceptual design theory we have chosen the 

subset of Bertin [1983], Tufte [2001], and Ware [2004] as perspectives for our analysis. 

Other perspectives could have been chosen and may be equally valid, Chambers et al. 

[1983] or Slocum et al. [2003b], for example. However, since the theories from Bertin, 

Tufte, and Ware are widely cited, they were deemed to be a good starting point. While 

we are simply citing Ware’s text, we recognize that Ware’s collection of theories includes 

explanations from many cognitive scientists. 

Each of this trio of researchers (Bertin, Tufte, Ware) has an extensive set of principles. 

Therefore to limit the scope we will consider a selection of the trio’s perceptual and com

prehension driven principles. This will include Bertin’s [1983] framework of the plane and 

retinal variables, Tufte’s [2001] theory of data graphics, and excerpts from Ware’s [2004] 
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textbook on information visualization. 

The following overview is included to provide the cognitive context for the specific de

tails that follow. It summarizes the main components from the theory of the Bertin, Tufte, 

and Ware as used in this chapter. Many of these theories and guidelines are represented in 

all three sources, but from slightly different perspectives. 

3.2.1 Bertin 

In Bertin’s [1983] framework called the Properties of the Graphic System, he presented 

eight visual variables1. The planar dimensions (x,y) are two of Bertin’s visual variables, 

and for any location on the plane a visible mark can utilize any or all of the six retinal 

variables: size, value, grain (a retranslation of the original variable name), colour, orien

tation, and shape. While developed for the printed page, Bertin’s framework is still gen

erally applicable to digital displays as it has been shown useful by many researchers (e.g. 

MacEachren [1992], Beard and Buttenfield [1999]). There are some adjustments, however, 

that should be made when applying it to current display technology, which will be briefly 

discussed after reviewing the visual variables. MacEachren [1995] and Ware [2004] have 

proposed some modifications to these variables and describe additional variables, but for 

our purposes here we will limit ourselves to Bertin’s original variables. 

Each of the eight variables is categorized based on its potential for immediate per

ceptual group selection, perceptual grouping characteristics, natural perceptual ordering 

(not learned), ability for quantitative comparisons, and length (the number of discernible 

elements that can be represented in the set, i.e. cardinality). In terms of perceptual process

ing speed, a variable is called selective if it can be perceived immediately over the entire 

plane without considering individual marks sequentially. The performance of this paral

lelized perceptual task has been labeled preattentive processing [Ware, 2004], in which the 

1This framework is also described in Bertin [1981], which was translated first, but is subsequent work to 
Bertin [1983]. 
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number of distractors does not impact performance. Selective classifications may break 

down when encodings use multiple variables, or shape, which has components of the two 

other variables: size and orientation. Thus Bertin classifies shape as not being selective 

while Ware does call it preattentive. This is likely due to the fact that shape is a complex 

variable (has infinite length) and the number of different types of distractors does have 

an impact. To be used for selective processing the usable length of any variable must be 

greatly reduced. If variation in a variable could be ignored so as to consider variation 

only in other variables, Bertin called the variable associative. This notion of associativity 

is closely related to the characterization of separable and integral variables Ware [2004], 

which is relevant to uncertainty visualization if the user needs to consider the data and 

its’ uncertainty independently (separable), or it is more important to see them as a whole 

(integral). MacEachren et al. [1998b] found in one study that integral encoding of data and 

uncertainty negatively impacted the performance of detecting clusters in the data. Bertin’s 

classifications of variables (e.g. which have natural perceptual ordering) may be contested 

in specific scenarios, or over subsets of a variable’s length, but in practical terms we con

sider them to be useful. 

Visual Variables 

Bertin describes the two planar variables (x and y) as the richest of the variables in that 

they are selective, associative, ordered, and quantitative. To make use of the retinal vari

ables to change the appearance and thus encoding, of a mark; the mark must first be 

implanted at some location (x, y) on the plane. Bertin categorized this implantation as 

being point, line, or area based. The type of implantation affects the length of the retinal 

variables. Area implantation raises two issues: the orientation variable can no longer be 

processed selectively, and the meaning of any variable is read over the entire region of 

implantation (i.e. quantities must be normalized per unit area or they may be incorrectly 

read). 
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Size is the only retinal variable that can be quantitative (allowing ratios of data to be 

directly perceived). It is selective but not associative, and it is ordered. While any variable 

can be implanted as an area, size is naturally implanted (encoded) as an area. Therefore 

given a fixed area, the area itself cannot change size but its constituent points or lines can, 

and is then classified as the separate variable grain. 

Grain is the variation in scale of the constituent parts of a pattern2. As grain can 

be considered a composite of size, it can be ordered on that basis. It is both selective 

and associative. The length of this variable is affected by the size of implantation. Thus 

making a larger mark allows more steps that can be distinguished. 

Value is the ratio of perceived black to perceived white on a given mark. It is ordered. 

Bertin’s usage is similar to the value in the HSV colour model [Ware, 2004]. Contrast

ing this, Ware makes a clear distinction in the definitions of luminance, brightness, and 

lightness from a perceptual context. 

Colour is the chromatic variation of two marks with the same value. It is more closely 

associated with hue variation than saturation. As the pure or monochromatic colours asso

ciated with full saturation (not in the HSV sense) do not have equal value, Bertin did not 

create separate variables for hue and saturation. The colour variable has no implicit order3, 

but is selective and associative. 

Orientation is the variation in the angle between marks. This variable is associative, 

but only selective for point and line implantations. It is not ordered4. Numerous ways 

exist to split the 360 degrees of orientation into steps (theoretically infinite). Bertin states, 

however, that using only four steps provides for maximal selectivity. To enable the utiliza

tion of perceptual sensitivity to parallelism is a main reason for restricting the length to 

four. 
2Pattern is texture in French. Thus texture was the translation of this variable name in Bertin [1983]. 
3MacEachren [1995] suggests colour saturation is ordered, and even some subsets of hue are ordered, 

based on a HSV decomposition. 
4It might be considered ordered given symbolic associations, but not at the perceptual reading level to 

which Bertin refers. 
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Shape is the most ambiguous variable as it incorporates aspects of size and orientation. 

It has no perceptual ordering but has symbolic ordering (e.g. triangle, square, pentagon, ...). 

It has infinite length, but is only associative. Its flexible nature allows complex symbolism 

but this must be learned and therefore is never universally understood [Bertin, 1983]. 

Application of the Framework to Digital Displays 

With digital displays Bertin’s original visual variables will each exist in a slightly different 

representational domain and so considerations should be made. We will refer to Bertin’s 

original domain as the page, and the digital display as the screen. The reduction of the 

length of a variable is one major difference that must be accounted for (it effectively re

duces the amount of information/bits that can be carried in a variable). The two planar 

dimensions of the screen are currently lower resolution than is possible with the page, and 

so to pack the same amount of information into a small space is not possible. This effec

tively reduces the length of that variable as human visual acuity is beyond current screen 

technology. This means that to perceive the same amount of information with a screen the 

eye must make saccadic movements to cover more area, and this has subtle repercussions 

for perception. A large printed map contains more information than most large displays 

are capable of showing at once, and so another significant change is the user interaction 

required for scrolling. 

Bertin’s first retinal variable, size, is similarly affected as the plane was; its length is 

effectively reduced. Similar arguments can be made for affecting the length of texture 

(grain), orientation, and shape as they are all implanted on the plane as marks. Value is 

affected in that the dynamic range and resolution of luminance from the page can not yet 

be equalled on the screen. Leitner and Buttenfield [2000] found that the prominence of 

dark over light (value) was reversed from paper to the CRT (reflective versus emissive). 

Colour length reduction will not always be the case, as the gamut of printing technologies 

varies significantly and so in some cases it may be that an increase in length of the colour 
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variable can be achieved. The nature of association, selectivity, order, and quantity are 

quite transferable to the digital medium. Quantity is tied to the length of a variable and so 

will be reduced for the plane and size variables on the screen. 

The greatest affect of the digital medium is the introduction of (or just simplification 

of adding) more visual variables. Visual variables in the digital domain are analyzed 

using Bertin’s perspective by MacEachren [1995] and Ware [2004]. Strong variables such 

as motion, disparity (stereo-displays), and blinking are not possible on the page. Other 

variables such as blur, concavity, and shape from shading, while not described by Bertin 

are also transferable back to the printed page. Bertin’s variables can be thought of as one 

possible set of basis vectors that span a sub-space of 2D visualizations. Expansion beyond 

the limits of the printed page adds additional visual variables and added dimensions of 

depth and time. However, 3D visualizations after being projected to 2D, can be treated as 

implantations on the plane, and thus can be analyzed using Bertin’s framework. 

3.2.2 Tufte 

Tufte has written a series of books on the graphical presentation of information [Tufte, 

2001, 1990, 1997, 2006]. Here we will primarily utilize Tufte’s principles for graphic 

excellence and integrity [Tufte, 2001]. These are general principles that usually lead to 

good visualizations. Other aspects of his theory provide optimization rules and design 

patterns. Tufte has summarized most of his concepts in one complex principle: graphical 

excellence, which he defines as that which gives to the viewer the greatest number of ideas 

in the shortest time with the least ink in the smallest space [Tufte, 2001]. 

In order to create graphical excellence Tufte [2001] has specified guidelines such as: 

avoid distorting what the data shows; encourage the eye to compare the data; present a 

large amount of data in a small space; reveal multiple levels of detail in the data; and 

closely integrate statistical and text descriptions with the data. These encourage graphical 

clarity, precision, and efficiency [Tufte, 2001]. Tufte provides numerous examples of 
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graphical excellence most of which are multivariate. 

To promote graphical integrity Tufte [2001, p.77] provides six principles to be fol

lowed: 

1. graphic representations relating to numbers should be directly proportional to the 

quantities represented, 

2. clear and detailed text should be used wherever needed to avoid ambiguity, 

3. show data variation and not design variation, 

4. money in time series must be adjusted for inflation5, 

5. the number of dimensions used for reading data should not exceed the number of 

data dimensions being represented (e.g. don’t make scalars an area), and 

6. do not show data out of context. 

As the name integrity suggests, following these principles avoids deception and misinter

pretation. 

Data-ink maximization is a principle that pushes the graphic designer to present the 

largest amount of data with the least amount of ink. Extra ink can be a distraction and take 

the eye away from seeing the data or making comparisons. This may have its limits in that 

one should not keep trying to save ink to the point of breaking of Gestalt Laws [Koffka, 

1935] (to be covered in the next section). 

Data density refers to the amount of data elements divided by the area of the graphic. If 

this is too low the graphic may be reduced in size, or a table may even be more appropriate. 

Tufte’s small multiples is a design pattern for comparing data that creates an animation 

through a series of stills. It states that for a series of graphics the design must remain 

constant so only the data varies. This should be intuitive, as with scientific experimentation 

we often hold all variables constant except for the one we are trying to investigate. 

5While not directly relevant to our purposes this principle is included for completeness of the principles. 
A generalized rephrasing could be, when appropriate “normalize” data to remove misleading variation. 
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3.2.3 Ware 

Ware has created a textbook on information visualization that draws on numerous re

searchers’ theories (including his own) on visual perception and comprehension [Ware, 

2004]. In general it is grounded in physiological, perceptual, and cognitive psychology 

research rather than the more experientially grounded theories of Bertin and Tufte. This 

research is usually compatible with the previous two’s theories and often supports their 

principles with experimental data from user and electrophysiological studies. 

Preattentive Processing — Additional visual variables have been shown to be preat

tentively processed (Bertin’s selective category), some examples are: curvature, spatial 

grouping, blur, added marks, numerosity, flicker, direction of motion, and stereoscopic 

depth. 

Gestalt Laws — The German Gestalt school of psychology created a set of fundamen

tal laws of pattern perception (Bertin also refers to Gestalt theory) [Koffka, 1935]. Some 

of these laws describe how properties such as proximity, similarity, continuity, symmetry, 

closure, connectedness [Palmer and Rock, 1994], and relative size have major influence on 

the perception of patterns. They can be used as design principles in creating visualizations 

[Ware, 2004]. 

Words and Images — Text may often be superior to images for presenting abstract 

ideas, logic, and conditional information [Ware, 2004]. Consistent with Tufte’s Graphical 

Excellence principle of integrating text descriptions with a graphic, Ware states that the 

Gestalt Laws (e.g. proximity, or connectedness) apply when adding text. 

Thinking with Visualization — Ware groups and reviews related research dealing with 

the problem solving aspects of visualization. Memory categories such as iconic memory, 

long-term memory, and visual working memory are discussed. Theories on eye move

ment patterns and cognitive data structures are also presented. The implications of these 

cognitive constraints on problem solving strategies are also reviewed. 
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3.3 Analysis of Uncertainty Visualizations 

In this section we applied the perceptual and cognitive theory outlined in the previous sec

tion to eight visualizations which have incorporated uncertainty: vector fields, molecular 

structure, archaeological reconstructions, 2D stochastic simulation, grid-based annotation 

lines, particle movement, air traffic control decision support, and surfaces. These eight un

certainty visualizations were chosen to cover a wide variety of domains. The visualizations 

also vary from highly data specific to more generally applicable. They will be covered in 

roughly chronological order. Each in turn will be briefly analyzed using the perceptual 

theories presented by Bertin [1983], Tufte [2001], and Ware [2004]. Our methodology 

borrows from the ideas of heuristic evaluation [Nielsen and Mack, 1994] as conducted in 

HCI in which each aspect of a set of heuristics is applied to the interfaces to be analyzed. 

In this context, a heuristic can be defined as a rule that will in general lead to an improved 

design. 

3.3.1 Vector Fields 

We will discuss vector field uncertainty glyphs that Wittenbrink et al. [1996] introduced in 

what they called verity visualizations. Uncertainty glyphs represent uncertainty integrated 

with the data without the use of additional visual variables (colour, value, ...). This was 

done with vector glyphs that holistically show uncertainty in magnitude and orientation. 

An example vector field using the uncertainty glyphs is shown in Figure 3.1. 

The authors evaluated their methods using some measures including Tufte’s data-ink 

ratio, as well as performing qualitative evaluation with a user study. Their quantitative 

analysis found that the mean error for decoding direction with and without uncertainty 

was not significantly different. This indicates that the addition of their uncertainty visual

ization was not detrimental to the simpler task which ignored uncertainty. Decoding the 

magnitude with the presence of the additional uncertainty encoding, was found to be prac
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Figure 3.1: Vector field of glyphs showing uncertainty in orientation and area indicating 
magnitude [Wittenbrink et al., 1996]. [ c�1996 IEEE] 

tically no different, but statistically the errors were not as small. The uncertainty decoding 

error was comparable to the respective magnitude and direction error. 

Bertin — Wittenbrink et al. utilized a combination of Bertin’s plane, shape, and size 

variables for their verity glyph for vector uncertainty. To allow users of their visualization 

to make quantitative estimates their use of the plane and size variables is appropriate, 

because they are the only variables Bertin claims may be read quantitatively. Showing 

multivariate data and avoiding using additional visual variables means that the plane and 

size variables must be overloaded. Decoding these overloaded variables may then be more 

difficult as the authors discuss. 

Bertin’s 2D framework may provide insight into potential interpretation problems with 

3D viewing. For example, as a vertical line or surface rotates away from the viewer the 

visible length or area is reduced by the cosine of the angle between the surface normal and 

the view vector. This directly affects the reading of most variables (to a lesser extent the 

colour and value variables). Therefore accurate reading of the area glyph presented at vary

ing angles will require more complex cognitive processes dealing with depth perception 
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to compensate for rotation in 3D. 

Tufte — Wittenbrink et al. [1996] discussed and utilized Tufte’s principles. They utilize 

the data-ink maximization theory to design their uncertainty vector glyphs. In integrating 

the orientation uncertainty into the glyph they found they had to scale the area to the vector 

magnitude. This was needed as the orientation uncertainty made the glyph larger and area 

is perceived over length [Tufte, 2001] (length previously being vector magnitude). This 

treads on Tufte’s integrity principle that the number of information carrying dimensions 

should not exceed the dimensions of the data (one for magnitude). This type of required 

trade-off in using these principles is to be expected, but even when not followed, the 

principles provide a warning to potential areas of misinterpretation. 

Ware — Ware and Tufte’s principle of close integration of text and graphics could be used 

to provide interactive queries of the glyphs exact values. As the authors were determining 

how well the new glyphs could be decoded, text was not appropriate, but it could be useful 

in a final visualization. Gestalt theory also provides a check on the glyph design: sym

metry and closure exist with orientation only glyph, but when the magnitude uncertainty 

is added with an extra leading edge on the arrow head [Wittenbrink et al., 1996] (illus

trated in Figure 3.2) it only is perceived as a unit on the basis of proximity. Therefore this 

perception could become ambiguous when very large magnitude uncertainties exist. A 

single line from the tip of the arrow to the extra leading edge could provide connectedness 

to avoid this problem as shown in Figure 3.2. The trade-off is that this reduces Tufte’s 

data-ink ratio. 

3.3.2 Molecular Structure 

Methods for the visualization of molecular positional uncertainty were presented by Rhein

gans and Joshi [1999]. The uncertainty representations used transparency, volume render

ing, and iso-surfaces. Traditional ball and stick models were rendered making dynamic 

portions of the molecule more transparent. In additional methods presented, Gaussian 
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Figure 3.2: Large uncertainty in magnitude showing the weakened proximity gestalt in the 
glyph on left. Glyph redesign using connectedness to reinforce gestalt on right. 

Figure 3.3: Likelihood iso-surfaces. Left and right images show the same data but with 
different iso-level values [Rheingans and Joshi, 1999]. [ c�1999 Springer] 

distribution functions representing atoms were first aggregated. These were then either 

directly volume rendered or iso-surfaces were created based on confidence thresholds (iso

levels). Two example visualizations using the iso-surface method are shown in Figure 3.3. 

The authors found that their ball and stick and iso-surface visualizations were flexible 

enough to provide suitable results for different goals. They conclude that the volume ren

dering method provided a more holistic representation of the uncertainty. A more rigorous 
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task analysis and performance evaluation was not reported. 

Bertin — Transparency performs a blending of the quantities in Bertin’s value and colour 

variables as in the limit both are reduced to the background instantiation of these variables. 

Thus using transparency for uncertainty provides a form of redundant encoding (value and 

colour) of this information and so may be more easily perceived. MacEachren [1995] 

classifies transparency as an additional variable, and has put it in a subgroup of three 

“clarity” variables: crispness, resolution, and transparency, that he suggests may be the 

most useful for encoding uncertainty.6 

Tufte — The data density of these visualizations is high, especially in the volume render

ings in which the entire probability distribution is represented. However with the volume 

rendering identifiable structures became less clear, therefore it could be useful to have the 

option of integrating text labeling for the atoms, or atom chains (of course layout manage

ment may be difficult). 

Ware — The authors also compare the transparency effect to motion-blur, and as Ware 

discusses blur is an additional preattentive (Bertin’s selective) visual variable. Interaction 

with the visualizations was not described, and sadly the lack of information on this aspect 

is not unique to this paper. The authors briefly mention the fact that using the ball and stick 

model and controlling the opacity allows the image to be perceptually divided into stable 

and dynamic regions. It is not clearly stated in this paper whether this could be performed 

interactively as a dynamic query [Ahlberg et al., 1992]. Once generated, the iso-surfaces 

could likely be interactively rendered, but this precludes dynamic query-like behaviour. 

3.3.3 Archaeological Reconstructions 

Strothotte et al. [1999b] discuss aspects of non-photorealistic rendering and how they 

6Originally the “clarity” variables were different aspects of what was proposed as a “focus” variable that 
had edge crispness, fill crispness, resolution, and transparency [MacEachren, 1992]. Kosara et al. [2001] put 
forward these same characteristics using a photographic metaphor as a variable for focus and context they 
called “semantic depth of field”. 
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might be applied to representing uncertainty in virtual reconstructions. They show how 

sketch-like renditions and the use of variable transparency can express the speculative na

ture of archaeological reconstruction. Figure 3.4 shows some of their results in which a 

theoretical reconstruction with various levels of uncertainty is integrated into a photograph 

of the current excavation site. The authors found that photorealistic detail distracts from 

the fundamental questions of the domain experts. They conclude that more methods of vi

sualization and interaction are required for expressing the appropriate level of uncertainty. 

No evaluation of their methods was reported. Earlier related work discusses the software 

that was used in more detail (AncientVis) [Strothotte et al., 1999a]. 

Figure 3.4: Virtual reconstruction using transparency and line drawings to convey uncer
tainty [Strothotte et al., 1999b]. [ c�1999 Strothotte et al.] 

Bertin — As discussed in Section 3.3.2 the integration of Bertin’s value and colour con

cepts in transparency had the potential for effective uncertainty encoding. Bertin states 

that it is difficult to disregard part of the signifying plane and so an absence of signs indi

cates absence of data. A line rendering is consistent with this idea, and so is appropriate 

for the illustration of uncertainty. 
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Tufte — Graphical integrity is applicable to the goals of this type of visualization. The 

authors point out that the researchers in this domain are very careful to choose verbal 

descriptions that convey levels of uncertainty. Photorealistic renderings are only potential 

interpretations of the archaeological data and so using Tufte’s Lie Factor [Tufte, 2001], in 

which a graphic’s size should relate only to actual data: 

size(e f f ectgraphic)Klie = ,
size(e f f ectdata) 

photorealistic renderings could have potentially huge Lie Factors. Thus portraying the 

uncertainty is essential to the integrity of the visualization. Line renderings also maximize 

the data-ink ratio. 

Ware — Ware’s presentation of various cognitive models for objects is applicable as well. 

Silhouette and contour information may be key aspects used in forming cognitive models 

[Halverston, 1992, Marr, 1982] and so these may be all that is needed to visually express 

an interpretation. Perceptual theories more directly related to non-photorealistic rendering 

can be found in Strothotte and Schlechtweg’s [2002] textbook. 

3.3.4 2D Stochastic Simulation 

Various methods for visualizing 2D probability distributions have been presented by Kao 

et al. [2001]. With their data at each pixel (cell) probability density functions exist based 

on the different realizations (outcomes) from multiple stochastic simulations. They claim 

that the spread of a distribution is the most obvious way to summarize uncertainty. Kao et 

al. provided visual renderings of statistical measures such as mean, median, and quantiles, 

on a per-pixel basis. These visualizations used colour, surface, and spatial bar charts for 

presenting various statistical measures and let the users choose the mapping. An exam

ple pixel based analysis view is illustrated in Figure 3.5 with the user selected mapping 

detailed in the annotation. To reduce clutter they provided thresholds for the filtering of 

insignificant uncertainty representations. A feature-wise analysis tool based on clumps 
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(similarly behaved region) was also described. Kao et al. also present a histogram cube 

to visualize the distribution of the data. Each histogram bin is represented by a slice for 

which the pixels contain the counts at the corresponding location. They found it was help

ful for understanding the modality of the distributions. The authors conclude that their 

visualizations were useful based on initial user feedback during the design and develop

ment phase, but no formal evaluation was done. Navigation techniques for the 3D view 

shown in Figure 3.5 were not described and this would be important due to the amount of 

detail present. 

Figure 3.5: Pixel-wise analysis of data distributions [Kao et al., 2001]. The upper surface 
is deformed by the standard deviation field, coloured based on interquartile range, and 
has vertical bars indicating the absolute value of the difference between mean and median 
fields, coloured the same as the lower plane. [ c�2001 IEEE] 

Bertin — The use of only the colour variable which is unordered is not helpful for nu

meric data (as used in Figure 3.5), however, colourmaps were changeable. For spatial data 
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the use of a colourmap that varies in both value and colour still leaves size, grain, orien

tation, and shape variables for additional information. These variables may be easier to 

cognitively integrate than the additional 3D surface (that uses the plane, size, and colour 

variables). 

Tufte — It may be worth considering Tufte’s integrity principle: do not show data out of 

context. Complex classifications that do not reflect topographical or other known spatial 

distributions will be difficult to cognitively integrate into the correct spatial context. Text 

annotations or symbol landmarks could help with this integration by labeling extrema (on 

low pass filtered data) and showing these same landmarks on an adjacent terrain map. 

Ware — As can be seen in Figure 3.5 the implementation allows the two representations to 

be viewed simultaneously. While the small multiples design pattern is not directly applica

ble, if the goal is to understand relationships then orthographic projection would maintain 

size consistency and simplify cognitive integration. Ware discusses various issues relating 

to context and cognitive integration. Numerous other aspects relating to navigation and 

maps would be applicable, such as Mackinlay et al. [1990] point of interest navigation. 

3.3.5 Grid-based Annotation Lines 

Cedilnik and Rheingans [2000] have presented procedural rendering of annotation over

lays that indicate uncertainty. The authors show how procedural variation of width, sharp

ness, noise, and amplitude modulation can indicate uncertainty. The illustration of uncer

tainty only on the annotation (grid) lines allows the data to remain largely unobscured, 

as can be seen in Figure 3.6. The authors state that their method preserves perceptibility 

across various levels of uncertainty. No formal evaluation was reported. 

Bertin — Bertin’s variables of the plane are mainly used for the amplitude modulation 

although it crosses into use of grain. The size and value variables are used for the width 

and sharpness techniques. The noise-based annotation, which was made up of distributed 

spot noise rather than a continuous line, is more ambiguous as it has aspects of size, value, 
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Figure 3.6: Procedural grid overlay with sine wave amplitude modulation indicating un
certainty of data at that location [Cedilnik and Rheingans, 2000]. [ c�2000 IEEE] 

and grain. From this one would expect the largest number of levels of uncertainty would 

be discernible with the amplitude modulation. 

Tufte — Tufte’s data-ink maximization rule would suggest that the amplitude modulation 

would also be the best of their methods. The data-ink ratio in the noise based method could 

easily be increased by only showing random points along the maximum displacement, but 

this would violate the authors’ energy conservation scheme in which perceptibility (via 

overall intensity) was preserved. 

Ware — The authors state for all methods they attempt to perceptually normalize the 

amount of energy present at every place. For energy conservation they integrate an annota

tion intensity value for normalization. However they map it to saturation from HSV space, 

which Ware points out, is only crudely linear in perceptual space. This approximation is 

a trade-off that must be made against run-time speed. Therefore they conserve perceptual 

energy by trying to transfer perceptibility from the reading of Bertin’s value and colour 

variables to the size variable (assuming Bertin’s line implantations). It would be interest

ing to more formally evaluate how well this works. Ware also points out that size of an 
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object impacts the perception of colour so this is a difficult perceptual balancing act. 

3.3.6 Particle Movement 

Methods for the visualization of uncertain 2D and 3D particle movement over time were 

presented by Lodha et al. [2002b]. Size (spheres), transparency, and colour were used to 

visualize the resultant probability distributions. They found that the resulting visualiza

tions could often be categorized by form as can be seen in the Figure 3.7. The addition of 

colour to transparency was found to better delineate high probability regions. The authors 

found that their algorithm and subsequent visualizations were useful for understanding 

probabilistic movement and distributions. No formal evaluations were discussed. 

Bertin — The authors found that the combined use of transparency and colour more 

clearly showed the high density regions in the center. The addition of the colour vari

able adds length beyond the range of perceptual steps available from transparency which 

is already a value and colour hybrid7. 

Tufte — A rule of graphical excellence suggests close integration of statistical and verbal 

descriptions of the data. It would likely be beneficial to add numeric, textual, or graphic 

(principle component axes) annotation directly on the visualization. This would be espe

cially true in 3D. 

Ware — Again Gestalt theory [Koffka, 1935] comes into play for the perception of shapes. 

Analysis of these laws may provide the validation that the shape being perceived is cap

turing all the relevant aspects of these probability distributions. The authors found that 

adding colour helped to understand regions in the uncertainty, as it created clearly separa

ble regions within high probability areas that were not distinguished only on the basis of 

levels of transparency (possibly due to insufficient length in that variable). Even before 

adding pseudo-colours, transparency effectively acted as a colour saturation variable due 

7When the interaction of a combination of variables is perceptually non-linear the addition of a separable 
variable may provide assistance in perceiving a threshold in a desired range. 
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Figure 3.7: Seven different 2D probability clouds. Three different representations for each 
cloud shown in subimages from left to right: spheres, transparency, and transparency and 
colour (the colour differentiates high opacity into 2 regions). Cloud forms are assigned 
shape names such as ball, banana, fan... [Lodha et al., 2002b]. [ c�2002 Lodha et al.] 

to the background colour. Other colour sequences could be used to more clearly delineate 

more than two probability regions. Ware presents various research that may be useful in 

this area. Gray scales (value) do provide the highest spatial frequency sensitivity [Ware, 

2004], and so could be valuable if spatial frequency content is high. However, Ware [1988] 

has shown that errors in reading gray and saturation scales can be as large as 20% of the 

scale. 
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3.3.7 Air Traffic Flow Decision Support 

In quite a different domain, Masalonis et al. [2004] discuss the visualization of uncertainty 

in air traffic flow management. In this domain the user’s task is making decisions based on 

probabilistic alert levels. They have a discrete probability density function representation 

of the uncertainty and looked at a design option for providing it in a more detailed drill-

down view. The authors performed a qualitative task analysis for which they carried out 

a user study. The user study covered various aspects of the cognitive issues related to 

operational needs of the uncertainty display. They then proposed multiple views that have 

various levels of detail and meta-data related to the uncertainty modelling. One of these 

views relating to alert likelihood monitoring is shown in Figure 3.8. As work was still 

in the design phase they did not get to the point of evaluating their proposed designs or 

prototypes. 

Figure 3.8: Mock-up of alert display with colours indicating probability of exceeding an 
alert threshold. Left to right images illustrate result of mouse rollover, or hover query 
[Masalonis et al., 2004]. [ c�2004 MITRE Corporation] 

Bertin — As Bertin’s colour variable is used to show the probability of an alert (3 levels 

are used: green, yellow, and red), using this variable there is enough length for even more 

alert levels. Bertin states that colour has no perceptual order, so it may not be appropriate 
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for the ordered levels, but the symbolic reading of the colours (i.e. stop, caution, go) 

provides an order. Similarly colour saturation (and value) could provide more levels within 

each of the three probability regions if needed. 

Tufte — On the overall display, Tufte’s data density measure appears to be quite low. This 

might suggest that more data could be presented in the Overview Display (not shown in 

figure). The numbers could possibly be removed completely if more colour levels were 

utilized. This might also change the scanning strategy if users tried to anticipate the alert 

changes using the numbers (i.e. green changing to yellow). 

Ware — The choice of pure red and green colours excludes a large number of colour 

blind people from performing the task. Around 10% of the general male population and 

1% of the female population are colour deficient [Ware, 2004], with red-green being the 

most common. Ware also discusses that large regions of colour should use low saturated 

colours to avoid visual stress. Therefore depending on the size of the display (a prototype 

had an 11x12 matrix of cells similar to those in the mockup in Figure 3.8) the green and 

yellow colours should be very low saturation. Another of Ware’s colour design guidelines 

is that a text to background luminance ratio of 10:1 is preferred (3:1 is the ISO 9241 part 3 

minimum recommendation [Ware, 2004]). The luminance ratio of the black text on green 

would also increase after replacement with lower saturation colours, making the black 

numbers more easy to read. 

As this visualization involves a visual monitoring task, Ware’s coverage of attention 

and scanning strategies theory such as Wickens [1992] should be useful. Motion and 

flicker are visual variables that extend further in the user’s useful field of view. Depending 

on the final display size they could be used to help avoid missing significant uncertainty 

changes [Ware, 2004]. Charbonnell et al. [1968] and Sheridan [1972] have proposed that 

monitoring behaviour is controlled by growth of uncertainty in a channel and the cost of 

sampling a channel. Prolonged viewing in the case of monitoring may also lead to over 

polling of low frequency data [Moray, 1981]. Implications from other monitoring research 
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are also discussed [Moray and Rotenberg, 1989, Russo and Rosen, 1975]. Interaction 

issues surrounding the use of hover queries are summarized by Ware, such as Rutkowski’s 

[1982] principle of transparency in which the tool itself disappears and one can focus 

single-mindedly on the task. All this suggests that there might be alternative visualizations 

to help with the monitoring nature of the task. 

3.3.8 Surfaces 

Grigoryan and Rheingans [2004] have shown how points and lines can be used to repre

sent uncertainty in a 3D surfaces position. Starting with a surface segmented from medical 

data, a large number of points are pseudo-randomly displaced along the surface normals 

according to the uncertainty. An example of their visualization method using a tumour seg

mented from an MRI scan is provided in Figure 3.9. Lines can also be drawn from the zero 

displacement surface to the point. Their method supports both a uniform distribution or 

when available a probability density function (PDF) based distribution. Results from a pre

liminary evaluation comparing their point displacement to a pseudo-colour representation 

were reported. The task was determining if an object was within a specific error margin 

around a surface. The point-based scheme showed an average increase in accuracy of 20% 

(p < 0.01) and made judgments faster, although this had lower statistical significance (p 

< 0.1). Subjective ratings of ease, confidence, and satisfaction were all also higher for the 

point-based representation (p < 0.01) over pseudo-colouring. 

Bertin — The displacement of points in the plane and the use of size provide the quanti

tative aspects required for this application domain. They also tried using a neutral colour 

and transparency to encode uncertainty. As the length of the colour variable is small com

pared to the plane and size it was appropriate that it was only used as binary threshold to 

switch from a specific colour to a neutral colour (e.g. gray) based on the uncertainty. 

The accuracy and speed results from the user testing are predicted from Bertin’s the

ory. As the objects’ spatial extents are represented in the plane, if the uncertainty is also 
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Figure 3.9: Images from left to right: MRI scan, segmented tumour, tumour surface in 
which points are displaced along the surface normal based on an uncertainty distribution 
[Grigoryan and Rheingans, 2004]. [ c�2004 IEEE] 

represented in the plane, direct reading can provide the level of uncertainty (the plane also 

allows quantitative reading). The authors describe a user controlled scaling factor for the 

displacement, but if this does not match the domain of the PDF it violates a uniformity 

in the interpretation of space. The statement from Bertin is that certainty of the unifor

mity of the plane entails a presumption of uniformity in the conventions adopted within 

the signifying space [Bertin, 1983]. While Bertin was describing 2D representations, this 

may still be valid in 3D (i.e. a uniformity of 3D space), especially when considering any 

cross-sectional slice plane through a 3D volume. Thus a violation could occur as the point 

displacements and the zero displacement surfaces are both represented in the plane, and 

the non-uniformity could lead to misinterpretation. 

Tufte — Graphical integrity is clearly in question with the presentation of an uncertain 

surface as a clean, precise, polygonal surface. This is why the authors have attempted to 

build a more imprecise, and thus more accurate, representation. The user controlled scal

ing factor mentioned in the previous sub-section could also relate to a potential increase 

in the Lie Factor. As the rendering was interactive it could benefit from additional text 
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annotation, perhaps based on a user controlled probe. Another guideline for excellence 

that might be applied is to reveal the data on several levels of detail. As the point based 

display is full of fine detail the user should be able to toggle it with the uncertainty free 

surface, or provide a mouse draggable inset for this level of detail. 

Ware — While the use of transparency has good properties for representing uncertainty, 

Ware reviews its limitations. The use of lighting along with colour variation (the more 

general definition of colour) may also be problematic as this overloads the value and colour 

variables to the point of potential misinterpretation. Value (luminance) therefore should 

not be part of the colour variation, and this was not explicitly stated by the authors. As 

the visualization was interactive it is assumed the user could manipulate the viewpoint or 

object. Therefore understanding the context of the data is important. In cases such as the 

tumour dataset, understanding the uncertainty in relation to the surrounding tissue is of 

vital importance. This could be done by merging the visualization with an interactive slice 

planes from the original volumetric scan data. 

3.4 Summary of Bertin, Tufte, and Ware’s Heuristics 

The theories provided by Bertin, Tufte, and Ware were relevant to all of these uncertainty 

visualizations. It is important to note that these visualizations were chosen as a representa

tive cross-sectional sample of uncertainty visualization before selecting the three author’s 

theories, and so this choice was not in any way based on the potential applicability of these 

theories. Most of the visualizations did not mention these theories, and Wittenbrink et al. 

[1996] was the exception which explicitly utilized Tufte’s and others’ theories, such as 

Carswell [1992] and Cleveland [1985], to refine and analyze their solution. 

Analysis using these theories can be considered as a form of heuristic evaluation 

[Nielsen and Mack, 1994, Shneiderman, 1987]. We summarize a subset of the applied 

theories, in the form of possible heuristics, in Table 3.1. These heuristics are extreme sim
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plifications, but still, the application of them may raise important issues. The relevance 

count in the table is only provided to summarize applicability for the eight visualizations 

reviewed and not intended to imply the relative generality. Later, in Section 3.5 we will 

discuss applying these perceptual and cognitive heuristics to more visualizations to better 

determine their generality and usefulness. 

Table 3.1: Potential Heuristics. The “Heuristic” column presents the simplified forms of 
the theory. The “Relevant” column indicates the total number of visualizations, of the 8 
just reviewed, for which the heuristic was pertinent.


Heuristic 
Ensure visual variable has sufficient length 
Preserve data to graphic dimensionality 
Put the most data in the least space 
Provide multiple levels of detail 
Remove the extraneous (ink) 
Consider Gestalt Laws 
Integrate text wherever relevant 
Don’t expect a reading order from colour 
Colour perception varies with size of coloured item 
Local contrast affects colour & gray perception 
Consider people with colour blindness 
Preattentive benefits increase with field of view 
Quantitative assessment‡ requires position 

or size variation 

Source

Bertin & Ware

Tufte & Bertin


Tufte

Tufte & Ware


Tufte

Ware


Tufte & Ware

Bertin & Ware

Ware & Bertin


Ware

Ware


Bertin & Ware

Bertin


Relevant (n/8)

7

2

2

2

4

2

6


2 / 6†


2

2

2

3

4


† Counting aspects beyond the uncertainty components, including those that were not adequately described. 
‡ Perceiving an accurate approximation of the ratio between two signs or grouping of homogeneous signs 
[Bertin, 1983]. 

Often the authors stated that future work would be in evaluating their new methods 

in the form of user studies, and Wittenbrink et al. [1996] and Grigoryan and Rheingans 

[2004] did perform and report their evaluation results. The Masalonis et al. [2004] research 

also reported analysis from a user study done during the initial stages (task analysis & 

design) of creating a visualization. The use of studies at the design phase is important and 
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we will provide our study from this phase in Chapter 7. 

The amount of work involved in evaluation often forces the two part presentation of 

research: development and then evaluation. Obviously it is the second part that may not 

get done, and even when performed may not make it into publication. This suggests that 

potentially more light-weight evaluations, in a manner similar to what we have done here, 

could more often be included in current work. The need for greater application of human 

factors research to visualization has also recently been noted by Tory and Möller [2004]. 

Following this lead further, we should examine the cognitive psychology literature dealing 

with uncertainty and probabilistic reasoning (such as Kahneman et al. [1982], Gilovich 

et al. [2003], Sloman et al. [2003], Kirschenbaum and Arruda [1994], and Finger and 

Bisantz [2002]); as the uncertainty, if correctly understood, must then be integrated into a 

decision process [Watkins, 2000]. This decision process adds cognitive load, which may 

restrict the resources available for the visualization process. Developing this further is the 

content of the next chapter. 

Uncertainty visualization should not be considered unique; we expect the theories 

would be similarly relevant to most other visualization problems. While a few of the 

uncertainty paper authors discussed and applied the theories, it appears that they have 

been under utilized. We would even suggest that detailed analysis from their perspec

tives should be more strongly influencing the work in the field of visualization. Recent 

research continues to develop new frameworks, such as Amar and Stasko’s [2004] knowl

edge task-based framework for design and evaluation of information visualizations. In 

the next section we will discuss how this framework and other theory might complement 

the lower level perceptual and cognitive theories we used for analysis of the uncertainty 

visualizations. 
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3.5 Heuristic Evaluation of Visualizations 

Heuristic evaluation is a discount evaluation method commonly used to find usability prob

lems at different development stages of a product. A heuristic evaluation involves a small 

number of evaluators inspecting a system according to heuristics or guidelines that are 

relevant for the system. Heuristics exist as shared or general knowledge on design. They 

often can act as instructional guides for the teaching of novices and can evolve into design 

patterns for construction such as those that exist for software engineering. They aid in the 

communication of ideas by providing a common language and promote reuse of proven 

methods or concepts [Gamma et al., 1994]. Other heuristics can be more general and act 

as a check on design choices. As heuristic evaluation is a light-weight process that can 

be cheap, fast, and easy to apply, it has potential for integration within development itera

tions. It can be used both in design and evaluation phases of development and can even be 

applied to paper-based designs before the first working prototype is created. 

While heuristic evaluation has been part of the HCI set of evaluation tools for some 

time [Nielsen and Mack, 1994], it has not been utilized or examined for evaluating vi

sualizations to the same extent. Granted usability issues also arise in these systems, but 

they are not the only problems that these systems may have. We discuss issues that call 

for different or supplemental sets of heuristics for the discount evaluation of visualization 

systems. Utilizing a few sets of previously published design principles (advice) for visu

alization we create a possible set of heuristics for evaluation. Using these heuristics we 

analyze LuMPB Key (Landscape unit Mountain Pine Beetle Key [Schlesier et al., 2006]), 

a visual decision support system that is used to examine simulation data, as a case study 

to demonstrate their application. We assess the value of the suggested heuristics by ap

plying them to LuMPB Key and discuss implications for further research of the process of 

heuristic evaluation of visualizations. 
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3.6 Determining a Set of Heuristics for Evaluation 

The field of information visualization is influenced by many different research domains 

including psychology, semiotics, graphic design, and art. The goal of an information 

visualization is generally defined as providing useful tools and techniques for gaining 

insight and understanding of a dataset, or more generally to amplify cognition [Card et al., 

1999]. These are high-level cognitive issues that are hard to measure with quantitative 

user studies. Tory and Möller [2005] in their summary of expert reviews recommend the 

use of heuristic evaluation for analyzing visualization systems. While usability heuristics, 

as known from HCI, encompass a wide variety of issues pertaining to visualizations and 

the interaction with them, we have found that more specific heuristics are of value, in 

particular since a wide variety of research fields are concerned. 

Previous evaluations in InfoVis have proposed heuristics specific to a certain data do

main, e.g. for ambient displays [Mankoff et al., 2003] or multiple view visualizations [Bal

donado et al., 2000], for a specific cognitive level based on knowledge and task [Amar and 

Stasko, 2004], or based on perception and cognition [Zuk and Carpendale, 2006]. Shnei

derman’s [1996] well known “Visual Information-Seeking Mantra" has also been used for 

heuristic evaluation of information visualizations based more on task and usability (for an 

overview see Craft and Cairns [2005]). Tory and Möller [2005] propose to use heuristics 

based on both visualization guidelines and usability. These all have their own list of heuris

tics. Although there are several lists of usability heuristics which do apply to visualization 

tools (not just to the user interface) [Tognazzini, 2006, Nielsen and Mack, 1994, Kahn and 

Prail, 1994], there are fewer that are specifically tailored to them [Amar and Stasko, 2004, 

Zuk and Carpendale, 2006, Shneiderman, 1987]. 

At this stage of development of heuristics for visualization we have reached a similar 

problem as described by Nielsen and Mack [1994]. It is a difficult problem to assess which 

list(s) are better for what reasons and under what conditions. This leads to the challenge 
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of developing a “top ten” list that comprises the most important or common visualization 

problems, or alternatively a series of lists for specific purposes. Visual representation, 

presentation, and interaction and manipulation of the parameters that build a visualization 

play a role in the success or failure of the overall high-level goal to amplify cognition. 

The above mentioned evaluations used different heuristics and methods to evaluate their 

criteria. They also suggest that data or visualization types and domain specific information 

processing tasks are a factor for the evaluation of visualization systems. Whether it will be 

possible to find a small set of heuristics that find the most common visualization problems, 

similar to Nielsen and Mack’s [1994], is an exciting open problem for the community. 

How to decide the optimal or even appropriate heuristics is the question. 

A hierarchical or taxonomic way of grouping may aid in selecting an appropriate set 

of heuristics. A tree-traversal-like approach could be used in which a depth-first search is 

performed with pruning occurring if the more general heuristics are not appropriate. Morse 

et al. [2000] also pruned an extensive task taxonomy to create a test set (for evaluation-

question generation) using the rationale “sample as broadly as possible rather than deeply, 

and select those which varied significantly” [p. 644]. This organization could lead from 

a more general heuristic, such as consider the implications of colour encoding, to more 

specific heuristics such as colour perception varies with size of coloured item [Ware, 2004], 

or don’t expect a reading order from colour [Bertin, 1983]. The heuristics at the leaf 

level would likely be “chunked” by experts so that they only need to descend to the more 

general heuristics to trigger the set of considerations they feel appropriate, but would serve 

a teaching role to novices. One such possible tree organization is shown in Figure 3.10. 

Another approach is to empirically determine a minimal set of heuristics. Nielsen and 

Mack [1994] describes a method of refinement of a large set of usability problems into a 

small set of 10 heuristics that are intended to be general and easily understandable. At this 

initial exploration stage, however, we will only probe some potential heuristics to estimate 

their applicability. 
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Figure 3.10: Evaluation tree for hierarchically organizing heuristics. 

3.7 Determining a Process for Heuristic Evaluation 

The process of heuristic evaluation may evolve just as the heuristics themselves can evolve 

over time. The original presentation of heuristic evaluation for usability proposed at least 

two passes of an interface: the first pass to provide a general feel, and the second pass for 

the application of all heuristics to each interface item [Nielsen, 1994]. While we initially 

want to learn from accepted practices we do not want to limit ourselves to that process 

as the nature of the problem is in some ways fundamentally different. Usability mainly 

deals with interaction which is only a single, but important, component of visualization. 

Visualization and uncertainty visualization bring to the table numerous perceptual and 

comprehension issues beyond usability. 

HCI studies showed that using five people as evaluators may be enough to find most 

usability problems, adding more would reduce the benefit to cost ratio, and suggested that 

three may suffice [Nielsen, 1994]. More recently Spool and Schroeder [2001], and a CHI 
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conference panel [Bevan et al., 2003] reviewed how many evaluators are required for web 

site usability analysis. They found for some problems more than five are likely needed 

to find the majority of problems, and the exact number will likely be product specific. 

Because the use of heuristics in visualization evaluation has not yet been fully studied, 

it is still uncertain if this knowledge will transfer. We can only suspect that for evalu

ating information visualizations, the required number of evaluators to guarantee finding 

most problems may also be visualization specific. In heuristic evaluation for usability, as 

performed in HCI, the evaluators are commonly usability specialists. It still has to be deter

mined, however, what is required of an “visualization specialist” when applying a heuristic 

evaluation. Tory and Möller [2005] suggest using both visualization (data display) and us

ability experts. What knowledge is required of a “visualization specialist” will have to be 

discovered. We would also suggest a domain expert should likely be involved whenever 

tacit knowledge is required. 

While evidence has shown that a small set of heuristics can find a majority of basic us

ability problems with specific applications [Nielsen, 1993], we as yet have no evidence for 

a similar potential from visualization heuristics. Craft and Cairns [2005] recently under

took the process of analyzing the heuristics of the “Visual Information-Seeking Mantra”. 

They reviewed others’ use of the “Mantra” and found a lack of empirical evidence validat

ing the heuristics. They noted that even though the heuristics were presented as descrip

tive in nature they have been used prescriptively [Craft and Cairns, 2005]. They conclude 

by calling for a more rigorous design methodology that: takes into account the useful 

techniques that guidelines and patterns suggest, has measurable validity, is based upon a 

user-centered development framework, provides step-by-step approach, and is useful for 

both novices and experts. 

Kahn and Prail [1994] have provided a set of design heuristics to help design the eval

uation process itself. These are: minimize time cost to engineers who are on the critical 

path, maximize involvement of engineers who will implement changes, create a method 
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that is an “event” in the usability life-cycle, team-based approach, adapt existing methods 

(i.e. help do what is done better), leverage the language and structure of well-established 

methods solving similar problems, task orientation, and clear potential integration with 

other parts of the usability engineering life-cycle. There may be a danger in assuming 

too much in reusing the process of heuristic evaluation from usability for more general 

visualization evaluation, as perceptual and cognitive issues (e.g. domain knowledge) are 

more internalized and may confound this style of evaluation. Therefore we should con

sider using Kahn and Prail’s [1994] or other process heuristics to re-evaluate the process 

in its application to information visualizations. To further explore aspects of both process 

and heuristic selection, the next section describes a case study in which we heuristically 

evaluate a visual decision support tool and provides a meta-analysis of the results. 

3.8 Case Study: The LuMPB Key System 

In order to study the understandability and applicability of a set of heuristics and explore 

a methodology, we performed a heuristic evaluation of a visualization of simulation data 

for measuring the impact of mountain pine beetles (MPB) on forests. 

3.8.1 Method 

Our method involved applying three different and distinct sets of heuristics to a single 

visualization, then analyzing the evaluation results individually, followed by a discussion 

between all evaluators. The discussion included both an analysis of the individual findings 

and a meta-analysis of the heuristics and process. The discussion was based on the specific 

findings, but actively considered the ability to generalize. Rather than making considera

tions for pursuing a high-quality evaluation (high percentage of all problems found), our 

methodology was chosen to support the meta-analysis. 
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Evaluators 

Four computer science graduate students in the Interactions Lab at the University of Cal

gary each independently performed a heuristic evaluation of a single visualization in the 

LuMPB Key tool. One student was the developer of the visualization tool, two were 

Ph.D. students in information visualization and the fourth was a Ph.D. student in human-

computer interaction. Being one of the evaluators I had experience applying the heuristics 

listed in Table 3.1. Note that these evaluators were chosen for the purpose of generating 

valuable discussion in the meta-evaluation and not to appropriately evaluate this specific 

system. 

System 

The LuMPB Key simulation tool [Schlesier et al., 2006] can be used to visualize complex 

simulation data created with the Spatially Explicit Landscape Event Simulator (SELES) 

[Fall and Fall, 1996, 2001]. In these simulations mountain pine beetle impact on forest 

is observed for various conditions. One goal of the simulations is to see which forest 

management strategy is best to protect pine trees under the particular conditions in each 

specific forest management region. LuMPB Key was created to assist with the uncertainty 

in reasoning around forestry management decisions. 

One of the sets of views that LuMPB Key provides is shown in Figure 3.11 A stacked 

bar chart is used to display the relative proportions of tree types (e.g. amount of cumulative 

logged pine trees) in the forest over different management scenarios for a given year (upper 

left part of Figure 3.11). Bar charts are used to display a single tree type over management 

scenarios for a given year (lower left area of Figure 3.11), or to show a time series for 

a tree type for one or more scenarios (lower right area of Figure 3.11). Furthermore, 

text describing management scenarios or tree types can be brought on to the screen. The 

visualizations we analyzed were the two views on the left side in Figure 3.11. The user 

has the ability to swap the positions to bring either one into focus (in order to get more 
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Figure 3.11: Screen shot of the LuMPB Key tool. Shows different views on a data set and 
a text view providing context information about a management scenario. 

details). 

Procedure 

Each evaluator was asked to identify both positive and negative aspects of two specific 

visualizations (views) in the LuMBP Key system, based on three sets of heuristics. The 

first set of heuristics were Zuk and Carpendale’s [2006] selection of perceptual and cog

nitive heuristics. These heuristics were chosen because they were designed to be used as 

heuristics for evaluation, and have been used for this purpose in practice. Shneiderman’s 

[1996] “Visual Information-Seeking Mantra” were chosen as the second because they too 

have been used to evaluate information visualizations, even though they were not designed 

this way. Amar and Stasko’s [2004] knowledge and task-based framework was chosen as 

the third set because they were designed to be used to evaluate (and design) information 
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Table 3.2: Heuristics applied in evaluation of LuMPB Key 

Zuk and Carpendale’s [2006] Selection of perceptual and cognitive heuristics 
Ensure visual variable has sufficient length [Bertin, 1983, Ware, 2004]

Don’t expect a reading order from colour Bertin [1983], Ware [2004]

Colour perception varies with size of coloured item [Ware, 2004, Bertin, 1983]

Local contrast affects colour & gray perception [Ware, 2004]

Consider people with colour blindness [Ware, 2004, Tognazzini, 2006]

Preattentive benefits increase with field of view [Bertin, 1983, Ware, 2004, Healey, 1998]

Quantitative assessment requires position or size variation [Bertin, 1983]

Preserve data to graphic dimensionality [Bertin, 1983, Tufte, 2001]

Put the most data in the least space [Tufte, 2001]

Remove the extraneous (ink) [Tufte, 2001]

Consider Gestalt Laws [Ware, 2004]

Provide multiple levels of detail [Tufte, 2001, Ware, 2004]

Integrate text wherever relevant [Tufte, 2001, Ware, 2004]


Shneiderman’s [1996] “Visual Information-Seeking Mantra” 
Overview first 
Zoom and filter 
Details on demand 
Relate 
Extract 
History 

Amar and Stasko’s [2004] Knowledge and task-based framework 
Expose uncertainty

Concretize relationships

Determination of Domain Parameters

Multivariate Explanation

Formulate cause & effect

Confirm Hypotheses


visualizations, but (to our knowledge) evidence for their use in evaluation has not been 

published. The heuristics are listed in Table 3.2; detailed descriptions are available in the 

original papers. Each set of heuristics was to be considered separately in the order shown 

in Table 3.2. 
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3.8.2 Discussion 

Our analysis (meta-analysis) was performed by reviewing as a group all of the individual 

evaluation results. We proceeded through the heuristics in the order that they were applied 

looking for commonality, discussing problems found, problem solutions, and to a lesser 

degree positive findings. At a higher level we also discussed problems and generalizations 

and what could be improved in the heuristics and the evaluation process. 

Heuristics for Communicating Patterns 

One aspect of heuristics as design patterns is the communication of ideas. However, we 

found there existed a variety of interpretations of the heuristics across the four evaluators. 

Placing Bertin’s definitions in the perceptual-based heuristics was particularly problem

atic, as the strict separation of perception from cognition and/or symbolism was not usu

ally maintained. While the heuristics were described in more detail in Zuk and Carpendale 

[2006], Shneiderman [1996],and Amar and Stasko [2004], only the summary heuristic was 

provided as a cue for the evaluation. As the heuristics will likely evolve along with the con

siderations they evoke, tying a concise description to a heuristic will be helpful. Creating 

consistency of definitions across the community of practice would help in general useful

ness and in the possibility of meta-comparisons. This will also aid in the communication 

and transfer of knowledge from the findings. 

The generally high specificity of Zuk and Carpendale’s heuristics was also called into 

question. Loosely defined terms and more general wording in a heuristic may allow the 

flexibility in interpretation needed to catch a broader range of related problems. For ex

ample, the “preattentive benefits increase with field of view” heuristic was considered too 

narrow, with a potential replacement being “use preattentive visual variables wisely”. 

Redundancy 

The three different groups of heuristics did at times find the same problem from differ

ent perspectives. If the main goal of the heuristics is to identify problems then redundant 
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coverage goes against the goal of a minimal set of heuristics. However, if the intention 

is to also indicate possible solutions to the problems, then finding the same problem via 

different heuristics can suggest different solutions. Instead of redundancy we can con

sider that heuristics may support each other by revealing the same problem from different 

standpoints. In our case study, details on demand and integrate text where relevant are an 

example where two heuristics pointed out the same problem and the same solution. Both 

revealed that tool tips could be used to display the mean values and standard deviations in 

the stack bar chart. 

Conflicting Heuristics 

Heuristics, especially from different sets, may also in some ways contradict each other. 

This leads to the consideration of trade-offs in the design and it needs to be determined 

which heuristic has a higher priority. Stakeholders (commonly the domain experts) may 

also have the right to override heuristics based on domain knowledge or other constraints. 

For example, colours for the stacked bar chart in the evaluated system were chosen by 

the domain experts to reflect common usage, and could therefore not be changed to ac

count for colour-blindness. This domain-dependent weighting of heuristics also creates 

the variability which adds difficulty in producing a minimal set. 

Heuristic Taxonomy 

Our case study was a preliminary exploration of how we might develop a set of appro

priate heuristics for evaluation of visualizations, including uncertainty visualizations. We 

are not yet at the stage of producing a taxonomy, but our combined evaluations led to a 

discussion of how best to organize the heuristics to provide experts with an improved struc

turing of potential problems to look for. One suggested categorization was to organize the 

heuristics according to their applicability to perception, usability, and discovery process. 

In particular, we found it useful to think of the LuMPB Key system by separating our criti

cism into these three aspects. Specifically, Zuk and Carpendale’s [2006] were most useful 
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for evaluating perception, Shneiderman’s [1996] heuristics were most useful for evaluat

ing usability, and Amar and Stasko’s [2004] heuristics were most useful for evaluating the 

discovery process. However, there was significant overlap between these sets in terms of 

this categorization. 

Generalizable Problems 

Our preliminary exploration also involved significant discussion of some problems with 

the LuMPB Key system that may be common to other information visualizations. Some of 

these problems included difficult-to-see visual components due to contrast issues, assign

ment of colour value resulted in confusion or difficulty to perceive relationships, and lack 

of detailed information in “tool-tips”. In the same way that Nielsen [1994] refined a set 

of usability problems into a small set of heuristics, both to cover all problems found and 

to cover all serious problems found, repeating our process with several other information 

visualizations could provide this same data set and allow the same form of analysis. 

Process 

Amar and Stasko’s heuristics were found by most evaluators to be difficult to apply without 

extra domain knowledge. It may generalize that one set of heuristics will benefit most from 

domain expert involvement, or a particular part of the design life-cycle. Broader heuristics 

such as Amar and Stasko’s may also lend themselves more toward use in design than 

evaluation, as they may have major implications for system requirements that need to be 

addressed earlier in the development process in order to reduce costs. 

Higher level heuristics such as Schneiderman’s and Amar and Stasko’s tended to re

quire consideration of additional visualizations the system provided, or the system as a 

whole, for proper application. Therefore, in our attempt to restrict evaluation to a couple 

of views, the use of these heuristics led most evaluators to questions about the views not 

analyzed. One evaluator commonly included another view to aid in the application of 

the heuristics, while the system developer could not help but consider the entire system. 
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Lower-level heuristics may thus work better when analyzing a decomposed larger system. 

In order to minimize learning both a complex visualization tool and the related domain 

knowledge, one could borrow from Extreme Programming [Astels et al., 2002] and have 

a domain expert and evaluator work in a pair. 

Usability issues were often tied to a detected visualization problem, so a set of usability 

heuristics would have been a useful addition (e.g. minimize user memory load, clearly 

marked exits, ... [Nielsen, 1993]). With the addition of other sets of potential heuristics 

some organization may be necessary. This leads to the problem of heuristic selection and 

whether partitioning a larger set of heuristics is useful, both of which will require further 

research. 

One of the evaluators used supplementary software while applying the heuristic “Con

sider people with colour blindness”. Screen shots of the charts were automatically re

coloured to test how a colour blind person would see them [Dougherty and Wade, 2006]. 

This finding raises the question of if and how tools may support heuristic evaluation. The 

use of tools for evaluation is related to the automatic design of visualizations based on 

heuristics, such as Mackinlay’s [1986] system for relational information using formal ex

pressiveness and effectiveness criteria. 

3.9 Conclusions 

Our meta-analysis has added to the understanding of using different sets of heuristics for 

evaluation of visualizations. The approach of using three different sets of heuristics pro

vided practical guidance for the LuMPB Key system some of which the designer planned 

to integrate into the next version. The approach also revealed some characteristics, such 

as redundancy and conflict, that may be generally useful when comparing different heuris

tics. We found value in using visualization-specific heuristics, as problems were found 

that would not have been discovered by usability heuristics. Similarly the uncertainty vi
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sualizations analyzed at the beginning of the chapter demonstrated the value of heuristic 

evaluation even with one set of heuristics. 

Many problems we found crossed theoretical and knowledge boundaries, and therefore 

the evaluation process would benefit from including experts from visualization, usability, 

and the domain area. Information visualization’s focus on amplifying cognition means that 

heuristics related to higher level cognitive tasks such as Amar and Stasko’s [2004] delve 

into issues that only the domain expert may understand. These higher-level issues also 

require a holistic evaluation of entire systems and so do not lend themselves to a strategy 

of divide and conquer. 

Both finding an appropriate taxonomy of heuristics and finding a minimal set of heuris

tics that can find the majority of problems or provide the best guidance will require a large 

amount of research. During this research, it may be useful to continually look at different 

organizations of heuristics and different processes which may be more efficient in finding 

problems and suggesting solutions. Uncertainty visualization along with all visualizations 

should benefit from these types of heuristic evaluations. This heuristic approach may also 

be useful as a more general tool to assist the design process in creating new and effective 

uncertainty visualizations. In Chapters 5, 6, and 8 we return to the heuristics in Table 3.1 

in order to evaluate the domain specific visualizations we developed. 
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Chapter 4 

Visualization Support for Reasoning Under Uncertainty 

I found it peculiar that those who wanted to take military action could - with 100 per 
cent certainty - know that the weapons existed and turn out to have zero knowledge 
of where they were. 
– Hans Blix (1928 –) 

Uncertainty in data is paralleled by uncertainty in reasoning processes, and while un

certainty in data is starting to get some of the visualization research attention it deserves, 

the uncertainty in the reasoning process is thus far often overlooked. This chapter gath

ers and consolidates the issues involved in uncertainty relating to reasoning and analyzes 

how uncertainty visualizations can support cognitive and meta-cognitive processes. Un

certainty has been mentioned in the previous chapters often in regard to decisions. Any 

uncertainty in decisions may arise from uncertain data, uncertainty in reasoning, or often 

a compounding of both. While concurring with the importance of incorporating data un

certainty into visualizations, we suggest also developing closely integrated visualizations 

that provide support for uncertainty in reasoning†. 

4.1 Introduction 

Uncertainty and its complement certainty are fundamental parts of any analytic or reason

ing process and relate to important cognitive constraints in using any visualization. To 

inform the design process we review and coalesce many important aspects of reasoning 

under uncertainty and discuss these with regard to implications for visualization. For each 

of these aspects we consider reasoning and representational requirements and assess the 

†Portions of this chapter have been previously published in [Zuk and Carpendale, 2007]. Thus any use 
of the word “we” may refer to Torre Zuk and Sheelagh Carpendale 
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potential for exploiting visual support. Based on our analysis of the impact of uncertainty 

in the reasoning processes, we propose that these receive increased consideration in the 

design of visualization systems. For instance, when appropriate this could include an addi

tional visual component focusing on reasoning uncertainty and support for introspection. 

For this reasoning support we contribute design considerations and touch on an example 

system for medical diagnosis, which is described in detail in Chapters 7 and 8. 

In the analytic reasoning process, often choosing the visual representation drives ex

ploration for an iteration of searching, comprehension building, or hypothesis testing. The 

inability to transform or change this representation is the representational primacy that 

Amar and Stasko consider a limitation of many current visualizations [Amar and Stasko, 

2005]. In addition to options for alternate representations, it is important to provide rep

resentations of uncertainty in order to allow potential interpretations of the data to be 

considered. Hepting has described an analogous process for visual interfaces as “begin 

with an incomplete articulation of a context and allow the user to interactively develop 

and refine it” [Hepting, 2002]. Leaving uncertainty out of a data visualization promotes 

assumptions that lead to more uncertainty in the reasoning process and the viewer may not 

be aware of this uncertainty. With insight problems (e.g. the 9-dot problem [Novick and 

Bassok, 2005]) searching representation space may be key and Gestalt may even hinder 

the process [Novick and Bassok, 2005]. Thus providing cues about uncertainty in represen

tation may promote consideration of other representations and help further the exploration. 

Based on and extending the impact of data uncertainty visualization, we suggest that rep

resenting the reasoning process may aid in determining both the next reasoning step, and 

the assessment of the solution. Further, this visual representation specifically designed to 

support the reasoning process should also incorporate uncertainty to provide transparency 

of confidence. 

One cornerstone of reasoning uncertainty is the relationship of ignorance and knowl

edge. For many problems accurate assessment of the completeness of knowledge can 
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Figure 4.1: Knowledge and ignorance shown in Venn diagrams of novice and sage. Self 
perception of ignorance, or confidence, may be a function of knowledge set perimeter. 

never be known. Therefore completeness of relevant knowledge is based on one’s percep

tion. The statement by a wise old sage that they are more ignorant than novices who are 

just beginning their studies, may be interpreted based on self-perception. Figure 4.1 re

veals a diagrammatic rationale for this statement. Notice that while the sage’s knowledge 

covers a larger area than the novice’s, the length of the sage’s perimeter is much longer 

thereby increasing the number of points in which the sage is aware of not knowing some 

aspect. Self perceived ignorance (or uncertainty) may be based on the perimeter length of 

their domain knowledge, or number of associations into the unknown. 

Perceived uncertainty may be considered a function of incomplete knowledge. While 

one attempts to minimize this function through exploration or data gathering, it may ac

tually increase. Unlike other optimizations, a previous minimum may not be returned to, 

as knowledge once gained is not so easily lost. Local minima may also provide a false 

sense of confidence, and truncate the search of solution space. This leads to the notion 

that there may be significant second order uncertainty (uncertainty in the uncertainty) and 

unquantified uncertainty. 
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Given that both knowledge and representation are coupled to uncertainty, we will 

present arguments to illustrate that uncertainty of reasoning as well as uncertainty in data 

should be visualized and if possible integrated in a manner that supports the reasoning pro

cess. Even well-defined problems such as proving a premise using predicate logic usually 

requires an external aid (visualization, such as hand drawn sketches) due to the limits of 

working memory. When adding the complexity of uncertain data or actions, one would ex

pect Bayesian reasoning or some form of satisficing1 would also benefit from visualization 

support. 

4.2 Cognition, Uncertainty, and Visualization 

In this section we have gathered together the central components of several discussions 

of reasoning and cognition and discuss them in light of uncertainty visualization. For 

our discussion we define reasoning very loosely and consider how knowledge constructs, 

heuristics and biases, and temporal constraints impact reasoning and discuss the potential 

for uncertainty visualization. The cognitive psychology definition of the term heuristic 

used in this chapter is any non-algorithmic cognitive process used to perform a calculation 

or make a decision2, which is somewhat akin to its meaning with regard to heuristic eval

uation in Chapter 3. We close this section by delineating types of reasoning uncertainty. 

4.2.1 Knowledge Constructs 

Thomas and Cook [2005] describe three higher order knowledge constructs: arguments, 

causality, and models of estimation. Arguments are “logical inferences linking evidence 

and other reasoning artifacts into defensible judgments of greater knowledge value” [Thomas 

1A strategy of seeking “good enough” over optimality, due to complexity from, among other things, 
uncertainty [Simon, 1956, Stirling, 2003]. Gigerenzer et al. [2003] separates bounded rationality into two 
types: satisficing and constrained maximization. 

2This definition is vague but is intended to include imprecise or ad hoc methods which are not guaranteed 
to find optimal solutions. 
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and Cook, 2005]. Causality is an understanding of the action-reaction relationship. Mod

els of estimation provide for the use of powerful abstractions in interpreting the data and 

providing estimates of solutions. We will discuss these three constructs in terms of their 

relationship to visualization. 

Arguments and Visualization 

Visualizing an argument formalizes it for introspection and collaboration. Arguments are 

one of the reasoning steps of problem solving, and the presence of uncertainty is what 

creates an ill-structured problem. Paraphrasing van Bruggen et al. [2003], an ill-structured 

problem has: 

1. an ambiguous and incomplete problem specification, 

2. a lack of clear stopping criteria, 

3. multiple information sets and representations with no clear indication of relevance, 

and 

4. incomplete knowledge of operations or solution path. 

Solving ill-structured problems often requires non-linear progression, partial solutions, 

and representational refinement [van Bruggen et al., 2003], for which extra cognitive sup

port will be beneficial. 

Complex problems and arguments are also more likely to require external assessment 

or benefit from collaborative refinement. Without a representation of the current uncer

tainty in different analytic strategies resource management is difficult, as expected values 

(probability weighted returns) are needed to determine trade-offs. By visualizing which 

areas have uncertainty and are making the problem ill-structured, users may more easily 

monitor progress and decide to divert resources to reduce the most significant uncertainty. 

While various visualizations for argumentation exist [Kirschner et al., 2003], it is an open 

question how they can be integrated into specific task-oriented decision processes, and 

visualization tools in general. 
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Causality and Visualization 

More causality may be perceived than was intended in the visualization. Causality is of

ten perceptually linked to temporality. Michotte [1963] found that with the movement of 

patches of light, the relative timing of motion could create the strong perception of causal 

relationships. Likewise with less abstract occurrences people will often assume causal

ity based on temporal relationships. Due to this perception, animation may enhance the 

communication of causality and should be used carefully if causality is not to be inferred. 

Reasoning about causality under uncertainty may also utilize heuristics that are prone 

to error and bias. Tversky and Kahneman found that if one event (C) was naturally viewed 

as a cause of another (E), then even if they had equal probabilities their participants would 

be biased in favor of causal inferences over diagnostic inferences (i.e. believe the condi

tional probability P(E|C) > P(C|E) even though P(C) = P(E) ⇒ P(E|C) = P(C|E)) [Tver

sky and Kahneman, 2003a]. Furthermore they found that people were biased toward 

weighing evidence for causal impact in the future versus diagnostic reasoning about the 

past. Kahneman and Miller hypothesize that alternatives to the effect are more available 

to the mind than alternatives to the cause [Kahneman and Miller, 2003], and so leading 

the user to consider more causes could reduce this bias. When there is an effect with an 

uncertain cause this might be visually indicated by the use of visualization artifacts such 

as showing additional dangling links back from the effect. 

Models of Estimation and Visualization 

A visualization is a model which adds its own uncertainty. Applying any models of estima

tion requires a jump from the concrete to the abstract. This may likely increase uncertainty 

by requiring assumptions, introducing translation errors, or adding in the stochastic vari

ability of a model. Any uncertainty this abstraction process introduces should be visual

ized to keep under consideration when interpreting the model results. The propagation of 

errors is also important to consider when using models as the input uncertainty will often 
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be increased, potentially by something as simple as the addition of variables or round

ing [Wilkinson, 1994]. The propagation of uncertainty through a model with regard to 

visualization has been discussed by Davis and Keller [1997]. In their domain they claim 

that the impact of uncertainty visualization will be difficult to evaluate and that “a shift 

in ‘spatial understanding’ regarding uncertainty can only be judged through its effects on 

policy, resource decisions, scientific hypothesis generation, or other ‘bottom-line’ items” 

[Davis and Keller, 1997, p.406]. 

4.2.2 Reasoning Heuristics and Biases 

An exemplar of reasoning heuristics and biases may be found from user prediction calibra

tion. Griffin and Tversky [2003] state in the assessment of evidence that overconfidence of

ten resulted when the evidence strength (extremeness) was high and weight (predictive va

lidity) low. For example, there may be a bias toward rejecting the null hypothesis when the 

means are very different even when there are large standard deviations. Under-confidence 

often resulted when the strength of evidence was low but the weight high (i.e. a moderate 

impression based on extensive data) [Griffin and Tversky, 2003]. An example may be the 

failure to confidently communicate the need to address climate change. One might help 

address these biases by showing the merged strength-weight visually. 

For information systems Turpin and du Plooy [2004] review the decision making 

heuristics and biases: representativeness, availability, adjustment and anchoring, problem 

or decision framing, and automation. Their literature review found real world examples 

providing some evidence for each of these types. They touch on the role of how infor

mation systems may elicit biases as well as aid in debiasing, and also suggest innovative 

representations and decision process support may reduce bias. They conclude by calling 

for more field research to better quantify the effects of these biases in relation to other 

problems such as data quality. 

The debate continues as to how frequently these individual heuristics and biases occur 
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outside the laboratory [Griffin and Tversky, 2003, Klein, 1998], but they are likely relevant 

to design when considering user constraints, as evidence of their presence in the field 

has been found [Turpin and du Plooy, 2004] (also see Chapters 7 and 8). Klein argues 

against practical weaknesses of the heuristics used in expert “naturalistic” decision making 

and argues for their combined strengths as part of his recognition primed decision model 

(RPD). “The core of the RPD model is a set of heuristics previously described by Amos 

Tversky and Daniel Kahneman: the simulation heuristic (1974), used for diagnosis and 

evaluation, and the availability and representativeness heuristics (1980), for recognizing 

situations as typical [Klein, 1998, p.298]”. However, even the heuristics and biases found 

only in the laboratory may reveal insight into reasoning processes, just as optical illusions 

may aid the understanding of perception. 

We provide a subset of these heuristics and biases, most from the foundational collec

tions on the subject [Griffin and Tversky, 2003, Kahneman et al., 1982], and others as 

cited. We have organized these into three categories based on visualization strategies that 

may potentially mitigate them. The categories are: associations, ignorance of rules, and 

application of rules. Mental associations have a conscious and subconscious influence on 

reasoning. Rules encompass the simple cognitive constructs for inferring information (e.g. 

a theorem) all the way up to methods for forming arguments. We will describe each in 

turn along with visualization strategies that may be beneficial. 

Associations and Visualization 

A visualization is impacted both positively and negatively by associations it triggers. As

sociations may bias the reasoning process in various ways. One major type is the affect 

or reliance on the associated “good” or “bad” response to a stimulus [Slovic et al., 2003], 

which Norman has recently discussed in relation to its impact on design [Norman, 2003]. 

Availability of instances in the mind for estimating probability form another type of asso

ciative heuristic impacting the interpretation of visualization: 
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•	 retrievability of instances is important when the size of a set is estimated by avail

ability of instances [Kahneman et al., 1982]; 

•	 effectiveness of a search set in which availability of contexts may not relate to in

stances [Kahneman et al., 1982, Howell and Burnett, 1978]; 

•	 if instances are not available, the ease of imagining them will act as availability [Kah

neman et al., 1982]; 

•	 illusory correlation when the frequency of co-occurrence may be estimated based 

on strength of association [Kahneman et al., 1982], and 

•	 recency bias results in the overweighting of recent events [Tufte, 2006]. 

Visualizations can provide access to huge amounts of data and thereby reduce the 

biases of one’s own limited associations. Using high data density visual queries that can 

be quickly modified, one may be influenced less by expectations, and be more amenable 

to let the data provide its own associations. Similarly, the use of a computer to analyze the 

data and make a visualization based on a fixed set of rules may in itself reduce these types 

of biases. 

Ignorance of Rules and Visualization 

If a visualization does not convey to the viewer the meanings of its representation(s) the 

user may fail to form the correct interpretations and arguments. Ignorance of rules (of

ten statistical) can also lead to poor reasoning and the representativeness heuristics [Kah

neman et al., 1982] in which how well an instance represents a set is used to estimate 

probability rather than set sizes. These include: 

•	 insensitivity to prior probabilities (e.g. Bayes’ rule not applied); 

•	 small sample expected to be as representative of population as a larger sample; 

•	 failure to consider regression to the mean; 

•	 misconceptions of chance (e.g. representativeness of a random process as a whole 

expected in short sequences); 
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•	 irrelevant data may be used as a predictor; and the 

•	 illusion of validity where redundancy in inputs reduces accuracy but increases confi

dence. 

While visual representations themselves may not promote statistical ignorance, they 

rarely go the one step further to aid statistical interpretation. Even the basic box and 

whisker plots tailored for hypothesis testing are in rare use. Visualizations have the po

tential to alleviate these issues by integrating realizations3 of other potential outcomes 

(e.g. using stochastic simulation), and integrating direct access to more detailed statistical 

information. 

Heuer [1999] provides both analytic cognitive strategies, some of which could be clas

sified as heuristics (in the category we describe next), and discusses the applicability of 

the lower level heuristics and biases (our ignorance of rules category and the previous as

sociations one) to intelligence analysis. Ignorance of rules should be kept in mind for all 

heuristics in the next category, as facilitating the use of new strategies may have additional 

value for inexperienced users. As an example of this, Cluxton and Eick’s [2005] hypoth

esis visualization tool has integrated Heuer [1999]’s “Analysis of Competing Hypotheses” 

method with some additional uncertainty parameters. 

Application of Rules and Visualization 

Direct visual support for reasoning may assist with the application of rules. Any particular 

reasoning strategy or application of rules may provide approximate results (i.e. less than 

an optimal solution), as is possible with the adjustment and anchoring set of heuristics. 

The two aforementioned categories of heuristics and biases may affect any of the heuristics 

or strategies in this category. An illustrative subset of the application of rules category are: 

•	 insufficient adjustment when an initial estimate is weighted too strongly during sub

3In this dissertation realizations are defined as specific potential outcomes from a set of probabilistic 
outcomes. 
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sequent revisions (and may be based on irrelevant data) [Edwards, 1982, Kahneman 

et al., 1982]; 

•	 adjustment from single event probability produces overestimates of the probability 

of conjunctions of events (P(A∩ B)) and underestimates of disjunctions (P(A∪ B)) 

[Kahneman et al., 1982]; 

•	 a tendency to be overconfident in decisions or estimates [Fischhoff, 1982, Howell 

and Burnett, 1978]; 

•	 automation heuristic or technology dependency leading to errors of omission and 

commission [Cohen et al., 1998, Skitka et al., 1999, Turpin and du Plooy, 2004]; 

•	 overestimated confidence in the ability of a priori predicting past events (i.e. hind

sight is 20:20) [Fischhoff, 1982]; and 

•	 escalation/entrapment in which the decision maker spends more resources than jus

tifiable (e.g. Vietnam War4) [Matlin, 1983]; 

•	 the recognition primed decision model describes how experts can quickly make de

cisions. Experience, and when necessary diagnosis, are used to judge typicality. 

Evaluation of an atypical action may be performed using mental simulation [Klein, 

1998]. 

This application of rules category in general relates more to the reasoning process than 

the data. Similar to this category, the use of heuristics in software programs dealing with 

complex problems is also common-place. These heuristics need to be understood by the 

user in order to avoid potential interpretation errors. 

Many visualizations do not include visual explanations of the mapping of data, algo

rithms and uncertainty, but this is crucial for avoiding these types of biases. Reasoning 

shortfalls in this class will be greatly aided by a visualization of the reasoning process 

4One is not hard pressed to think of a more recent example. A heuristic such as escalation/entrapment 
may be an over generalization for a series of decisions in a governing body, however when a single person 
has controlling influence these heuristics could feasibly be a major factor. 
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itself. Any reasoning visualization may provide grounds for review, analysis, and collab

oration; thereby opening up what might be a hidden and flawed decision process. Just as 

MacEachren noted for visualization errors [MacEachren, 1992], we can group reasoning 

errors into Type I, reaching conclusions that are not supported, and Type II, failure to reach 

conclusions that are supported. 

When biases or problematic heuristics are likely to manifest in a user’s reasoning, we 

can make attempts to debias or provide alternative heuristics (or algorithms). Fischhoff re

viewed some of these attempts for overconfidence and hindsight bias, and found only par

tial success [Fischhoff, 1982]. The review was organized around three categories: faulty 

tasks (attempts such as raise stakes, clarify instructions, ...), faulty judges (warn of prob

lem, train extensively, ...), and mismatch between judge and task (make knowledge explicit, 

search for discrepant information, ...). There is greater potential for cognitive support with 

visualization systems as the offloaded tasks may use algorithms that do not suffer from 

these issues, and may dynamically attempt debiasing, but the danger of the automation 

heuristic also needs to be considered. 

For many problems, heuristics can provide fast and accurate enough approximations 

for the task at hand. Gigerenzer et al. compared some satisficing methods (fast and fru

gal heuristics) against some “optimal” algorithms (e.g. Bayesian networks) representing 

unbounded rationality [Gigerenzer et al., 2003]. With complete knowledge and across 

20 real-world scenarios5 some simple heuristic strategies (minimalist and take the best) 

were found to perform comparably to the algorithms [Gigerenzer et al., 2003]. If specific 

heuristics are accepted for use as standard operating procedures we may look at providing 

visualization support to enhance them further or to reveal when they can not be trusted. 

Identifying decision requirements and constraints can be used to guide visualization de

sign and [Klein, 1998, p.108] describes a case where using decision requirements to refine 

5Some of these scenarios were estimating: high school dropout rates, stoichiometric products, and num
bers of eggs in fish, each based on training data with multiple sets of cues [Gigerenzer et al., 2003]. 
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an existing system led to improved task performance. 

Arnott [2006] has provided a taxonomy of biases and proposed a general decision 

support design methodology utilizing these theories. Watkins [2000] also reviewed many 

cognitive heuristics and biases and believed that they are worth considering for uncertainty 

visualization. While we agree that they are an important design consideration, especially 

when providing a decision support tool, we should be wary of their potential impact on the 

analysis and discovery process, and so should perform research on their role in visualiza

tion in general. 

If we assume two cognitive models of reasoning working in parallel: associative and 

rule-based [Sloman, 2003], then some issues may be more related to one model. The asso

ciative system may be directly affected by Gestalt and a visualization’s ability to convey 

the required uncertainty for immediate processing and consideration. There may be the 

flexibility in rule-based reasoning to use methods that avoid the drawbacks of potential 

heuristics and biases. With the more general rule-based reasoning we have the potential 

to learn and utilize problem solving heuristics that have been validated to some extent, but 

perhaps at the cost of sacrificing creativity and imagination (associative). A graphical or 

visualization system should try to provide assistance to both systems but avoid leading 

users to the automation heuristic. 

4.2.3 Relating Uncertainty to Temporal Constraints in Reasoning 

One fundamental constraint on the reasoning process is time. Time stress and other sit

uational attributes can distort our perception leading directly to biases [Mandel, 1979]. 

This distortion adds uncertainty, confounding the uncertainty that may have led to the 

time stress. Strategies will vary based on the amount of time resources available. At a 

high level it may be similar to game strategies in which search space (e.g. minimax tree) 

is pruned based on the time allowed. Cognitive models such as Cohen et al.’s [1996] 

Metarecognition model have been proposed for time limited decision making. Driven by 
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factors from cognitive models, visualizations may assist by illustrating uncertainty of the 

data, but visual support of meta-reasoning may be the area where they can contribute the 

most. 

Watkins [2000] created and analyzed an uncertainty glyph to depict three types of un

certainty and their sum in a decision support system. One interesting finding was that 

all analyst participants (5 National Air Intelligence Center analysts) agreed somewhat or 

stronger that in general “uncertainty visualization would degrade the ability of most an

alysts and decision-makers to respond to or ‘interpret a scenario’ in a timely manner” 

[Watkins, 2000, p.181–3]. Participants’ rationale for this rating referred to the issues of 

complexity and overload. The majority thought, however, it would not overload decision-

makers in less time-constrained situations, and were not comfortable adding data with 

associated uncertainty to a knowledge base without an uncertainty visualization. 

Delay is Lipshitz and Strauss’s [1997] first conceptual proposition: uncertainty in the 

context of action is a sense of doubt that blocks or delays action. They cite Dewey’s 

statement that problem solving is triggered by a sense of doubt that stops routine action 

[Dewey, 1997], but dropped the important aspect that it is uncertainty that triggers problem 

solving, which necessitates neither blocking or significant delay. One should note that 

changes in uncertainty may trigger action, and that delay can be the optimal “action”. An 

example of this may be the space shuttle Challenger disaster, for which the criticality 

of data quality has been discussed by Fisher and Kingma [Fisher and Kingma, 2001]. 

Delaying the launch of the shuttle until further analysis removed the uncertainty about the 

safety of the O-rings under cold temperatures may have averted the disaster. Tufte has also 

analyzed the space shuttle Challenger and Columbia disasters from a visualization point 

of view [Tufte, 1997, 2006], and one may argue the most significant uncertainty was not 

in the data but in the reasoning. 
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Table 4.1: Extending Thomson et al.’s [2005] typology of uncertainty to reasoning.


Uncertainty Category

Currency/Timing temporal gaps between assumptions and reasoning steps 
Credibility heuristic accuracy & bias of analyst 
Lineage conduit of assumptions, reasoning, revision, and presentation 
Subjectivity amount of private knowledge or heuristics utilized 
Accuracy/Error difference between heuristic & algorithm (e.g. Bayesian) 
Precision variability of heuristics and strategies 
Consistency extent to which heuristic assessments agree 
Interrelatedness heuristic & analyst independence 
Completeness extent to which knowledge is complete 

Reasoning Definition


4.2.4 Types of Reasoning Uncertainty 

There are many taxonomies of uncertainty to be found in different domains. Lipshitz and 

Strauss found in a study of military decision makers that they distinguished between inad

equate understanding, incomplete information, and undifferentiated alternatives [Lipshitz 

and Strauss, 1997]. Different strategies were employed based on these types of uncertainty. 

Thus task considerations may dictate the types of uncertainty that are significant. Hence 

we would suggest a user and task centered approach be taken with uncertainty issues. 

Thomson et al. have constructed a typology for visualizing uncertainty in geospatially 

referenced data [Thomson et al., 2005]. They considered Pang et al.’s low-level classifica

tion [Pang et al., 1997] and Gershon’s high-level taxonomy [Gershon, 1998] and provide 

a typology to be instantiated based on task, giving examples from intelligence analysis. 

They advise a hierarchical approach for instantiating this typology across multiple do

mains or tasks. We extend the definitions of their typology to the reasoning process in 

Table 4.1, demonstrating how their typology is useful at the level of reasoning as well. 

Considering how this typology applies to reasoning can extend its intended purpose of 

guiding the development of visual representations for uncertainties. 
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Dynamic data is one of the main reasons why currency / timing is tied to uncertainty. 

Thereby the error between prior observations and the current state generally increases over 

time. In some cases the duration of observation allows for a trade-off between uncertainty 

in one attribute and another related or meta-attribute (e.g. the attributes’ derivative). For 

example, Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle dictates the tradeoff between accuracy in po

sition and momentum at the quantum scale. Temporal constraints are a major reason why 

completeness of knowledge can not be fully attained. Past decisions, assumptions, and 

arguments often form the a priori knowledge base. Visualizing the impact time constraints 

had on this prior information can greatly influence its usage. Opacity is often used for 

temporal encoding where data fades out over time as it becomes dated. 

For credibility, lineage, and subjectivity, all levels from data gatherers to decision-

makers should be considered in the reasoning instantiation of the framework. When the 

decision processes span multiple levels of management or government these aspects are 

especially important to consider. As an example of this decision scenario, we can look at 

when the director of the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Science (a climatologist) had 

the qualitative certainty and causality in his report on climate change strongly diluted by 

the U.S. White House Council on Environmental Quality [CBS Broadcasting Inc., 2006] 

(See Figure 4.2). In this case the reader weights the judgments based on the assumed 

credibility and subjectivity of the scientist authors, with no way of knowing that a non

scientist had revised the scientific judgment. The final form of edited paragraph is shown 

in Figure 4.3. On the single page that contained the paragraph shown, eleven changes were 

made to reduce scientific certainty, nine of which made it into the final version (subjective 

but conservative analysis). The final decision makers (U.S. Congress) would benefit from 

visualizing the uncertainty in credibility, lineage, and subjectivity of reasoning. Ignorance 

of any of these types of uncertainties may directly impact the ability of decision-makers 

to make good decisions, and therefore guidelines mandating the visualization of such un

certainty should be considered. 
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To visualize accuracy / error one must consider the effects of potential heuristics and 

biases, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. The visualization of reasoning accuracy will likely 

not be possible unless tools are used for the reasoning in which heuristics and strategies 

are made explicit. Error itself is not usually known a priori and so would be visualized 

as a postmortem task. Visualizing consistency and precision in heuristics or strategies is 

important for decision confidence. Precision of a single heuristic may be difficult to assess 

as cognitive strategies themselves may not be precisely defined. The same visualization 

of reasoning heuristics that provides an estimate of precision, could likely reveal inter-

heuristic consistency. 

Visualizing interrelatedness may allow results from analysts working in teams to be 

collectively considered. It may be useful for the interrelatedness of heuristics and analysts 

to be visualized using preattentively processed visual cues. For example, connectedness 

(from Gestalt theory) may allow one to consider linked reasoning artifacts holistically, 

potentially reducing the risk of over weighting redundant findings. Our reasoning instan

tiation of completeness includes comprehension (ignorance) some aspects are dependent 

Figure 4.2: Draft copy showing hand editing of scientific confidence. Changing of definite 
wording “is” to speculative “may be” among the 3 revisions in the paragraph shown. 

Figure 4.3: Final version of paragraph shown in Figure 4.2 [Mahoney, et. al., 2003, p.2].

Changes in certainty are hidden in final presentation due to lack of lineage visualization.
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on all the other types of uncertainty being visualized. Similar to error, in advance com

pleteness will usually only be estimated. A good example of the cost of unvisualized 

uncertainty is the wasted resources in duplicated research caused by the lack of publishing 

on scientific failures. 

4.3 Visual Support for Uncertainty in Reasoning 

Numerous methods have been proposed integrating uncertainty into data for visualization 

[Pang et al., 1997], and some have been evaluated for specific tasks [Grigoryan and Rhein

gans, 2004, Masalonis et al., 2004]. However there has been less research into how well 

these provide decision support. How best to provide reasoning and meta-reasoning support 

that incorporates uncertainty is an open question. 

4.3.1 Problem Solving 

Newell and Simon [Newell and Simon, 1972] provided a high level organization of a prob

lem solver for a generic information processing system. We have used this organization 

to highlight aspects of uncertainty in the process of reasoning in general as shown in Fig

ure 4.4. While uncertainty likely exists in some form in all aspects of the organization, the 

method selection process is important (shown in bold red in the figure) in that it is affected 

by both data and problem representational uncertainties as well as potential ambiguity in 

the relationship of methods to goals. Our looser interpretation of their general problem 

solver allows the method selection to require problem solving (a recursive invocation) and 

methods would include all heuristics and strategies (top-down, bottom-up, etc.). Visual 

aids for the method selection process would likely be beneficial as this complex “phase” 

requires the consideration of sub-goals and the actions related to them, while still consider

ing their context in the overall problem. There is the potential for change in both internal 

and external representations of the problem and of the data [Scaife and Rogers, 1996]. 
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Figure 4.4: Organization of problem solving with uncertainty. Application of Newell 
and Simon’s general organization of a problem solver [Newell and Simon, 1972, p.89] 
to visualization based problem solving, with additional delineation of where uncertainties 
likely exist. 

While traditional graphics and HCI research has focused on the external part, more 

considerations need to be made for the internal part. The visualization system should 

also produce the artifacts that may assist introspection on the cognitive process. As these 

processes are tightly coupled, the ability to monitor and aid the reasoning process will 

add additional requirements to the visualization. Visualizations may need to be modified 

in order to allow parallel support for both data and reasoning process visualization, which 

might be useful to think of as a larger task context. This support could tie both direct visual 

artifacts in with meta-data artifacts recording the history of exploration and the discovery 

processes that were used. 

4.3.2 Analytic Processes 

Analytic reasoning can be generalized as a set of tasks [Thomas and Cook, 2005, p.42]: 
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1. information gathering, 

2. re-represention for the purpose of analysis, 

3. development of insight (via observation and interaction), and 

4. production of knowledge or decision; 

with the repeated iteration of these tasks forming a “sense-making loop”. Visualizations 

may be used to support all four of these tasks. Uncertainty may exist throughout the 

analytic reasoning process and thus visual support for the process as a whole may provide 

benefits including providing assistance for meta-analysis. 

Amar and Stasko’s [2005] precepts for design and evaluation of information visual

izations provide a set of principles on how visualizations can better support the analytic 

process. The three main weaknesses of current systems were stated as: limited affordances, 

predetermined representations, and the decline of determinism in decision making. These 

weaknesses or gaps in the analytic process were to be addressed by the Rationale Pre

cepts: expose uncertainty, concretize relationships, and expose cause and effect; as well 

as the Worldview Precepts: Determine Domain Parameters, Expose Multivariate Expla

nation, and Facilitate Hypothesis Testing. All of Amar and Stasko’s precepts deal with 

complex issues and appear to pertain to reasoning as a whole, thus providing guidelines 

for reasoning visualizations and support as well as information visualizations. 

Bridging the analytic gaps and extending ideas in current information visualization 

systems to reasoning visualizations will likely require the linking of these types of tools, 

or developing additional integrated cognitive support, while ensuring consistent cognitive 

styles to avoid a huge context switch. We propose that for visualizations that assist with 

complex problem solving, that support for reasoning with uncertainty be built into the vi

sualization pipeline. This integration could be as light-weight as virtual sticky notes for 

one’s ideas that are colour coded based on certainty. Figure 4.5 shows our extension to 

Pang et al.’s visualization pipeline [Pang et al., 1997] to include reasoning support with 
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Figure 4.5: Reasoning extensions to Pang et al.’s data visualization pipeline with uncer
tainty [Pang et al., 1997]. Extensions are on the right side of the artifacts link and provide 
integrated sense-making loops. 

uncertainty. The top arrows in the figure relate to loops in analytic sense-making, which 

is the process of searching, extracting, and modelling, with the goals of building evidence, 

schemata, hypotheses, and understanding [Thomas and Cook, 2005]. This integration of 

data and reasoning visualization support provides benefits by simplifying the backtrack

ing (revaluation and searching) phases of the sense-making loop. Thus uncertainty in one 

case or hypothesis would be easily reviewable by another user. Visualizations for uncer

tainty in both the data and reasoning pipelines could use consistent representations and/or 

metaphors for the same types of uncertainty to reduce cognitive load. The complexity and 

constant evolution of visualization tools promotes specialized systems to handle specific 

sub-tasks. Therefore the visualization pipeline may span multiple systems and so provid

ing visual consistency will add design constraints. Independent applications will require 

support for restoration of data, operations, and viewing parameters. 

The link between visualization and reasoning pipelines should be bidirectional to al

low for feedback from the reasoning process for potential integration into the visualization 

tools. This could be as simple as including the goal or larger context in the reasoning pro
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cess that may be provided with text or graphics. It could also communicate a strategy of 

exploration which the data visualization tool could then dynamically facilitate. In a collab

orative setting this might be valuable to provide awareness of strategy changes when one is 

focused on a small scale task. There are existing visualizations aimed directly at reasoning 

support [Kirschner et al., 2003], but there should be further benefits from bridging the gap 

between them and the information visualizations associated with foraging (search, filter, 

extract, ...) for information. While this concept has been implemented to a limited extent 

for integrating links from data/evidence directly into argument structures (e.g. Cluxton 

and Eick’s [2005] DECIDETM, and BAE Systems’ POLESTAR), most general informa

tion visualizations provide little or no direct reasoning support or are not linked to one that 

does. 

Using a participatory design approach we have developed a prototype system for 

evidence-based medicine diagnostic support that provides this parallel (reasoning/data) 

visualization approach. The parallel visualizations are in the form of multiple views, two 

of which are shown in Figure 4.6. It utilizes a decision tree as a GUI with integrated rea

soning and data uncertainty. The reasoning visualization can be viewed along with other 

data and its uncertainty in multiple other views. This design provides transparency of the 

uncertainty in the Bayesian reasoning that may assist in this difficult task. This system 

is only briefly described here for illustrative purposes, and will be fully described later in 

Chapters 7 and 8. 

4.3.3 Representations 

Visual representations of data uncertainty allow for the amplification of cognition [Card 

et al., 1999] (i.e. visualizations allow parallel processing, increased working memory, etc.), 

and when time frames allow introspection, we suggest similar benefits will accrue from 

visual representations of reasoning uncertainty. Kirschenbaum and Arruda [1994] found 

an ellipse was more accurate than verbal quantification in communicating uncertainties in 
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Figure 4.6: Integrated data and reasoning visualizations for evidence-based medicine. Rea
soning support view (upper) and test data view (lower). 
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a spatial problem. With non-spatial uncertainty, Watkins [2000] found his glyph (which 

distinguished: unreliability, ignorance, and analytical input) was rated well by analysts 

but with some qualifications. Finger and Bisantz [Finger and Bisantz, 2002] compared 

degraded icons (levels of blur) against the degraded icons with text probability, and full 

detail icons with text probability, for the task of hostile/friendly target classification with 

evolving target probabilities. They found that for their task the addition of text did not 

provide a statistical advantage, and that the degraded icons without text were in general 

better. As the number of uncertainty levels that need to be read are task specific, this 

should drive the representational requirements [Zuk et al., 2005]. 

In the field of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which has been at the forefront 

of uncertainty visualization, frameworks have been put forth that recommend visual repre

sentations of the uncertainty based on the data and uncertainty types [MacEachren et al., 

2005]. Even though their spatial considerations and constraints limit the general prob

lem, there are still no accepted standards. For general visualization including reasoning, 

user and task considerations will drive the best way to create uncertainty visualizations. 

Some representations may be more natural for expressing uncertainty as meta-data such 

as opacity, fuzziness, and colour saturation [MacEachren, 1992, MacEachren et al., 2005], 

but when distinguishing different types of uncertainty, or for integration with multivariate 

data, these options may not be optimal. 

Representations ideally should afford a set of methods and actions that allow one to 

proceed to a solution. Gigerenzer suggested that natural frequency representations of prob

ability (whole numbers and ratios6) may have inherent cognitive support in the brain be

cause posing conditional probability questions in the form of natural frequencies helped 

more people solve the problems [Gigerenzer and Hoffrage, 1995]. Rather than inherent 

cognitive support for natural frequencies, recent arguments and research have indicated 

6For example, a natural frequency representation would be two out of the three times some event X 
occurred, versus the fractional probability representation of P = 0.666̄,P ∈ [0,1] 
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that the computational complexity of the problem solving process is a key determinant 

of a person’s ability to find the correct Bayesian solution. This complexity is related to 

the cognitive transparency of the information structures, which for conditional probability 

problems may be nested-sets [Sloman et al., 2003]. This does not contradict the finding 

that natural frequencies may be an efficient representation for promoting Bayesian reason

ing [Gigerenzer and Hoffrage, 1999]. 

Cognitive support may be given by providing uncertainty or ambiguity in representa

tions to provide clues to potential representational transformations or new representations. 

Vague representations, such as sketches, may allow the deferring of design decisions, or 

may stand for a generalization (i.e. a set of designs) [Glasgow et al., 1995]. User inter-

activity in selecting the representation, while often difficult to provide in a visualization, 

implicitly communicates to the viewer that there is uncertainty in the optimal representa

tion(s). At a meta level, visualizing your own reasoning process can also reveal a bias or 

suggest a new strategy. Representations of the reasoning process which illustrate uncer

tainty will help one perform this introspection. 

4.4 Conclusions 

We have described how the cognitive issues of reasoning under uncertainty relate to vari

ous aspects of visualization and provided some guidance as to how one may address these 

issues. As a result of the complexity and uncertainty in the reasoning process we see 

potential in the integration of data and reasoning visualizations. This integration of the dis

covery process and sense-making loops, would provide a direct visualization of the entire 

analytic process, and might facilitate the exposure of analytic gaps. Without this type of 

cognitive support monitoring the effect of uncertainty in the data and the analytic process 

will be extremely difficult. 

When we create new support there is a potential hazard if the external visualization 
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does not diminish cognitive load, it may in fact raise it, thereby preventing the formation of 

schemata [van Bruggen et al., 2003]. Therefore when the performance of sub-tasks require 

complete attention this level of integration may be more useful as an analytic context or 

an audit trail. Multiple views or the easy movement of reasoning artifacts between the 

two visualization systems could maintain this context without adding cognitive load. The 

visualization we briefly introduced (medical diagnostic support) illustrated that for some 

problem areas a reasoning component can exist as a natural and central component of the 

interface. As uncertainty abounds in the reasoning process we expect that visualization of 

the uncertainty will enhance problem-solving and decision making. 
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Chapter 5 

Case Study in Archaeological Data 

The long unmeasured pulse of time moves everything. There is nothing hidden that 
it cannot bring to light, nothing once known that may not become unknown. 
– Sophocles (495 – 406 BCE) 

Uncertainty visualization in the specific domain of archaeology is the first of the 

three domain explorations to be presented. For this domain I have tried to lessen the 

distance between myself and the practice, by taking a course, reading texts, attending de

partmental seminars, and participating on digs. Collaborative discussions with an archae

ologist were also part of the methodology in order to understand more of the motivation 

and goals in this field. 

This investigation will explore uncertainty visualization relating to specific needs of 

archaeology, and while it deals with spatial data, the emphasis is on temporal uncertainty. 

The uncertainty visualizations in this chapter also focus mainly on data uncertainty, rather 

than reasoning uncertainty. With archaeological site data in particular, the dating regularly 

has significant uncertainty. In this chapter we present an application that enables integrat

ing and visualizing the temporal uncertainty for multiple 3D archaeological data sets of a 

single site with different dating. We introduce a temporal time window for dealing with 

the uncertainty and review various visual cues appropriate for revealing the uncertainty 

within the time window. The interactive animation of the time window allows a unique 

exploration of the temporal uncertainty†. 

†Portions of this chapter have been previously published in Zuk et al. [2005]. Therefore “we” refers to 
Torre Zuk, Sheelagh Carpendale, and W.D. Glanzman 
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5.1 Introduction 

Uncertainty in various forms is prevalent throughout archaeology. Archaeological site 

data can be recorded in numerous formats ranging from hand drawn sketches to ground 

penetrating radar. All of the recorded data usually represents a minuscule fraction of the 

information regarding the visual appearance of a site over time and so missing data forms 

a major component of the uncertainty. Of the data that are available the dating regularly 

has significant uncertainty. 

All archaeological data have a relative chronology value (for example, an artifact’s 

placement within a stratigraphic sequence, or the addition of a wall to an existing build

ing), and some data also have an absolute chronology value (for example, coins bearing 

mint dates, inscriptions mentioning an event during the reign of a certain ruler) that archae

ologists can discern. In both conditions, dating must be thought of as representing either 

a span of time during which an event occurred, or a point in time before or after which an 

event occurred. Furthermore, many archaeological sites and their data sets are incomplete 

or disturbed, rendering their chronological value obscure. All chronology pertaining to 

archaeological data thus contains uncertainty. 

This uncertainty should be integrated into any visualization to improve the cognitive 

task of spatiotemporal understanding. To aid in comprehension we present a time window 

for the animated visualization of the temporal uncertainty. We also analyze the appli

cability of various visual representations that may be appropriate for revealing temporal 

uncertainty in interactive 3D scene reconstructions. 

5.1.1 Visualization 

Often archaeological data is visualized at a specific time in the past. This can be catego

rized as a reconstruction, which when using computer graphics is often called a virtual re

construction. This has been performed on ancient sites such as the Visir Tomb [Palamidese 
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et al., 1993] up to the recent past with the Dresden Frauenkirche [Collins, 1993]. This 

methodology can even be extended into the future for illustrating models of restoration or 

deterioration. 

Usually within an archaeological site, however, data are collected representing various 

periods of time. Site data are 3D spatial data acquired during an excavation but the dating 

of each of the artifacts is not as precise as the spatial location. The 3D position of an object 

represents either the final position of an artifact and thus its last probable location of use 

prior to burial, or it represents its original, intended location of use, and is thus in situ, in 

its original placement on a site. A decision must be made as to which location the viewer 

desires to visualize. Integrating the in situ object placement within a virtual reconstruction 

(of approximate object burial date) can help the archaeologist to visualize the use of an 

object, or hypothesize why the object came to rest in that position. Two examples of the 

visualization of last use locations relative to in situ architectural reconstructions, are the 

location of bifaces, scrapers, and debitage1 within a prehistoric pithouse [Peterson et al., 

1995], and lamps and coins inside the Great Temple of Petra [Acevedo et al., 2001]. 

Reconstructions and their integration with archaeological site data may allow more 

accurate hypotheses to be made. Virtual reality can allow the archaeologist to understand 

the past context of the 3D spatial layout of their data [van Dam et al., 2000]. When using a 

3D model various lighting or sky/star models can be applied to test other theories as well. 

For example, would a certain location within a building have adequate natural lighting for 

the inhabitant to perform a specific task? All of these techniques can provide valuable new 

tools to aid in interpreting the data. 

Using the computational power of current consumer level computer graphics technol

ogy, interactive animation of complex 3D scenes is now possible. The animation of time 

provides a powerful visualization which allows complex 3D spatiotemporal changes to 

be compared in a natural way. Currently most archaeological visualizations represent 

1Bifaces and scrapers are primitive tools and fragments are debitage. 
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spatially static scenes of a speculative nature that represent specific time periods. The fol

lowing discussion will outline how to extend this type of visualization by adding increased 

comprehension of the temporal changes and uncertainty using interactive animation. 

5.2 Time Windows and Interactive Animation 

Any artifact or structure may have an estimated timeline based on a creation and destruc

tion date (the destruction may be in the future). Using these dates the 3D scene for a 

specific date, or an animation frame, can be constructed by simply finding which data sets 

have a timeline that overlaps the viewing date. However the overlap will be influenced by 

the uncertainty in the creation and destruction dates. Uncertainty in these dates may be 

statistical such as from dating technology, or more abstract such as when based on scien

tific judgment [Renfrew and Bahn, 2000]. This judgment may consider things such as the 

likelihood of contamination or just be an expert estimate based on seriation2. 

5.2.1 Time Windows 

The computer generation of an animation frame may use the photorealistic rendering anal

ogy of the shutter speed of the camera taking the picture. This allows effects such as 

motion blur to be recreated for moving objects, or a moving camera, by sampling the view 

repeatedly (while the shutter is open) and then blending the pixels together. In our context 

we suggest that the frame (viewing time) also take into account temporal uncertainty. 

In expanding the camera shutter concept to a much larger timescale we create a time 

window. This larger duration allows events on either side of a specific date to be captured 

to take into account uncertainty in the actual viewing date. It can provide a visualization 

to help in answering a question like: what would a person have seen if they visited the site 

between 200 and 210 BCE? Arbitrarily expanding the time window also enables the viewer 

2Seriation is a form of relative chronology based on associations [Renfrew and Bahn, 2000]. 
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to see how later and earlier construction relates in an intuitive way. The time window could 

also be interpreted reciprocally giving all artifacts temporal uncertainty equal to half the 

time window. 

The time window is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The time window’s width, or range of 

time, can be controlled by the user. This window of time allows data that comes within 

range of the viewing date to be visualized in some way. The time window allows two 

different types of uncertainty to come into play: the uncertainty in the artifact dating (e.g. 

deposited between 85 BCE and 20-30 CE), and the uncertainty over the time window (e.g. 

“around” 22 CE). 

Either the time window or timeline uncertainties can be mapped to probability density 

functions or other schemes. As an example, for the time window the centre can be thought 

of as absolute certainty, equal to a probability of one, and then certainty can drop off 

based on a function (e.g. Gaussian) to where one does not want to consider information 

from that date at all, probability of zero, at each end of the time window. For the time 

window alone the uncertainty for an object would be the maximum certainty function 

value that the object timeline overlaps. These certainty functions over the time window 

and timelines can be used independently or combined. The uncertainty measures can then 

be used to create visual representations that depict various levels of uncertainty other than 

the obvious inclusion or exclusion from the scene. 

5.2.2 Interactive Animation 

Archaeological animations often are restricted to a specific reconstruction date and provide 

a fly-through or a virtual reality experience [Forte and Siliotti, 1997]. In some cases a 

partially interactive animation over time is created [Vergauwen et al., 2004], but these do 

not include uncertainty. In these scenarios the rendered frame represents a small window 

in time (usually infinitely small) in contrast to our time window concept. 

As time is experienced in a continuous and unstoppable manner, it is natural to want 
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Figure 5.1: Time Window. Segments A, B, C, and D represent data sets and their timelines. 
The line down the centre of the box represents a specific viewing time, and all data sets 
that overlap this time are displayed normally (B & C). The dotted-line box extends the 
standard viewing time to form a time window. The data sets that only overlap the time 
window and not the viewing time may be rendered in a way to indicate uncertainty (A). 
All data sets outside the time window would not be displayed (D). 

to explore time interactively. We provide a graphical user interface in the form of a slider 

to allow the user to directly control the temporal position of the time window. By ma

nipulation of the time slider and time window the user can create an interactive temporal 

animation either forward or backward in time. The user controllable animation along with 

uncertainty visualizations may provide better temporal comprehension. 

5.3 Visual Representations 

Given an uncertainty metric there are numerous ways to render a 3D artifact within a 

scene to express the uncertainty. We are concerning ourselves only with uncertainty in 

time while ignoring the uncertainty in the other dimensions. Obviously the uncertainty in 

spatial position is relevant, and is temporally dependent, as with the Arrigo VII funerary 

complex reconstruction [Baracchini et al., 2004], but was not the focus of this project. We 

are also limiting our discussion to visual integrations into a standard 3D virtual reality 

scene that can be intuitively understood. Honouring these restrictions creates a visual 3D 

scene rendering that is compatible with normal virtual reality systems and only slightly 

reduces the options for uncertainty representations. 
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Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) methods have been shown to be able to depict un

certainty required to express speculative designs or constructions [Strothotte et al., 1994, 

Strothotte and Schlechtweg, 2002]. Strothotte et al. [1999b,a] reviewed aspects of non-

photorealistic rendering and how they can be used in representing uncertainty in virtual 

reconstructions. They show how sketch-like renditions and the use of variable trans

parency can express the speculative nature of archaeological reconstruction. They also 

found that photorealistic detail distracted from the fundamental questions of the domain 

experts. They conclude that more methods of visualization and interaction are required for 

expressing the appropriate level of uncertainty. Practical aspects of an implementation us

ing these techniques were presented by Freudenberg et al. [2001]. Roussou and Drettakis 

[2003] have discussed photorealisitic rendering, NPR, and interactivity, and found they all 

have an important role in the perceived realism. 

Reusing the camera shutter analogy and sampling the scene over the time window 

(and including data timeline uncertainty) generates the visualization. While it would be 

appropriate to integrate the certainty over the time window, we simply used the maximum 

certainty in the time window. If the maximum certainty of an artifact was 0.2 as a prob

ability then the opacity could be set to 0.2 to provide a similar effect to motion blur if 

the object was removed after 2/10ths of a frame. Where spatially incompatible artifacts 

occupy the same space they will intersect each other. 

5.3.1 Visual Cues 

A visual cue can be defined as any visual encoding (colour, size, animation, etc.) and 

may be used to communicate meta-data. Arbitrary visual cues beyond the motion-blur 

(accumulated opacity for our purposes) from the standard camera shutter model move us 

into styles of non-photorealistic rendering. In the current context a visual cue is any visual 

encoding used to distinguish levels of uncertainty. Some visual cues may be applied to 

a single artifact while others may cover the entire scene. This change in application can 
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affect how it is perceived. For example if fog is applied to only a single object, it will be 

perceived as colour blending, similar to a colour saturation cue, rather than environmental 

fog. Visual cues may also be overloaded in that they have implicit meanings beyond their 

use as a representation of uncertainty. This is true for cues such as fog and blur/depth-of

field [MacEachren, 1992, Kosara et al., 2001], as a virtual reality rendering may already 

use these as depth cues [Ware, 2004] (visual encoding of the distance to objects in a scene). 

In Pang et al.’s [1997] survey of uncertainty visualization there are numerous applica

ble methods including: side-by-side views, pseudo- colour, contour lines, blinking, mate

rial properties, texture mapping, bump mapping, oscillation, displacement, and blur. They 

categorize methods for visualizing uncertainty into the groups: add glyph, add geometry, 

modify geometry, modify attributes, animation, sonification, and psychovisual. We intro

duce a cue into Pang et al.’s animation category with the use of a rising/sinking animation 

during continuous time changes (a form of displacement). The rising/sinking animation 

provides a natural transition animation similar to that of time-lapse photography of con

struction. A drawback of the rising/sinking cue is that it may be misinterpreted in a static 

scene. 

The two visual cues of transparency and the rising/sinking animation are used to illus

trate the time window technique for presenting the uncertainty. Figure 5.2 shows, for sim

plified illustrative purposes, data sets of single photographs with specific dating assigned 

matching the photograph’s contents. The photographs represent a series of sites which 

exist at the current time. They are the Giza Pyramids, the Rammaseum, and the Kiosk of 

Qertassi near the Temple of Kalabsha. The figure shows three snapshots of the window 

containing the 3D scene view and time slider view. The uncertainty based on the relative 

position of a timeline in the time window is visible in the top two images. The timeline 

of each data set (photograph) is shown in a different colour and from top to bottom and 

corresponds to the photos from left to right. 

Visual cues may be classified on various attributes from perceptual to practical. Bertin’s 
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of uncertainty cue animation. Viewing dates (frames) from top 
to bottom of 1400, 220, and 30 BCE respectively. Time window constant at 300 years. 
Top image shows rising/sinking cue, middle image transparency, and bottom image no 
uncertainty. 
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Table 5.1: Visual Cue Characteristics


visual cue length order artifact/scene 
transparency small Y artifact 
colour change medium N artifact 
wireframe 2 Y artifact 
line style (NPR) large N artifact 
shading/hatching (NPR) large Y artifact 
floorplan only 2 N artifact 
rising/sinking large Y artifact 
animated warping of surfaces medium N artifact 
blur small Y artifact 
fog/haze small Y scene 
rain/snow medium Y scene 

GPU

Y 
Y 
N 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
N 
Y 

[1983] framework called the Properties of the Graphic System classified visual variables 

(which often may be used as cues) on the basis of their characteristics such as the potential 

for immediate perceptual group selection, natural perceptual ordering (not learned), abil

ity for quantitative comparisons, and length (the number of discernible elements that can 

be represented in the set, i.e. cardinality). A summary of some visual cues appropriate 

for 3D rendering and relevant characteristics (including Bertin’s length and order) are pre

sented in Table 5.1. The table also indicates whether direct programming of the graphics 

processing unit (GPU) would be advantageous, and this will be discussed in more detail 

in Section 5.5.2. The practical length of a visual cue depends on the visual size of the ren

dered artifact in the frame and so the categories of small, medium, and large, are relative 

generalizations. 

5.4 Implementation 

Our application, ArkVis, was developed for visualizing 3D archaeological data along with 

their temporal uncertainty. ArkViz allows the user to import multiple 3D data sets and 
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assign various properties to them. The most important of these properties are the dating, 

or creation and destruction dates, of the physical artifacts or structures composing a data 

set. Uncertainty may be assigned to each of these dates. 

The data may be interactively viewed in a 3D perspective scene. The user selects a 

date using the time slider and a scene is automatically generated representing the scene of 

the archaeological site at the given time. The user may also drag the time slider to create 

a temporal animation. Once a scene is constructed for a specific time window, ArkVis 

allows the user to navigate (walking or flying) through the site at that specific time in 

history. They may also interactively manipulate the time window to provide a larger or 

smaller portal into the near future and near past. Various visual cues for the temporal 

uncertainty of the data may be selected interactively. 

The time window may be shifted along with the time slider or may be specified by 

directly drawing it. As the concept of vagueness is often tied to uncertainty we also provide 

the approximate input of values by allowing the time window to be “sketched” out. This 

process is shown in Figure 5.3. 

ArkVis was written in C++ using Microsoft’s Visual Studio. Trolltech’s Qt library was 

used for windows and widgets. The 3D scene and visual cues are rendered using OpenGL 

and Nvidia’s Cg language for GPU programming. Model loading was based on Lischke’s 

[2005] 3DS import library, and the sky rendering was based on Sempé’s [2005] sky demo. 

5.5 Results 

Archaeological data recorded for the Mah. ram Bilqīs sanctuary complex in Mārib, Repub

lic of Yemen [Glanzman, 1998, 1999, 2002] has been used to illustrate the system. The 

most recent spatial data is of the main oval wall of the temple, provided by a recent survey 

taking accurate measurements. This data represents a structure deteriorated by looting and 

time. The earlier data is a theoretical reconstruction of the site at an early date, derived 
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Figure 5.3: Approximate time window specification. Top image: no time window only 
artifact C visible. Middle image: approximate time window specified with mouse input. 
Bottom image: new time window based on roughly guided input in which artifacts B 
and D would be visible but could be rendered with visual cue of uncertainty. Timeline 
boundaries with uncertainty are indicated by smaller sized extensions with lower colour 
saturation. 

from Albright’s [1952] published data. These two data sets are compared using different 

visual cues in Figure 5.4. Interactive animation provided by the time slider and time win

dow allow smooth transitions between the two data sets. This along with the uncertainty 

visualization may allow the user to more easily understand the assumptions in the earlier 

theoretical data set. 
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Figure 5.4: Juxtaposition of theoretical reconstruction and survey data. Top image: both 
data sets with scene haze and no data set uncertainty cues. Middle image: wireframe and 
transparency uncertainty cue for theoretical reconstruction. Bottom image: transparency 
uncertainty cue for theoretical reconstruction. 

5.5.1 Uncertainty Tasks 

While simply visually revealing whether there is uncertainty (at the Boolean level), can 

clearly be achieved, it is not clear what representations are most appropriate for specific 

tasks. Most of the uncertainty cues in Table 5.1 have a length above a Boolean indicator, 

but they may not be appropriate for some tasks, or may lead to confusion. For the task of 

simply eliciting possibilities, however, most of the cues should work. 
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Amar and Stasko’s [2004] general Rationale-based Task category of expose uncer

tainty requires both the presentation of the uncertainty and showing the possible effect 

of the uncertainty on outcomes. Uncertainty cues such as transparency and wireframe di

rectly allow the possible effects on outcomes to be seen, as the user can ignore the data and 

consider that it did not exist at that time. Once uncertainty is revealed simply providing 

interactive toggling of a data set also affords this. 

Kirschenbaum and Arruda [1994] found that for some spatial problems a graphical rep

resentation of uncertainty may improve the judgments of decision makers. We hypothesize 

that this would also apply to spatial decisions that must account for temporal uncertainty. 

Future work could determine the cognitive tasks and set of applicable visual cues that 

could be used to test this hypothesis. For example, assuming Cohen et al.’s [1996] cycle 

of metarecognition was applicable, then the time window could provide visual queries to 

aid in the testing of incomplete, conflicting, and unreliable information. 

5.5.2 Interactive Rendering Considerations 

When the time slider is used to create an animation, on each sequential frame the time 

window moves and so the temporal uncertainty may change for all data sets. The data for 

a virtual reconstruction may be very large even before adding multiple temporal versions. 

Therefore any procedural rendering method can reduce resource requirements by simply 

modifying the single representation of each data set during the rendering process. As 

interactive animation is required, using the graphics processing unit to its full potential is 

desirable. 

The uncertainty visualization method categories of modify geometry, modify attributes, 

and animation [Pang et al., 1997] are highly suited for interactive graphics. Using graphics 

processing unit (GPU) programs to perform procedural rendering, one can work with a 

single representation of the scene and directly modify the visual appearance based on 

the uncertainty metric (e.g. transparency can be changed without modifying the model 
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Figure 5.5: Simulated archaeological reconstruction. Rendered with scene haze. No data 
set uncertainty visualization. 

attributes). The uncertainty value assigned to each data set can also be used to determine 

when a different GPU program is used (e.g. to provide a sketch-like quality). 

5.5.3 Visual Cue Discussion 

We have simulated an ancient Egyptian archaeological site to more clearly demonstrate 

some visual cues for temporal uncertainty. The site is shown with its associated data 

timelines in Figure 5.5. This site contains different dating for the columns, sphinxes, and 

the main statue. Various visual cues are illustrated for the specific viewing date of 1575 

BCE and a time window of 100 years (both the statue and sphinxes are uncertain with this 

temporal configuration) in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. 

Cues implemented using standard OpenGL are usually efficient but have limitations. 

To achieve correct transparency effects with OpenGL (or any Z-Buffer depth sorting) one 

must ensure that transparent data sets are rendered last and in back to front order. While 
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Figure 5.6: Uncertainty cues. From top to bottom: no cues, rising/sinking cue, wireframe, 
and transparency. 

this can easily be done at the object (artifact) level it is not usually interactively feasible 

at the polygon/pixel level. Therefore basic OpenGL transparency is not guaranteed to 

provide accurate results with complicated objects and scenes. The wireframe cue also 

has its drawbacks as it may be misleading. Wireframe rendering reveals much of the 

underlying polygonalization and so is dependent on the manner in which the object was 
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Figure 5.7: Animated shading uncertainty cue (GPU program) with temporal sequence 
from top to bottom. Uncertainty controls the presence and frequency of lowered lighting 
conditions. Higher uncertainty has higher frequency and so the sphinxes are in and out of 
shadow more often than the statue. 
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created. It may be preferable to determine the silhouette and crease edges of the objects in 

the data sets and only display those as lines. To do this we could utilize techniques similar 

to those of technical illustration presented by Gooch et al. [1999]. It may also be possible 

for the modeller to design objects so that they provide a suitable look when rendered in 

wireframe mode. 

Each visual cue will have its own benefits and drawbacks. Visual cues that can be 

created using GPU programs benefit from increased flexibility (they are not bound by the 

fixed OpenGL rendering pipeline) and potentially faster performance. Those that are more 

intuitive will be more accessible to people in general (e.g. transparency, fog). More com

plex cues may requiring learning, but then may allow domain experts to express multiple 

types of uncertainty. Determination of which cues are the most appropriate to use will 

depend on task and hardware considerations. 

5.6 Heuristic Evaluation 

Applying the heuristics from Table 3.1 (presented in Chapter 3) we perform a light-weight 

evaluation of the ArkVis visualization system. However, with ArkVis, various encodings 

may be explored and new ones added, thus the heuristics may be the most relevant in 

guiding the selection of encodings for particular tasks and for informing the design of new 

uncertainty representations to be integrated into the system. We now discuss the applica

tion of each heuristic in turn by first stating the heuristic and then noting its relevance to 

ArkVis: 

•	 Ensure visual variable has sufficient length – The length of different encodings 

was discussed in relation to ArkVis in Table 5.1. Interactive selection of the encod

ing allows the choice of an encoding with sufficient length. 

•	 Preserve data to graphic dimensionality – Temporal uncertainty is encoded in 

ArkVis by modifying attributes of the spatial dimensionality but we do not consider 
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this contrary to the heuristic. This heuristic may serve to guide the design of novel 

uncertainty encodings which encode the temporal uncertainty separate from the spa

tial data. As an example, the timelines shown in Figure 5.3 encode the uncertainty 

in dating using the width of the smaller horizontal bars. 

•	 Put the most data in the least space – Integrating uncertainty directly into the 

virtual archaeological site is in agreement with this heuristic in that it adds the un

certainty data without increasing the space used. 

•	 Provide multiple levels of detail – Uncertainty encodings may be toggled on and 

off in the virtual environment view, which provides interactive access to one form 

of level of detail. Precise temporal uncertainty encodings are also provided in the 

time slider interface. This heuristic suggests providing additional spatial levels of 

detail may be beneficial. One form that would be appropriate would be a map-like 

overview of complex sites. 

•	 Remove the extraneous (ink) – This heuristic suggests encodings such as wire-

frame may benefit from further reduction down to silhouette edges or other minimal

istic sketch-style renderings. 

•	 Consider Gestalt Laws – These influences may need to be assessed based on the 

interplay of any particular uncertainty encoding and specific archaeological artifacts 

and scenes in ArkVis. For example, a new uncertainty encoding may potentially 

change the perception of figure and ground, thereby shifting attention. 

•	 Integrate text wherever relevant – Text feedback with the precise dating informa

tion is provided as a popup window (tooltip) in the time slider based on the cursor 

position. Further textual information should be added directly into the virtual envi

ronment. 

•	 Don’t expect a reading order from colour – Complying with this heuristic, none 

of the default encodings for uncertainty in ArkVis utilize colour variation to encode 
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different levels of uncertainty. If adding new encodings into ArkVis for a public 

display, this heuristic advises that colour encoding may not be suitable to encode 

the uncertainty beyond a boolean level. 

•	 Colour perception varies with size of coloured item – As ArkVis presents the 

scene in a perspective projection even identical objects may appear at different sizes 

when at separate locations. Thus this heuristic warns against relying only on colour 

to encode the uncertainty. Alternative encodings to colour, such as the predefined 

encodings in ArkVis, should be used if many objects of differing sizes are to be 

compared. 

•	 Local contrast affects colour & gray perception – This heuristic again warns that 

precise readings from colour or grayscale should not be expected. The visual context 

of archaeological objects in the ArkVis scene need to be considered when adding or 

choosing these types of encodings. For example, if the ArkVis scene utilizes haze 

or fog, there will be contrast effects related to viewing distance. 

•	 Consider people with colour blindness – This heuristic should be considered a 

requirement for cultural heritage displays. The various encoding options in ArkVis 

easily support this. 

•	 Preattentive benefits increase with field of view – Arbitrary fields of view are 

supported in the ArkVis virtual environment and with large displays preattentive 

encodings may be superior for some tasks. For example, preattentive encoding may 

facilitate changes in uncertainty to be monitored over large fields of view as time is 

animated, and thus allow for faster site analysis. 

•	 Quantitative assessment requires position or size variation – The time slider uti

lized size encoding for uncertainty. In the virtual environment both position and 

size are already required for the spatial encoding of the site, however, as illustrated 

the rising/sinking cue allowed a positional encoding of uncertainty. Quantitatively 

decoding the rising/sinking cue would require knowing the full appearance of an 
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artifact, which may be available by animating to a point in time when there is cer

tainty regarding it. Additional representations which use size, such as uncertainty 

error bars, could also be integrated in a mixed reality manner. 

In summary, the heuristics are appropriate to not only the uncertainty components, but can 

be related to the visualization system as a whole. In this scenario they can additionally 

serve as guidelines for configuring the visualization during use. 

5.7 Conclusions 

We have described a method, an interactive time window, and an application, ArkVis, that 

provides visual support for cognitively merging multiple data sets that represent different 

periods in time. In ArkVis after importing and entering minimal information a scene can 

be navigated arbitrarily in time and space. By controlling the time window, data from 

non-overlapping periods in history can be spatially integrated with user selectable visual 

cues revealing the uncertainty. The animated time window is intended to provide a new 

look at the progression of time at an archaeological or cultural heritage site. 

Visualizations of archaeological and cultural heritage sites serve two distinct user 

groups: the general public, and domain experts. They can be useful to the general pub

lic in providing comprehensible visual explanations and to domain experts by allowing 

them to explore their data in new ways. While NPR renderings may better serve the cog

nitive tasks such as hypothesis building [Strothotte et al., 1999a], some tasks may benefit 

from other types of rendering that may illustrate another person’s conceptualization [Rous

sou and Drettakis, 2003]. For example, at a museum a photorealistic rendering style may 

best help people conceptualize that an ancient site was a living community. Interactive 

animation that can allow the user to select the type of rendering style provides the most 

flexibility. 

Similar to problems observed with photo-realistic drawings used in preliminary drafts 
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of architecture [Strothotte et al., 1994], the clean data sets provided for theoretical recon

structions often give the false impression of accuracy and completeness. They may give 

a viewer the impression that this is exactly how it did look, even though a large portion 

may be artistic interpretation. Therefore we feel it is important to give the same regard to 

temporal uncertainty as spatial uncertainty. We hope that the visual differences revealed 

via uncertainty cues, which allow the controlled comparing and contrasting of data from 

different times, as well as different sources, can provide new insights, thereby providing 

an improved understanding of the past. 
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Chapter 6 

Case Study in Geophysical Modelling 

To believe with certainty we must begin with doubting. 
– Stanislaus I (1677 – 1766) 

In the seismic domain we developed two separate uncertainty visualizations for 2D 

bi-directional vector fields: one based on animated flow and the other based on a static 

glyph. These visualizations were designed for the task of interpreting and understanding 

anisotropic rock property modelling in the domain of seismic data processing. Aspects of 

the implementations are discussed relating to design, interaction, and tasks. 

This forms the second of the three different domains to be examined, and is quite 

distinct from the first domain as it examines volumetric model data. Again the focus is 

on data uncertainty, but we will return to reasoning uncertainty in the next chapter. This 

work involved collaboration with domain experts whose geophysical modelling results 

were being visualized. It also benefited from my own experience having being active in 

this field for many years†. 

6.1 Introduction 

While visualizing both the data and its associated uncertainty has been accepted as benefi

cial for accurate interpretation, the integration of uncertainty information into an existing 

or new visualization is not standard practice. The practical tasks of maintaining ease of 

comprehension for both the data and the uncertainty are not straight forward. Hence, in 

building uncertainty visualizations there still exist many challenges, such as finding good 

†Portions of this chapter have been published in Zuk et al. [2008]. Thus any use of “we” may refer to 
Torre Zuk, Jon Downton, David Gray, Sheelagh Carpendale and JD Liang. 
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representation of errors and uncertainty for 3D visualizations [Johnson, 2004] and un

derstanding how knowledge of information uncertainty influences analysis [MacEachren 

et al., 2005]. As a result, even choosing an initial design may be difficult. 

We provide two new visualizations for bi-directional vector fields with their associated 

uncertainty. Building upon the image/texture based flow visualizations of van Wijk [2002] 

and Jobard et al. [2002] and uncertainty extensions of Botchen et al. [2005] we allow user 

driven exploration of the uncertainty in directionality, orientation, and magnitude. Our 

method utilizes the GPU to achieve interactive flow visualizations and intuitively handles 

the ambiguity of bi-directionality as well as orientation and magnitude. We provide a 

probe for interactive querying of the flow field which affords user controllable direction

ality enabling a visualization of possible realizations while at the same time revealing the 

certainty. 

With similar goals to Wittenbrink et al.’s [1996] work we also provide a new uncer

tainty glyph. The new glyph can provide bi-directionality and uncertainty information 

for orientation and magnitude in a dense field. We describe the interactive controls over 

both the form and presence of the glyphs that are created on slice planes in a 3D volume. 

Examples showing of both of our types of visualizations are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 

6.2 Related Work 

MacEachren [1992] identified tasks related to uncertainty and also proposed what might 

be appropriate encodings for uncertainty. However, encoding single or multiple types of 

uncertainty in a way that can enhance interpretation is still a difficult problem. While 

considering all the variety of theory and representations one should begin by looking what 

has been already been developed for similar purposes. Therefore, in this section we will 

review other visualizations for uncertainty in vector fields and flow and summarize some 

related evaluation work. 
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Figure 6.1: Sequence of viewpoints showing rotation of plane at constant time slice with 
the uncertainty glyph. Inset in top right of images shows the context of the cutting plane 
in the entire volume extent (animation goes from left to right then top to bottom). 

6.2.1 Vector Fields and Flow 

As vector fields can be used to create flow fields, flow may be a natural, or more “realistic”, 

representation as it is less abstract. Providing both abstract and realistic representations 

may benefit users who have trouble conceptualizing the model. Various methods for visu

alizing the uncertainties in flow and vector fields have been proposed. Adding uncertainty 

into a visualization complicates the information decoding process for the user, as the ad

ditional data is not an independent variate. Similarly, the task is also changed in that it 

may call for the weighing or modification of interpretations of the visualization without 

uncertainty. 
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Figure 6.2: Sequence showing flow changes based on query probe (cursor) movement, 
with uncertainty in direction revealed using red dye. Flow is redirected directly to the 
cursor if within a fixed tolerance. Inset in top right of images shows the context with the 
small red rectangle indicating the current field of view (animation from left to right then 
top to bottom). 

Wittenbrink et al. [1996] introduced what they called verity visualizations as a design 

recommendation for vector field uncertainty glyphs. Verity visualizations used representa

tions of uncertainty integrated with the data without the use of additional graphic variables 

(e.g. colour, value, ...). This design provided vector glyphs that holistically show uncer

tainty in magnitude and orientation. Their evaluation showed the verity uncertainty glyph 

could be decoded with similar error to an arrow glyph decoding, and allowed for uncer

tainty information decoding (with comparable error). 

Lodha et al. [1996b] provided a visualization system for the uncertainties found in 

flow fields. Variations included glyphs, envelopes of trajectories, and other represen
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tations from a stream-line or particle point of view. Sanderson et al. [2004] created 

a method for visualizing vector fields while potentially encoding uncertainty by using 

a reaction-diffusion model. Botchen et al. [2005] introduced some novel variations of 

cross-advection/diffusion and multi-frequency noise to depict the uncertainty in flow us

ing the GPU to realize interactive rates. The uncertainty visualizations we introduce for 

bi-directional vector fields build upon this previous work with glyphs and flow representa

tions. 

6.2.2 Evaluation of Designs 

User studies may often be appropriate for measuring a specific visualization’s performance 

for a specific task, but it may be difficult to generalize beyond the specific tasks and visu

alizations that are evaluated [Kosara et al., 2003]. Laidlaw et al. [2005] evaluated static 

2D vector field visualizations based on three tasks from fluid mechanics: locating critical 

points, identifying their type, and predicting particle advection. In comparing time and er

ror measures for six different static visualizations (grid and jittered arrow placement, icons 

with artistic layering, line integral convolution (LIC), image-guided streamlines/integral 

curves, and streamlines seeded on a regular grid) they found superiority in: image-guided 

streamlines for advection tasks, LIC for location tasks, and streamlines seeded on a regu

lar grid for critical point classification. While the LIC performed at the top for location 

tasks it was at or near the bottom for the advection and critical point type determination 

tasks, probably due to the ambiguity of direction [Laidlaw et al., 2005]. As the other five 

visualization types had direction encoded we feel that a more fair comparison would have 

been against animated flow, although comparing static and animated methods has its own 

set of problems. We hypothesize, however, that animated flow (e.g. streak-lines) could 

potentially be at the top for all their measures. 
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6.3 Seismic Domain: Data and Uncertainty 

This case study deals with data and tasks relevant to the seismic industry which we will 

briefly introduce. Seismic wave azimuthal amplitude variation versus angle of incidence 

has proven to be useful in characterizing fracture distributions and direction for hydrocar

bon reservoirs. Downton and Gray [2006] describe a Bayesian process for determining 

the geological model parameters of anisotropy gradient (Bani) and horizontal transverse 

isotropy symmetry orientation (Φiso), which are related to rock fracture density and orien

tation respectively. 

The general process to estimate these parameters is driven by the changes in seismic 

wave amplitude variation over multiple orientations versus the wave incidence angle on a 

reflector. In their process the determination of uncertainty in Bani and Φiso requires joint 

probability distributions to be marginalized based on the integrals � 2π 
P(Bani) = 

0 
g(Bani,Φiso)dΦiso (6.1) 

and � 2π 
P(Φiso) = 

0 
g(Bani,Φiso)dBani. (6.2) 

As it is only possible to evaluate these integrals analytically for a number of special cases, 

the integrals were evaluated using a numerical approximation. After further transforma

tions the marginalized distributions are approximately Gaussian in shape as can be seen in 

Figure 6.3 and thus provide estimates of the standard deviations σBani and σΦiso . 

The results of this process provide a 3D volume for the two parameters and their re

spective uncertainty: Bani, σBani , Φiso, and σΦiso . The standard volume mapping is the hor

izontal dimensions corresponding to space, and the vertical dimension representing time 

(further stages in processing can map the wave related time dimension to space/depth). 

The voxels are also highly anisotropic in that the time resolution is very high compared to 

the spatial resolution. This not to be confused with the rock anisotropy property Bani that 
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Figure 6.3: Distributions of Bani and Φiso used for estimating σBani and σΦiso . 

is being estimated. Thus, while these volumes could be visualized using volume rendering 

schemes, they have high frequencies in the time dimension which complicates interpreta

tion. Therefore, simple 2D slice planes are traditionally the preferred visualization. The 

approximation of the integrals (Equations 6.1 and 6.2) is also done on a time slice basis 

and the resulting vectors all lie on the time plane. The result is a stack of 2D bi-directional 

vector fields and their associated uncertainty. 

Bi-directional vector fields add uncertainty about the sign of a vector. While directional 

vector fields can be thought of as vectors starting at locations on a grid, bi-directional 

vector fields can be imagined as line segments centered on grid cells. Therefore unique 

orientations are only in the range of 0 to π radians (for the 2D case). 
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6.4 Visualizations of Bi-directional Vector Fields 

We will describe our implementations of both a glyph-based and an animated flow-based 

visualization, that fill different niches, but that can also be utilized together. 

6.4.1 Glyph-based Representation 

Wittenbrink et al.’s [1996] static glyph provided a compact representation of the infor

mation allowing for specific orientations (realizations) to be imagined within the bounds 

of the glyph itself. Their glyph however could begin to look cluttered with highly dense 

fields and large angular uncertainty (≥ +/- 45 degrees), and would have become even more 

congested with bi-directionality. Our glyphs provide for dense fields while still maintain

ing readability. The glyphs can be displayed on the currently selected horizontal slice 

plane, tracking along a surface, or throughout the entire 3D volume. Following Witten

brink et al.’s [1996] lead we considered multiple possible glyphs. Displaying a dense field 

was the main use case and so “minimizing data-ink” [Tufte, 2001] was a useful design 

principle as also considered by Wittenbrink et al. [1996]. 

Implementation 

Various viewing points and navigations are common for interpretation of the data in re

lation to other structures (geological surfaces and well core data). Therefore the glyph 

would potentially be viewed from all angles. While we considered and prototyped mul

tiple glyphs the final version that shows both magnitude and orientation and their uncer

tainty is shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.4, and in diagram form in Figure 6.5. The rectangle 

is used to encode magnitude (Bani) and orientation (Φiso) while the less strong lines reveal 

the uncertainty in both. For visualization of uncertainty only in orientation an additional 

glyph was created to simplify the reading as shown in digram form in Figure 6.6 and in a 

visualization in Figure 6.7. 

Both glyphs were designed to provide the clearest reading of all encodings at the top 
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Figure 6.4: Top view of static glyph illustrating rock anisotropy data and uncertainty. Mag
nitude (Bani) and orientation (Φiso), are shown by black line segment length and orienta
tion respectively, along with uncertainty in each component (σBani and σΦiso ), indicated by 
white line segments, with equivalent reading. This can be compared against the colour 
overlay showing only magnitude (Bani), from violet that represents no anisotropy, to red 
which is strong anisotropy. Larger context of visible data in entire volume shown via 
crosshairs rectangle in top right inset. 

down viewing angle, but also allow reading of the orientation and magnitude at various 

oblique angles. As noted in the figures the side views (and all non-top views) show some 

projection of σBani but this is also true for any non perpendicular view of Bani. The mag

nitude of Bani is encoded in both the length of the rectangle and the height. This design 

prioritizes occlusion in a dense field based on Bani and thereby overall trends can be ob

served even when the viewpoint is close to the slice plane as seen in Figure 6.1. In the 

second glyph the magnitude of σΦiso will draw attention at large values while at small val
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Figure 6.5: Static glyph illustrating bi-directional magnitude (Bani) and orientation (Φiso) 
along with uncertainty in each component (σBani and σΦiso ). Bani

� represents a user con
trolled length encoding for the dimensionless magnitude variable (Bani) via the equation 
B� ani. Glyph height can be scaled independently by another user specified constant ani = k1Bk2 

k. proj� denotes the projection onto the plane of the paper. 

Figure 6.6: Static glyph illustrating bi-directional magnitude (Bani) and orientation (Φiso) 
along with only the uncertainty in orientation (σΦiso ). Variables have the same meaning as 
in Figure 6.5. 

ues it tends to accentuate the edge detection of the main orientation line segment as shown 

in Figure 6.7. 

Interactive Controls 

The visual appearance of a field of glyphs is quite different from individual glyphs. There

fore we provide interactive manipulation of the mapping of Bani to glyph length (both 
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Figure 6.7: Use of the glyph in Figure 6.6 for depicting uncertainty in only orientation. 
This allows a quality control inspection of a large orientation field. The colour mapping 
on the slice redundantly shows orientation uncertainty (σΦiso ) from 0 to 90 degrees, an 
encoding which can be compared against the angle between the black and white line seg
ments. 

scalar and exponent factors, i.e. k1Bk2 
ani) to create various overall field visualization effects. 

Another scalar, k, provides additional glyph height manipulation to provide the user con

trol over the occlusion possible from various viewing orientations. If the size of a glyph is 

scaled beyond the size of a single voxel they may overlap and appear as a hatching style, 

thus creating a new regional representation. 

The glyph in its natural form emphasizes uncertainty as it enlarges based on the un

certainty. Switching between the two glyphs in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 allows one to vary 

the focus on the uncertainty. In the first the uncertainty in the anisotropy, σBani , is an 

overriding factor of emphasis as it affects the viewing size, thus with very small σBani the 

uncertainty components may be difficult to perceive even with large σΦiso . While in the 

second glyph only orientation uncertainty, σΦiso , has a role and so is useful for considering 
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angular uncertainty in isolation, due to the possible dominant reading of Bani in the first 

glyph (reading of length vs. orientation). 

6.4.2 Flow-based Representation and Animation 

Recently Botchen et al. [2005] presented three advection approaches of multi-frequency 

noise, cross advection, and Gaussian error diffusion, for showing uncertainty in flow fields. 

Taking a differing approach than revealing uncertainty as a diffusion-like process, we allow 

user queries using a cursor probe to reverse and reorient flow vectors within the angular 

uncertainty (σΦiso ) and visually reveal the magnitude of reorientation with the amount of 

coloured dye injection. With this new approach the user can directly see variation in flow 

using an interactive query rather than having to imagine it. The user can thus create a 

simple form of unsteady flow [Bürger et al., 2007] based on their interaction via the cursor 

probe. 

In a pre-processing step the ambiguity of bi-directionality should be resolved to one 

preferential direction. This should be done based on a spatially consistent scheme, or it 

could be assigned the most probable direction. These flow vectors can then be reversed 

and reoriented based on the position of the cursor probe. This process is explained in 

Figure 6.8 and for illustrative purposes we show the effects on simple left to right flow 

with increasing angular uncertainty (from 0 to ± 90 degrees) in Figure 6.9. The distance 

over which the cursor probe affects flow is set by the user. Reversals are not considered 

reorientation for the calculation of the amount of dye injection, due to the directional 

ambiguity. 

This flow simulation is then used as an animated texture on the corresponding horizon

tal slice plane of the 3D volume. The user may interact with the slice using the probe or 

change visualization parameters, and can drag the slice plane up and down in the volume 

where the corresponding flow visualization will be started. 
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Figure 6.8: Left diagram: Flow redirection and calculation of uncertainty feedback for 
use in dye injection. Right diagram: No reorientation when query direction is beyond one 
standard deviation of orientation uncertainty (σΦiso ). 

Figure 6.9: Illustration of flow reversal and reorientation query. Initial vectors are horizon
tal (flow left to right) with angular uncertainty increasing from 0 at the left edge of image 
to ± 90 degrees at the right. Red dye shows amount of angular reorientation in redirected 
flow toward cursor. 

Implementation 

With a GPU-based implementation we use textures to store our vector field variables (Bani, 

σBani , Φiso, and σΦiso ) and a GLSL fragment program to perform the flow advection. Spot 

noise textures are also utilized to create the streak-lines as described by van Wijk [2002]. 

The flow simulation state for the current and previous time step are held in two OpenGL 

framebuffer objects (FBO). The previous time step FBO is used as a texture source and 

the current FBO as a rendering target to avoid the need for any OpenGL context switching. 

With this scheme the fragment program uses multitexturing to access all required grid data 

for the visualization. 

Without coordinate variable representations fragment programs compute regularly spaced 
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grid output. Thus our simulation steps backward in time (tn−1) to advect toward the grid 

cell centers at the current time (tn), rather than forward advecting results from the grid cen

ters. This general scheme has been used by Botchen et al. [2005] and Jobard et al. [2002]. 

Our advection vector (�vx) is computed as a function of location (x = (i, j)), all vector field 

variables, and the cursor probe location (xprobe), at the current time (tn) as, 

�vx(x, tn) = sx(x,Bani(x),σBani (x), tn)d�x(x,xprobe,Φiso(x),σΦiso (x))Δt, (6.3) 

with the function sx being a pseudo-speed function, and function d�x providing a normal

ized direction vector. d�x is computed as either Φiso, −Φiso, or the direction to the probe 

(xprobe − x) depending on its proximity to the probe being less than the user specified 

threshold and the angular difference between this direction and Φiso(x) being less than 

σΦiso (x). The flow speed sx is a function of Bani computed using user specified constants 

k1 and k2 as k1Bk2 
ani. The user also has the option for viewing the flow speed animated over 

the domain (Bani ± σBani ). For this sx animation the values oscillate with linear interpo

lation between ± one standard deviation over a fixed number of interpolation steps, but 

using delays computed from a Gaussian function for each step. Thus the flow duration for 

any given speed varies between a user specified duration of Tuser at Bani to ≈ √1
eTuser at the 

extreme values (Bani ± σBani ). Calculation of the current grid location at our current time 

step is performed with the equation: 

f (x, tn) = f (x− �vx, tn−1)+ g(x,xprobe,Φiso(x),σΦiso (x)), (6.4) 

where the grid f forms the final texture image, and g is any dye-like contribution (including 

spot noise). Uncertainty in magnitude is encoded with the sx animation that is reflected 

in �vx. The calculation of function g includes a linear blend of the spot-noise and a colour 

which reveals uncertainty in direction. The blend being proportional to the magnitude 

of the flow redirection. This is not an overlay but modification of the grid cell (RGB 

texture) contents which are advected. The repeated evaluation of f can be considered an 
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Euler Forward Method integration of an approximate flow simulation1. Use of the non-

grid aligned previous time step results (i.e. f (x− �vx, tn−1)) is performed using bilinear 

texture filtering. The noise injection creates the variations of streak-lines based on the 

user controlled blending rate of previous time step results. 

Our visualization does not try to represent actual fluid flow (e.g. oil, water) through 

rock, but only is intended to provide relative comparisons of anisotropy between areas. 

For our use of “flow” only as a graphic variable, the limiting of velocity (and thus advec

tion distance) to around one grid cell width is acceptable, thus maintaining the Courant-

Friedrichs-Lewy Condition (numerical stability) and avoiding aliasing of the spot-noise 

patterns. Therefore we scale the visualization flow velocities down to a unit range, which 

is equivalent to reducing the flow simulation time step, to avoid these same issues. This 

enables us to skip any post advection filtering step as used by Jobard et al. Jobard et al. 

[2002]. If the CPU or graphics hardware cannot attain the user requested animation frame

rate the net animation velocities are effectively slowed down as well. The actual fluid flow 

velocities, which would be slow and whose estimation would be extremely approximate, 

along with the scale of data (on the range of kilometres) preclude the value of a temporally 

realistic simulation. More importantly velocity is only related to Bani, and our visualiza

tion is not an accurate model of flow. However, flow is a good graphical encoding as 

actual fluid flow is a realization of interest. The majority of the computation time is spent 

in the fragment program calculating Equations 6.3 and 6.4 (direction determination, Euler 

integration, dye additions). 

Interactive Controls 

With the flow visualization we allow the user to interactively reverse local flow by moving 

the cursor probe (a sink or source) over the field. Within a user defined distance of the sink 

1This approximation will introduce some error but the simulation is not an accurate flow model because 
there are too many unknown parameters, and thus the uncertainty introduced by this aspect of the represen
tation should not have any significant impact. 
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cursor probe, any vector that points away from the cursor is automatically flipped and vice 

versa for the source. In the application domain this may correspond with reality in that an 

oil field well may either pump in fluids or be used for extraction. 

Similarly the user can also explore explicit realizations with the cursor probe as flow 

vectors are reoriented directly toward the cursor if this new vector lies within their ori

entation uncertainty as defined by σΦiso . Our use of colour specifically provides visual 

feedback indicating the difference between the most likely orientation of each vector and 

the user requested orientation. The results of this interaction are shown in Figure 6.10. 

Figure 6.10: Flow visualization showing user directional and orientation query. Red dye 
injection is based on the difference between user requested flow orientation and the most 
likely direction. Context shown in the top right inset. 

Opposite to the glyph, with the base flow visualization uncertainty is de-emphasized 

when there is no user interaction. Selective emphasis of uncertainty is provided based 
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on the user’s movement of the cursor probe revealing uncertainty in flow direction. The 

uncertainty is injected like a dye and then flows along streamlines fading with the spot

noise. 

Within the flow, user thresholding of regions is also performed by blending highly 

uncertain areas to black. This is currently based on a lower threshold of anisotropy magni

tude (Bani), as it is correlated with orientation (Φiso) in that orientation is undefined at low 

levels of anisotropy. Thus the user can eliminate areas from consideration; this helps the 

user avoid watching for patterns in regions of arbitrarily assigned directions. 

6.5 Visualization Use 

These visualizations may be used to interactively explore the data and its uncertainty on 

one slice plane at a time. The previously described user controllable variations allow their 

use to be tailored to the specific phase of interpretation and exploration. 

6.5.1 Glyph and Flow Integration 

The user can choose to combine both the flow visualization and the static glyphs. This 

allows the unique benefits of each to be combined. The user can be guided by the reference 

provided by one visualization style while interactively adjusting the display parameters of 

the other. The movement provided by the flow may also enhance visualization with large 

displays by utilizing the stronger perception of motion in peripheral vision [Ware, 2004]. 

Figure 6.11 shows the glyph on its own and then combined with the flow visualization, 

both from a more distant viewing point where the uncertainty encodings are deemphasized. 

6.5.2 Simplified Visualizations 

All parameters including uncertainty can be viewed as standard colourmapped slice planes 

through the volume, as shown in Figure 6.7. This allows the uncertainty to be treated as 
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Figure 6.11: Distant views of glyph alone (top image) and combined with flow visualiza
tion (bottom image) along one horizontal slice of 3D volume of data. Vertical slice shows 
the relatively higher frequency data in that dimension. 
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data rather than meta-data and simplifies tasks that may only concern uncertainty issues. 

The second glyph representation also provides a form of this in that it allows a simpler 

reading of the orientation uncertainty on its own as B�ani can be chosen to be replaced with 

a unit sized vector (also shown in Figure 6.7). This is important as when considering uncer

tainty information it is helpful to allow the user to decompose and view each component 

individually to assist in comprehension or interpretation. 

6.5.3 Tasks 

Returning to consider the tasks used by Laidlaw et al.’s [2005] evaluation (locating critical 

points, identifying their type, and predicting particle advection), our animated flow visual

ization may aid in locating critical points as the motion may enlarge the user’s useful field 

of view [Ware, 2004]. However an evaluation would be required to determine how easily 

the motion of specific types of critical points can be perceived, preattentively or otherwise, 

separately from the other flow motions within this larger field of view. Additionally for 

both the tasks of identifying the type of critical point and particle advection prediction, the 

explicit streamline tracing and unambiguous flow direction should be of assistance. 

The bi-directionality is important to explore in the seismic industry, and as stated previ

ously new sources or sinks (which would be wells) can be interactively placed to visualize 

the resulting flow as vectors are reversed and redirected. Uncertainty in the amount of redi

rected flow was made apparent by the amount of red dye being injected and transported. 

Bi-directionality of the vectors was also inherent when reading the glyphs, and overall 

trends may be seen with both the flow and glyph visualizations individually or combined. 

6.6 Heuristic Evaluation 

In order to further the understanding of these visualizations, we return again to the heuris

tics presented in Table 3.1. The following is a summary of the application of these heuris
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tics to the visualizations in this chapter: 

•	 Ensure visual variable has sufficient length – The glyph uses size to encode the 

vector magnitude, and orientation is used to encode the vector direction. Uncer

tainties are represented using the same visual variables and they provide sufficient 

length. The adequacy of these variable’s length is partly derived from the enhanced 

perception of differences between adjacent glyphs for which smaller variations can 

be perceived to read the local trends. The flow visualization encodes magnitude in

formation based on advection speed and encodes direction using the orientation of 

the flow advection. Uncertainty in magnitude is encoded with variation in advection 

speed, and the uncertainty in orientation encoded by red dye. Both these variables 

for uncertainty may not provide sufficient length for readings at a micro level due to 

the blending of noise injection patterns: small motions may be lost in the noise, and 

the blending further reduces the length available to the red value variation. However, 

even with the reduced length the flow visualization allows reading of overall trends 

at the macro level. 

•	 Preserve data to graphic dimensionality – The glyphs preserves the dimension

ality in the plane, but out of the plane the rectangle encodes the vector as a region. 

The violation of this heuristic was done to simplify reading the orientation at oblique 

viewing angles. While informal feedback suggests that this is effective, this use of 

dimensionality might benefit from further empirical study. The flow visualization 

preserves spatial dimensionality, but the use of animation adds a temporal dimen

sion. If the data is already time varying this violation of the heuristic may not be 

appropriate. 

•	 Put the most data in the least space – Both the glyph and flow visualizations allow 

for dense encoding of four parameters on a plane. 

•	 Provide multiple levels of detail – Interactive controls allow the glyph to be shown 
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based on sub-sampling the data. The flow representation may be utilized more as an 

overview, and the glyph for finer detail. Additionally both a magnification lens and 

an overview inset can be displayed. 

•	 Remove the extraneous (ink) – This heuristic was part of the basis for the design 

strategy of minimizing “ink” in the design of the glyph. The heuristic also suggests 

that reducing the flow representation to a subset of the streamlines should be consid

ered. 

•	 Consider Gestalt Laws – The Gestalt Laws predict the problems with the glyphs 

if they are made too large. If the uncertainty “whiskers” cross other rectangle lines 

or other “whiskers” the connectedness caused by overlap may confound reading 

them. It may no longer be clear if they are a part of the glyph with which they were 

composed. 

•	 Integrate text wherever relevant – Text feedback is provided in the application 

window status bar, but could also be added at the cursor to provide simplified inte

grated reading. 

•	 Don’t expect a reading order from colour – Colour mapping can be chosen by 

the user for volume slicing and the glyph rectangle and therefore colourmaps with 

value variation can be used if an order is required. 

•	 Colour perception varies with size of coloured item – The glyph rectangle can be 

coloured to encode anisotropy magnitude and so this heuristic warns us that at some 

sizes the same colour may be read differently. The size redundantly encodes this 

magnitude and so may counter this effect. 

•	 Local contrast affects colour & gray perception – Alternative non-colour and 

value encodings are provided to avoid these reading issues. The flow also uses a 

noise based pattern which should assist with the reading of uncertainty colour value 

by averaging out the background contrast. 
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•	 Consider people with colour blindness – Colourmaps may be chosen by the user 

to avoid these issues. 

•	 Preattentive benefits increase with field of view – The preattentive encodings that 

are utilized allow large fields of view to be reviewed based on visual variables such 

as motion, size, colour, and orientation. 

•	 Quantitative assessment requires position or size variation – The glyph encoding 

allows this type of quantitative assessment based on size, as position is already used 

for spatial encoding. 

The heuristics revealed aspects of both the visualizations’ strengths and weaknesses and 

this again demonstrates the applicability of the heuristics themselves. One heuristic may 

have to be balanced against another in making design choices, such as “remove the ex

traneous” versus “gestalt”, but this constraint can be useful in limiting designs that might 

otherwise go too far in one direction. 

6.7 Conclusions 

We have created two new and differently styled visualizations for uncertainty in bi-directional 

vector fields. These two new visualizations extended previous work in the area of uncer

tainty visualization and vector fields for both bi-directionality of the vectors and richness 

of interactivity. The interactive aspects enabled the glyph visualization to provide a user-

adjustable, precise, micro reading in an abstract form. With the flow visualization the 

interactivity allowed user driven exploration of possible flows, which provided a macro 

reading of the data and its uncertainty. 

While these visualizations focused on the data uncertainty, it may also be worth con

sidering visualizing the uncertainty in interpretation. For example, if the critical points in 

possible flow fields were automatically detected, such as with Ford’s [1997] approach, they 

could be labelled showing the classification confidence. We expect it may be of value to 
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integrate this or the interpreter’s confidence directly into the visualization as a decision aid. 

Looking to investigate cognitive issues further, we turn to the medical domain provided in 

the next two chapters. 
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Chapter 7 

Case Study in Medical Diagnostic Reasoning 

Part I: Problem Analysis and Design Issues 

Doubt is not a pleasant condition, but certainty is absurd. 
– François-Marie Arouet a.k.a. Voltaire (1694 – 1778) 

This chapter introduces the third and final domain investigation, looking at the issues 

involved in medical diagnosis. This domain is different in that the uncertainty directly 

relates to the reasoning process and potential decision support. Thus, both reasoning and 

data uncertainty will be explored. The methodology also follows a more in-depth strategy 

to formally develop a deeper understanding of the problem and of existing support. The 

observational grounding, collaboration with a pair of domain experts, and association with 

an interdisciplinary research group for medicine, were all important for investigating this 

domain. 

The diagnosis of medical conditions can be extremely challenging and motivates us to 

provide improved decision support tools. Diagnostic reasoning in evidence-based medicine 

(EBM) relies on updating estimates of probability, but many other uncertainties exist in 

the task, such as the physician’s confidence. To ground the design of new visualization 

support, an observational field study of existing computer support and contextual inter

views were conducted. Based on the study we provide a task model that decomposes and 

structures the problem. Our discussion exposes the role of uncertainty in the sub-tasks 

and provides design considerations and recommendations for future computer support for 

EBM†. 

†Portions of this chapter have been previously, or will be, submitted for publication. Therefore “we” 
refers to Torre Zuk, Sheelagh Carpendale, William Ghali, and Barry Baylis. 
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7.1 Introduction 

To shed more light on the best practices for uncertainty visualization we explored the do

main of medical diagnosis. Before creating new decision support for the complex problem 

of medical diagnosis, which is structured around probabilities and managing uncertainty, 

it is important to create grounded design criterion. To gain this knowledge we performed 

a series of observational and contextual interviews to analyze current practices in diagnos

ing pulmonary embolism at Foothills Hospital, Calgary, Alberta. The study and analysis 

provided a task model and insights on the uncertainties, which are then used to provide 

design implications for software support. 

To better understand the diagnostic decision process we ran a focused observational 

study involving the particular condition of pulmonary embolism (PE). PE is a potentially 

lethal disorder accounting for approximately 100,000 deaths annually in the US. It can 

present with a variety of signs and symptoms and in those suspected with PE the preva

lence rate is only 30%. It is important to not miss the diagnosis as the 30-day mortal

ity rate can be as high as 17%. For physicians, this diagnostic dilemma is amplified 

by the wish to avoid diagnostic tests that are invasive, associated with risk, and expen

sive. Therefore its detection is typically accomplished through the use of non-invasive 
true positives diagnostic tests that have imperfect sensitivity ( true positives+ f alse negatives) and specificity 

true negatives ( true negatives+ f alse positives). Inherent in this process is the consideration of uncertainty in 

final diagnostic decisions since false negatives may lead to mortality, and false positives 

to unnecessary treatment with potentially serious side-effects. Physicians often face un

certainty about the presence of PE as they cope with the difficult challenge of combining 

clinical estimates of the probability of disease with medical test results. 

We observed and interviewed physicians, who use an evidence-based medicine (EBM) 

diagnostic approach, during their use of existing software tools that have been explicitly 

designed to facilitate an EBM process of diagnosing PE. EBM is a practice in which a 
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doctor will try to establish an a priori probability of a condition and then use probabilistic 

evidence to determine the a posteriori probability of that condition [Jenicek, 2002]. While 

these software tools were designed to assist clinicians in the difficult process of accurately 

diagnosing pulmonary embolism; anecdotally they have several limitations that affect their 

use in clinical settings. The analysis of our study data exposes some of these limitations 

and provides implications for the design of subsequent software support. 

7.2 Problem Domain 

EBM involves continual weighing of probabilities and uncertainties. For example, a test 

result can be considered as probabilistic evidence, as rarely do tests provide absolute cer

tainty that a patient has a specific condition. EBM also accepts the fact that many deci

sions must be made based on best guesses as absolute certainty is not a practical or even 

reasonable goal. To practice EBM the fundamental statistical components are conditional 

probabilities. While numerous decision support software and tools have been developed, 

a recent systematic review of their clinical performance found that the majority have not 

produced significant benefits in terms of patient outcomes [Garg et al., 2005]. This does 

imply that decision support systems have not shown value (e.g. training, efficiency gains). 

For a more general discussion and examples of clinical decision support which are beyond 

our scope, see Berner [1999]. 

Study derived statistical evidence does not easily fit within the experiential paradigm 

of a naturalistic decision maker. If, as in an EBM process, a physician is to apply recent 

policy or strategies as recommended by the latest medical studies, they are faced with inte

grating new statistical information with their own experience-based knowledge. This may 

create a dilemma for the proper utilization of evidence-based protocols as it forces what 

may be an internalized process to mesh with the world of explicit external probabilities. 
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7.2.1 Bayesian Approach 

Conditional probabilities allow for probability revisions based on observations. In its sim

plest form a conditional probability can be stated as the probability of A given that B is 

known, which is the probability of the intersection of A and B divided by the probability 

of B. Expressed in statistical notation, this is much more concise as: 

P(A|B) = 
P(

P
A
(
∩
B) 

B) 
(7.1) 

If this is visualized using a Venn diagram (see Figure 7.1) it becomes more intuitive, as 

you could count the dots in the intersection and divide by the total number of dots in B 

to get your answer for P(A|B). The obvious symmetry between A and B in a diagram 

Figure 7.1: Venn diagram to aid understanding of conditional probability. 

such as this may even have been the insight which led Bayes to generalize the conditional 

probabilities equation into its bidirectional form: 

P(A B) = 
P(B|A)P(A) 

. (7.2)|
P(B|A)P(A)+ P(B|¬A)P(¬A)
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This is Bayes Theorem and it allows conditional probabilities known in one direction 

( P(B|A) ) to be used to compute conditional probabilities in the other direction ( P(A|B) ). 

It can also be used for more than two regions in the form: 


 
P(A j B) = 

P(B|A j)P(A j) 
A)

,where 
n

Ai = S. (7.3)|
∑i

n 
=1 P(B|Ai)P(Ai)+ P(B| A)P(¬¬

i=1 

An example medical question for the purpose of illustrating the use of Bayes Theorem is: 

The probability of breast cancer is 1% for a woman at age forty who partic

ipates in routine screening. If a woman has breast cancer, the probability is 

80% that she will get a positive mammography. If a woman does not have 

breast cancer, the probability is 9.6% that she will also get a positive mam

mography. A woman in this age group had a positive mammography in a 

routine screening. What is the probability that she actually has breast cancer? 

[Gigerenzer and Hoffrage, 1995, p.685]. 

Before reading further you should try and determine if you can answer the question by 

applying Bayes Theorem above or using your intuition. If you did not bother trying (very 

likely) and you do not know where to start I have helped you by mapping it to the formula, 

where C = cancer, C = no cancer, and Mpos = positive mammogram: ¬

P(C|Mpos) = 
P(Mpos|C)P(C) 

C)P( C)
. (7.4)

P(Mpos|C)P(C)+ P(Mpos|¬ ¬

and so this provides the solution: 

(0.80) (0.01)
P(C

· 
= 0.078.|Mpos) = 

(0.80) (0.01)+(0.096) (0.99)· · 

The initial step of mapping the problem to an equation or algorithm is difficult, as medical 

students have been shown to have difficulties with this type of question [Gigerenzer and 

Hoffrage, 1995]. 
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7.2.2 Cognitive Heuristics 

Tversky and Kahneman [2003b] studied the cognitive heuristic called the conjunction fal

lacy (giving a conjunction greater probability than either of the two components) in a pul

monary embolism decision task. Participants were asked to “rank order the following in 

terms of the probability that they will be among the conditions experienced by the patient” 

[Tversky and Kahneman, 2003b]. Example symptoms were: 

• dyspnea and hemiparesis, 

• calf pain, 

• pleuritic chest pain, 

• syncope and tachycardia, 

• hemiparesis, and 

• hemoptysis, 

with the symptoms of interest being the conjunction of dyspnea (typical) and hemipare

sis (atypical) versus hemiparesis alone. Two groups (37 and 66) of internists consistently 

ranked the conjunction of atypical and typical as more likely than atypical alone, even 

though standard interpretation indicates the former is a subset of the latter. Surprise and 

dismay were among the responses of another group of 24 physicians when being con

fronted by their apparent violation of basic rules of probability (P(A&B) <= P(A) and 

P(A&B) <= P(B)) [Tversky and Kahneman, 2003b]. 

While other domains have also shown the existence of conjunction errors with statis

tically savvy participants [Tversky and Kahneman, 2003b], perhaps insight into why this 

happens can be found by investigating the diagnostic task as well as uncertainties in the 

data. If one must consider uncertainty in all observations as is the case with diagnostic 

tasks, then conjunctions may not be optimally interpreted in an abstract statistical frame

work. This being said, one should not expect physicians to be immune from this or other 

heuristics’ potential for error. 
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7.2.3 Visualization Support 

As stated previously in Chapter 4, natural frequencies and cognitive transparency of the 

nested-set information structure can enhance a person’s ability to compute a Bayesian 

solution for a conditional probability problem [Gigerenzer and Hoffrage, 1999, Sloman 

et al., 2003]. Thus, if a visualization provides access to levels of detail that expose the 

application of Bayes Theorem, we should try to make this nested-set information structure 

apparent. A post-test probability problem is illustrated in Figure 7.2 using some natural 

frequencies. Interpreting the representation in the diagram one can easily determine that 

P(Cancer|Testpos) is the count of those who have cancer and test positive divided by the 

total count of those who test positive: 

8
P(Cancer|Testpos) = 

8+ 95 
= 0.078. 

Figure 7.2: Natural frequency diagram to aid calculation of conditional probability. Shows

nested sets of positive and negative test outcomes from healthy and diseased populations.
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To further the point that visualizations may help people understand a process, Sloman et al. 

[2003] have shown in a study of probabilistic reasoning that the use of Euler circles greatly 

reduced the number of people committing the conjunction fallacy. 

Klein’s [1998] recognition primed decision model (RPD) describes how experts can 

make quick and effective decisions without consciously comparing multiple options. Klein 

applied his model to experiences with nurses and paramedics, however, while likely to be 

applicable it has not yet been specifically applied to physicians’ decision making. We can 

utilize the model to suggest where visualization support might be of assistance, such as 

under uncertainty, in atypical scenarios, and when cues are difficult to prioritize. 

Reducing uncertainty is a fundamental component in the diagnostic process of ruling-

out and ruling-in conditions. When a test provides evidence it may be statistically inter

preted in the form of conditional probabilities to compute post-test probability of a con

dition using Bayes Theorem (Eq. 7.2). However, calculation of post-test probability is 

usually done by converting pretest probability to odds, multiplying by a likelihood ratio 

(which is the predictive power of a test outcome), and then converting from odds back to 

probability. 

Turning to uncertainty in reasoning there has been little direct visualization of the 

reasoning process itself, as the focus has been on the data and its uncertainty. Some 

work has been done on visualizing argumentation [Kirschner et al., 2003], but integrat

ing support for reasoning introspection into information visualizations requires further 

exploration. Reasoning heuristics and biases have been found to potentially degrade per

formance when reasoning under uncertainty [Kahneman et al., 1982] and this may be 

pertinent to evidence-based medicine [Elstein and Schwartz, 2002]. Thus one may expect 

there are potential benefits from any cognitive support for the reasoning process [Zuk and 

Carpendale, 2007]. 
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7.3 Study Methodology 

Our challenge was to improve computer support for a task that is largely embedded in a 

physician’s thought process. Thus it was deemed important to first assess and understand 

the role of existing software support. An observational field study was chosen as it offered 

the potential to capture aspects that may not have been explicit out of context and provide 

qualitative insights into the bigger picture of diagnostic processes. 

We began by observing how physicians use the existing computer support for the task 

of diagnosing pulmonary embolism (PE) at Foothills Hospital. To further flesh out the 

issues the observational aspect was immediately followed by a questionnaire and then a 

contextual interview. Our goal for this study was to improve our understanding of the 

diagnostic task and its associated uncertainties. 

7.3.1 Participants 

We were interested in the full spectrum of medical experience and so participants were 

solicited from all levels. The study was conducted in a teaching hospital where both 

residents and staff physicians work. Seven participants, five women and two men, were 

involved. The participants’ formal experience levels were four first year residents, one 

third year resident, and two staff physicians. Experience with evidence-based medicine 

varied from 8 months to over 10 years. All were comfortable with computers, each having 

more than 10 years experience using them. 

7.3.2 Methods 

We observed doctors in situ, performing the task of diagnosing pulmonary embolism with 

simulated patient data. This was followed by a written questionnaire, and then a discussion 

style question and answer session. The observations and contextual interview data were 

conducted by a single experienced software developer. A pilot study was performed with 
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one experienced physician as a check on the process and questions, the results of which, 

led to slight revisions. 

For the observational component of physicians proceeding toward a diagnosis, we uti

lized simulated patient case histories presented on paper, with some specific and some 

vague details, that were approved for our purposes by an experienced physician. These 

simulated patients were also entered into the existing computer system, the Technicon 

Data Systems (TDS) 7000. Initially a leading statement was used, “given a pulmonary em

bolism mindset can you consider this patient”. Participants were asked to work through 

the diagnostic process in as realistic a manner as possible, and to use the system to order 

any tests they thought were necessary to move toward a diagnosis. Test patients were 

added into the live TDS system, and so could be accessed in the same way as actual pa

tient data. Participants were asked to use a “think aloud” protocol as they worked. Due to 

the lack of reports on thought processes and speed of data entry, occasionally participants 

were asked to slow down, repeat what they had done, and sometimes briefly explain their 

decision process. No choices they made were ever called into question. After the obser

vational component of simulated tasks performed in situ, participants completed a written 

questionnaire, which was then followed by a contextual interview. 

Clinical Cases for Diagnostic Testing 

Two simulated patients were created to be diagnosed by the participants. The first case 

“Patient A” was entered in the system as “Pathfinder, Torre A” and had the following de

scription: 

• 52 year old Caucasian woman, 

• height: 170 cm, 

• weight: 61 kg, 

• heart rate: 98 beats per minute (bpm), 

• temp: 37.5 C, 
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• feeling weak and short of breath, 

• tinges of blood in sputum, and 

• no recent medical problems or chronic condition (no previous DVT/PE). 

All questions regarding other vitals and tests were answered that the results were non

diagnostic and no causes were suggested. It was expected that this patient would fall into 

the low probability branch of the PE diagnostic tree. 

The second case “Pathfinder, Torre B” (Patient B), had slightly different characteristics 

with the addition of more diagnostic symptoms: 

• 46 year old Caucasian male, 

• height: 194 cm, 

• weight: 93 kg, 

• heart rate: 105 bpm, 

• Temp: 38 C, 

• short of breath, right leg is swollen with pain on palpation, 

• pleuritic chest pain, and 

• no recent medical problems or chronic condition (no previous DVT/PE). 

Again requests for further information were provided as non-diagnostic. This patient was 

intended to be grouped into the moderate to high probability of PE category of the PE 

diagnostic tree. 

7.3.3 Environment 

The study occurred at four different locations in the teaching hospital. Performance of 

the task required access to the on-line TDS information system. Use of the live system 

dictated that terminals could not be reserved and so availability dictated the location used 

for a scheduled session. Sessions occurred based on participant schedules and were often 
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Figure 7.3: Locations used for observations and contextual interviews. 

at the end or before their regular work times. This resulted in sessions at various times 

throughout the day and early evening. 

Three locations on one ward (Unit 36) were used and are shown in Figure 7.3. One 

location was a common array of terminals for general use in close proximity to the main 

administration desk (A) at the hub of the unit. The second location (B) was a residents’ 

debriefing room with two terminals, a meeting table, and lockers. The third location (C) 

was a more private “physician’s room” with only a single terminal located off of a quiet 

hallway leading to the second location. The final location was outside Unit 36 on the main 

floor in the “Doctor’s lounge” where a long narrow room has multiple terminals available 
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for general use (all but one terminal lined up along a single wall). Locations A, B, and C 

were increasing in privacy, while the final location was the least private. All these locations 

would be possible locations for normal performance of the task. 

Each terminal used was a personal computer running Windows XP software. The main 

application used was the TDS system launched from the desktop icon. Internet explorer 

was occasionally used for researching information to aid in the diagnostic decision making. 

Some participants also had Palm Pilots which can be of use for some sub-tasks related to 

practicing evidence-based medicine (EBM). An example of this type of artifact is shown 

in Figure 7.4. 

Figure 7.4: Example artifact of Palm Pilot with pen for size reference (Note: image blurred 
for anonymity). 

7.4 Study Results 

7.4.1 Observations 

For both hypothetical patients, all participants with only one exception, to be noted later, 

considered PE the top candidate. This determination agreed with our hypothesis given the 
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patient descriptions and the PE mindset. Ordering a test with the TDS system relating to 

diagnosis of PE inevitably leads to a PE Wells score [Wells et al., 2000, 2001] calcula

tion. The questions for computing the Wells score that are asked by the TDS system are 

provided in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1: Wells scoring for PE as described by TDS (points given for positive answers). 

Question Points 
Signs and symptoms of DVT: leg swelling (objectively measured) 
and pain with palpation in deep vein region 

Pulse >100 beats per min 

Immobilization, bed rest, or surgery in previous four weeks 

Previous DVT or PE (objectively diagnosed) 

Hemoptysis 

Malignancy and/or 
A) receiving treatment for cancer, 
B) received treatment for cancer within last six months, 
C) receiving palliative care for cancer 

PE as likely or more likely than an alternate diagnosis (no specific 
criteria - use hx, physical exam, chest X-ray, EKG & lab results to decide) 

Pretest probabilities 

3.0 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

1.0 

1.0 

3.0 

Total 
points 

Low 
Moderate 
High 

<2 
2-6 
>6 

This scoring system is a form of actuarial judgment for computing the a priori prob

ability of PE, versus a more holistic clinical judgment estimate. The Wells score (score 
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to probability of PE: < 2 low, 2− 6 moderate, > 6 high) is then used to suggest the next 

step along the hospital recommended decision tree incorporated into the TDS system. The 

TDS will recommend a D-dimer1 test for low to moderate pretest probabilities and a ven

tilation/perfusion2 (V/Q) scan for high probabilities. A visualization of the diagnostic 

decision tree that exists within TDS is shown in Figure 7.6. 

Figure 7.5: Screenshots of the TDS system screens for PE Wells Score. Highlighted 
question is current question. 

Diagnostic Process for Patient A 

All participants determined the candidate condition to pursue was PE. Many considered 

using TDS to look for other test results, but participants were told no other relevant test 

information was in the system. Participants for the most part ran through mental check

lists of risk factors for all candidate conditions (e.g. drug abuser, recent surgery, asthma, 

acute bronchitis, ...). In a couple of cases participants stated they would have performed 

more extensive research, but given the time constraints went with their best guess of PE. 

Some participants highlighted in pen the key symptoms on the sheet of paper with the pa

1D-dimer is blood test which can detect clot or thrombus, it is very sensitive, but not very specific. 
2A ventilation/perfusion scan evaluates the circulation of air and blood within a patient’s lungs, abbrevi

ated V/Q, where Q represents the perfusion variable. 
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Figure 7.6: Two screenshots of the TDS system used during observational study showing 
diagnostic tree for low probability PE. Lower branching (screen) in tree is shown after 
clicking on “V/Q SCAN” in upper screen. 

tient’s information. No participant used any external cognitive support to manage or order 

candidate options. The “UpToDate” website was used by two participants for initial PE 

Wells scoring before TDS was even used. Participants all reviewed symptoms, considered 

candidates, made a strategy, and decided (preliminarily) on a test before they started using 

TDS. 

For ‘Patient A’ the Wells score was computed by all but one participant as 4.0 and 

the other computed it at 5.5. The two participants who used the “UpToDate” website 

calculated Wells score of 3.0 and 1.0 in addition to that on the TDS system of 4.0 and 

4.0. One participant calculated the Wells score of 4.0 but also went back and changed 

their answer to the last question “PE as likely or more likely than an alternate diagnosis” 

to determine the score (1.0). This showed a D-dimer test recommendation in both cases, 

likely building confidence. In summary the test ordering resulted in five D-dimer tests, 

one V/Q scan, and a CT with a conditional V/Q as a backup test. 

The graphic diagnostic tree within TDS was not viewed by any participant. Recom

mendations based on the tree, however, did suggest to one participant ordering a D-Dimer 
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rather than a V/Q scan. Figure 7.7 shows the form the system recommendation based on 

a Wells Score. While the recommendation was not considered valid by the participant it 

was ordered anyway along with the V/Q scan. All other recommendations based on the 

Wells score reconfirmed what participants had been ordering. 

Figure 7.7: Screenshot of the TDS system. Shows form of test recommendation based on 
score, which may differ from original test being ordered. 

Diagnostic Process for Patient B 

All but one participant determined PE to be the candidate condition to pursue, with the 

other considering deep vein thrombosis (DVT). Again participants reviewed symptoms, 

considered candidates, made a “strategy”, and decided (preliminarily) on a test, and in one 

case treatment, before they started using TDS. Other candidates were weighed against PE 

such as DVT, paricarditis, pleuritis, and cellulitis. Further research would have again been 

performed by some participants before proceeding. One participant used their Palm Pilot 

to calculate this patient’s body mass index (BMI), and stated it would have been overes

timated without the tool. Again participants did not use any software tools to manage or 

order candidate considerations. The TDS system was not used at all by the one partici

pant who immediately decided to treat the patient (treatment was beyond the scope of the 
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observational component of the study). 

This patient had Wells scoring of five participants being 7.5, one participant calculated 

the different deep vein thrombosis (DVT) Wells score of 1.0, and the one participant who 

began treatment did not calculate a score. Strategies varied more with this patient, five 

of these strategies and tests were: one ultrasound (U/S) of the leg with V/Q scan, one 

immediately treating without further tests, one V/Q scan, one V/Q and CT, and one begin 

treatment and CT with conditional V/Q as backup. Another strategy was initiated as a 

D-dimer but the system recommended a V/Q for the 7.5 score. Then a CT was ordered 

with a V/Q as a backup. The final strategy was for DVT with a U/S, D-dimer, and a V/Q or 

CT. The DVT U/S order required a DVT Wells score which was calculated to be 1.0 and 

so the system recommended a D-dimer, which was ordered along with the U/S. A V/Q or 

CT follow-up waiting on the ordered U/S and D-dimer test results. 

Again the diagnostic tree within TDS was not directly viewed by any participant. With 

Patient B the recommendations based on the tree confirmed the tests of five participants. 

One participant had the suggestion that the D-dimer be replaced with a V/Q. This was 

accepted, but as a fall-back after replacing the D-dimer with a CT (which was thought 

to be superior to the V/Q). Another participant considered DVT and when ordering the 

ultrasound had the system suggestion of a D-dimer based on the DVT Wells score of 

1.0. This test suggestion was accepted and ordered before the V/Q or CT which were 

considered to follow the U/S. 

The TDS system again mainly played a confirmatory role. The TDS decision tree 

corrected a decision in one trial where the more practical V/Q was suggested over the 

D-dimer, for its superior positive predictive value (an approximately equivalent CT was 

actually ordered in the end). The decision changing advice was taken by this less experi

enced participant, showing the system worked as it was designed. 
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Table 7.2: Questionnaire questions and responses (responses used 5 point Likert scale, SD

= strongly disagree, ...).


I


II


III


IV


V


Questionnaire Question SD D U A SA 
When using computers I am comfortable exploring features or options. 0 0 1 3 3 

I am confident in the system recommendations for ordering a 1 2 2 2 0 
diagnostic test. 

The current TDS/OSCAR system helps me practice evidence-based 2 0 3 2 0 
medicine. 

I am confident in my application of evidence-based medicine. 0 2 3 2 0 

Decision support and test ordering should be integrated into 0 1 0 3 3 
one system. 

Questionnaire 

Following the completion of the task on the two simulated patients a brief questionnaire 

was given. The questions all used a 5 point Likert scale. The results in Table 7.2 show that 

all participants did not feel very inhibited about using computers (only 1 was undecided 

on Question I). Question II reveals some skepticism in the system recommendation, with 

disagreement on the description of “confident”. The next question also shows similar skep

ticism about the system actually helping with the application of evidence-based medicine. 

Question IV tells us there is uncertainty in the form of self-confidence in the participants 

applying evidence-based medicine, which is consistent with the Question III responses. 

The answers for Question V showed general agreement with the design of integrating test 

ordering and decision support. 

7.4.3 Contextual Interviews 

After the participant filled out the questionnaire on paper the contextual interview was 

conducted based around the discussion questions in Table 7.3. These questions were 

designed to raise the issue of uncertainty in various aspects of the task, as well as pro
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Table 7.3: Contextual interview discussion questions and summarized responses to yes/no 
questions (U = undecided, - = discursive only response) 

Interview Question Y U N 
A 
1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

Based on task and use of system 
How would you describe your interpretation of the Wells Score question: 
“PE as likely or more likely than alternate diagnosis?” 

Were you equally confident about all of your answers to Well Score questions? 
Did you think about probabilities explicitly as a number during the process? 
Did you only want to order a test when using the (TDS) system? 

-
2 
1 
4 

-
0 
0 
2 

-
5 
6 
1 

B 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

Problem domain and use of system 
What would make you more confident in a (TDS) system recommendation? 
How would you report the confidence in the diagnosis (so far) to the patient? 
Do you feel the system helps you practice evidence-based medicine? 
Have you used the diagnostic tree display (in TDS)? 
Do you read any additional information provided about tests (by TDS), 
or do you have it memorized? 
Do you use the TDS to share information for consulting others? 

-
-
1 
2 

-
1 

-
-
6 
2 

-
0 

-
-
0 
3 

-
6 

C 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

General characteristics and ideas 
How familiar are you with evidence-based medicine (how long practicing)? 
How many years have you used computers? 
Have you used software related to evidence-based medicine? 
What would like to change about the TDS? 
What other information would you like to see to improve a new system? 
Where would you prefer to use this system? 
(i.e. current stations, bedside, home...) 

-
-
7 
-
-

-

-
-
0 
-
-

-

-
-
0 
-
-

-

vide specific design reviews on the current system, and design recommendations and con

straints for an improved system. The questions were pilot tested with one experienced 

physician, after which they were refined. The interviewer often requested clarification of 

answers to develop ideas further, and if prompted provided clarification of the questions. 

Table 7.3 shows the questions organized into themes and provides summarized responses, 

or whether the answer was only discursive. A discussion of the responses follows in the 

next section. 
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7.5 Discussion 

7.5.1 Uncertainty in the Wells Score Questions 

The Wells scoring questions involve information with associated uncertainty. During the 

contextual interview the initial discussion considered the question: “PE as likely or more 

likely than alternate diagnosis?”, which is potentially recursive due to the fact that the 

answer to this question is being used to judge the likelihood of the PE diagnosis. The 

observational results showed that almost all participants interpreted it and the data simi

larly. For Patient A, six answered yes, and the other answered yes and no (sequentially) 

to see how it affected the score and test recommendation. One of the six who answered 

yes also compared it against the wording on the UpToDate website. For Patient B, five an

swered yes, one did not use the system (immediately advised treating the patient), and one 

answered no. The answer to this question was primarily interpreted to be yes if PE had 

top ranking of the candidate diseases, although was described by words such as “hard”, 

“convoluted”, and “confusing”. As one participant considered the deep vein thrombosis 

diagnosis it is worth pointing out that in the software its Wells score question set has a 

similar question but the candidate condition is reversed as “alternative diagnosis as likely 

or more likely than that of DVT” versus the “PE as likely or more likely” wording in the 

PE question set. This type of inconsistency can also lead to errors. 

Five participants stated that confidence in their answers to the Wells score questions 

varied, and the remaining two said it did not but gave qualifications. Questions with a hard 

threshold did not allow for uncertainty such as Wells #2 (pulse > 100 bpm) which does 

not allow for variability in measurement(s) and the effects of any drugs on the heart rate. 

One respondent stated “... from clinical point 98 or 100 is not different. I should have 

said yes, but the system told me to say no.” Some participants added margins into these 

hard numbers. When the system forced the participant to internally resolve the ambiguity 

it may have left a internal residual, to be carried over. This might be the motivation for 
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one statement about answering yes to the Wells question is PE as or more likely than 

alternative diagnosis, “..usually say yes to beef up score...”, which shows some doubt in 

the scoring system’s ability to reflect their clinical judgment (high pretest probability in 

this case). Similarly whether tinges of blood constituted hemoptysis (Wells question #5) 

was not clear to some participants. 

7.5.2 Uncertainty Representations 

Contextual interview Question A3 raised the issue of representation as a probability. Only 

one participant said they represented the pretest probability as a number in their head. 

None wrote down numbers and three stated they thought about general categories such as 

low, medium, and high. One participant said they thought about low, medium, high and 

how they were mapped to percentages in the PIOPED study [PIOPED investigators, 1990] 

(and so thought medium likelihood of PE was 20-70%). 

Representations for reporting to the patient were discussed in Question B2. As ex

pected from the discussion on A3, no participants reported they would use numbers. Qual

itative words and terminology such as “(un)likely”, “not an absolute”, “ruled-out”, “pos

sibility”, “confident”, “low or high suspicion”, “probability high or low”, and “primary 

concern” were used when discussing diagnosis with the patient. Explaining the plan on 

how to confidently reach a conclusion was the goal of the reporting. 

7.5.3 Cognitive Diagnostic Strategy Support 

While the TDS system’s decision tree played for the most part only a confirmatory role 

in the observational study, this is not a moot point. This confirmation instills confidence 

in the less experienced user that their decision was a correct one, which is very useful as 

a teaching mechanism. The more interesting scenario is the system suggestion for the D-

dimer test over the V/Q scan to more efficiently rule-out PE. The participant did not believe 

in the predictive power of the D-dimer in this case, and “did think I’m ordering V/Q no 
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matter”. Without extra information provided on these overriding suggestions it is clear the 

system is viewed as a black box, and uncertainty on the validity of its recommendations 

exists. 

If TDS strongly helped the practice of EBM one might expect more confidence than 

shown in Question IV. Question V leads us to believe that the participants did accept the 

premise built into TDS that the test ordering and decision support should be in the same 

system. However, since this may be that they simply do not like the idea of having to learn 

two systems, rather than liking the close binding, this response is only taken as a probable 

indication. 

Interview Question B4 asked if the diagnostic tree had ever been seen by the partic

ipant. Three responses were a solid “No” and the other weaker responses “may have”, 

“don’t recall”, “sometimes”, and “20%”. This ties closely with Question A4 asking if they 

only wanted to use the system to order a test (presupposing that they had already created 

in their mind a diagnostic strategy). This question received four definite yeses, two yes 

and no, and one no. We interpret this as the tendency of one to want to act on a decision 

once it is made, and the general momentum against changing one’s mind. 

Question B3 asked if the system actually helped with practicing evidence-based medicine. 

Only one participant said “yes” while all others gave a mixed “yes and no” qualified re

sponse. One responded, “but it almost obstructs me so I have to go back like I made a 

wrong choice, go back to order the test”. The positive side of TDS’s support is expressed 

by one person as “... motives are right, it helps,... trying to.” When asked how one could 

improve this decision support in Question B1, in general the answers indicated that they 

required more information on what the system was doing to feel confident in it. This 

is supported by the fact that there was limited awareness of the tree by the participants 

(Question B4 responses) and so its’ guiding principles were not transparent. Scepticism 

of any system guidance based only on limited questions and answers that did not capture 

substantial clinical judgment was also stated by participants. References, details of how 
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the current patient matches the patient profiles in studies, effects of tests on pretest prob

abilities, example scenarios, and other information were given as information that could 

lend credibility to the system recommendations. 

7.5.4 Task Model 

Based on this study we created a task performance model of the diagnostic process to help 

structure the creation of support. The diagnostic process can be described as: 1) the col

lection of information, 2) the interpretation of that information as evidence of suspected 

diseases, 3) making a plan on how one can optimally determine the true disease, and 4) 

a decision to either make a diagnosis, consider other options, plan-further, or to collect 

more information. In some cases treatment based on a likely diagnosis may begin before 

the practitioner is satisfactorily confident of the diagnosis. Time constraints (patient mor

tality) force this use of a most likely diagnosis for treatment, which may provide more 

information as to the accuracy of the diagnosis. 

We provide a task model in Figure 7.8 which also delineates aspects of external and in

ternal uncertainty. The sub-tasks are observation and testing, inferring candidate diseases, 

diagnostic planning, and the decision for the next action (including diagnoses). These pro

cesses, in general, follow the temporal ordering shown in the figure, thus the uncertainty 

is compounded as one step leads to the next. The theoretical flow of the sub-tasks is pro

vided, but in practice there may be no clear distinction between some sub-tasks. As shown 

in Figure 7.8 the sub-tasks may be repeated by jumping back from the decision sub-task. 

Our discussion of the diagnostic task was based on the goal of understanding uncertain

ties as they arise in the process and as a result there may also be other valid discussions 

that focus on other aspects of diagnosis. For more detailed information on the complex 

task of medical diagnosis, one can refer to a text on the subject (e.g. [Knottnerus, 2002]). 

However, the task performance model as shown in Figure 7.8, can be useful in informing 

visualization and interactive support. 
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Figure 7.8: Medical task performance model: diagnosis sub-task decomposition showing 
associated uncertainty. 

7.5.5 Design Factors 

Sociological Issues 

To understand physician’s reactions to uncertainty Gerrity et al. [1990] developed a rat

ing scale from an analysis of 428 questionnaires. Their reaction to uncertainty scale is 

based on two main components: stress from uncertainty and reluctance to disclose uncer

tainty. This and the earlier work of Fox [1980], may provide insights into the sociological 

processes relating to uncertainty in medicine. 

Gerrity et al. [1992] provided a model of factors influencing a physician’s reactions and 

behaviour under uncertainty. It included five major components: the patient, the condition, 

the physician, the test or treatment, and the organizational structure. They categorized 

reactions to uncertainty into: patient-physician relationships, physician-colleague relation

ships, professional norms, self-esteem as a physician, bad outcomes, missed diagnoses, 

malpractice worries, patient referrals, and test ordering. The bulk of our direct observa

tional work relates to the test ordering category, but the contextual interviews touched on 
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issues from all the other categories except malpractice worries. Many of the behavioural 

and cultural issues extend beyond our current scope, but may still be important factors to 

consider in any design. 

Cognitive Load and Stress 

Medical diagnosis requires the utilization of a large amount of background knowledge. 

Managing that amount of information itself may cause stress, particularly when trying 

to deal with task constraints as well. Visualization may provide cognitive support by 

offloading some of that burden. 

Timely decisions will be required for critically-ill patients and so there is great pres

sure to diagnose quickly. Mental as well as physical fatigue may add cognitive stress 

especially for residents doing very long shifts and work weeks. Residents will be learning 

vast amounts of new information and procedures and thus it may be useful to customize 

support for use in a teaching role. 

Self-confidence 

The knowledge-base of the physician will be utilized in all the sub-tasks. Accurate intro

spection on the validity of any internalized rules is therefore important for self-calibration. 

This will guide the physician to forage for more information at any stage in the process, or 

to request consultation with another physician. As all but one participant said they did not 

use the TDS system to share information, facilitating this may be something to explore, 

but it may have to also overcome the reluctance to disclose uncertainty found by Gerrity 

et al. [1992]. 

How best to apply evidence-based medicine is still under discussion [Ghali et al., 1999, 

Ghali and Sargious, 2002]. Ever changing evidence requires the constant reviewing of new 

information by the physician. This will naturally drive self-doubt as what was the best 

strategy yesterday, may have been discredited today. Given this process it is not surprising 

to hear one of the participants’ comments, “I’ve been doing it longer but don’t think I’m 
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good at it”. 

7.6 Design Implications 

Using our task model we found significant uncertainty in each sub-task. The over-riding 

impression from the combination of the diagnostic task observations and the interview 

discussion was that the physicians welcomed the possibility of support, while objecting to 

system suggestions that were not fully explained or were provided at inopportune moments 

in their own decision processes. In light of this, we discuss each sub-task and suggest 

factors for design consideration. 

7.6.1 Sub-task 1: Observations and Testing 

The observations in this sub-task refer to medical observations during the diagnostic pro

cess. Initial medical observations may be from patient histories, patient exams, patient 

charts, or test results. These observations or measurements may be qualitative or quanti

tative. Multiple tests and observations will often be acquired based on standard practices, 

even before considering candidate conditions or diagnoses. 

Many types of uncertainty exist in this sub-task. Uncertainty in physical measurements 

is similar to uncertainties in other scientific areas of measurement (accuracy, precision). 

Measurements will also have uncertainty from temporal variability. Continuously varying 

vital signs if represented by a single number without its associated uncertainty may result 

in uncertainty in confidence regarding the number given. 

Verbal patient responses are also full of the ambiguity of conversation, and the same 

may be said for written information on charts. Misinterpretation of questions may occur, 

and patients under distress may obviously not report all information accurately. Patient 

reporting of information is also naturally biased by what they think is important and rele

vant. 
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Each diagnostic test usually has a sensitivity and specificity or a likelihood ratio, po

tentially with uncertainties in these values. These numbers depend on patient population 

profiles as well as research protocols and so their applicability may come into question. 

Even highly accurate tests and measurements often do not directly relate to specific con

ditions and so their indicative weight is uncertain. Many treatments also provide test-like 

results on the basis of patient response. 

In our study we found various questions in the Wells scoring system had ambiguous 

interpretations. We hypothesize that the truncation of uncertain categories in the mind 

when mapping to overly specific answers (Yes and No in this case) may result in significant 

accumulated truncation (or round-off) error. A person may decide to carry this truncation 

error in their mind, but with the current TDS system there is no way to add extra points 

at the end. While this might be dealt with by providing more ambiguous answers, one 

participant described this as a bad solution since it is better to force a yes or no, or likely 

you would end up answering maybe to everything. Any new system should allow for easy 

modification of the answers or final score to allow expression of this type of uncertainty. 

Considerations and Design 

Visualizing repeated measurements as a time varying function could avoid uncertainty in 

confidence, and this type of display was requested, albeit indirectly, by some participants. 

For example, a heart rate at a single reading is tough to interpret even assuming limited 

error; tachycardia would only be a confident conclusion given multiple readings. A par

ticipant stated that one must also bear in mind any drugs in use that have an effect on 

heart rate. For the case of heart rate, a graph over time with annotation showing drugs 

could reduce the uncertainty. Many of the observation and test results are uncertain and a 

graphical representation may be easier to digest for multiple readings. As an example, a 

graph of points with error bars may be easier to review than a table of numbers along with 

confidence intervals, or +/- error margins [Alonso et al., 1998]. 
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Five participants stated they found it difficult to use the TDS system to find older 

information, and so tests would often be ordered again. As there is too much information 

for the physician to manage in their head it is important that this data can be reviewed 

on demand and with minimal effort at any point in the task flow. Therefore current and 

historic data graphs (with any aggregation showing uncertainty) should be easily viewable 

in order to accurately understand and weigh each piece of evidence and to reduce any fear 

of recency bias [Powsner and Tufte, 1994, Tufte, 2006]. 

The TDS system hid the responses to the Wells scoring questions (Y or N). This type 

of visual feedback is important to catch data entry errors. Figure 7.5 showed a screen shot 

after answering question one, with question two highlighted in white. This design may 

be due to a technology constraint but transparency of both answers and scores for each 

question should exist. If scoring is thought to be potentially biasing it could be revealed 

after all questions are answered. This relates to the potential danger of a participant’s 

cognitive heuristics, since, for example, the automation bias [Skitka et al., 1999] may 

cause a system recommendation that was the result of data entry error to be accepted 

without prudent scepticism. 

7.6.2 Sub-task 2: Inferring Candidate Diagnoses 

Weighing the initial evidence to form a list of possible causes is the core of this sub-

task. The observations are noisy with a large amount of irrelevant data, and the expected 

symptoms of any condition are often not clearly defined. This can be categorized as fuzzy 

pattern to fuzzy template matching. It may result in multiple conditions to consider, each 

with some ranking. 

This sub-task involves the comparison of potential candidates and was not supported 

to any extent by the TDS system. While short lists of candidates are being made system 

support could provide data management. On-line resources such as “UptoDate”, “MD 

Consult”, “PubMed”, “Cochrane Reviews”, “Medline”, “Web of Knowledge”, “American 
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College of Physicians”, and others were reported as being used, with frequencies of use as 

high as hourly by the residents. 

Given a set of observations and any a priori mindset an associative process may 

quickly provide a candidate set of inference rules to apply. While in our study we used the 

leading statement “given a PE mindset can you consider this patient”, some participants 

did make a short list of candidates they were considering besides PE. To what degree cog

nitive load and other stress affect this associative process would be worth studying. For 

example one potential associative bias is when the size of a set is estimated by availability 

of instances to the mind, the retrievability of instances will bias the estimate [Kahneman 

et al., 1982]. 

Considerations and Design 

Simply improved management of on-line resources could be of use for this task. Linking 

of symptoms to candidates with strengths could aid the formation of top consideration lists. 

When multiple candidates proceed to the diagnostic strategy stage, managing the ranking 

of various hypotheses could also benefit from external support. Reducing cognitive load 

by offloading resource management for this task should aid the reduction of uncertainty 

by allowing more candidates and potential missing data to be considered. 

7.6.3 Sub-task 3: Diagnostic Planning 

This sub-task involves prioritizing the potential diseases and forming an optimal ordering 

of tests to rule-in and rule-out candidates. The strategy will be referred to as a diagnostic 

decision tree or pathway, but the “tree” may in fact be a cyclic graph. The TDS system 

provides a set of diagnostic strategies built into the test ordering process. This system is 

an evidence-motivated predetermined decision tree, or protocol, which is triggered when 

a test tied to a specific condition is ordered. In the case of PE, a Wells Score is required 

before any test on the pathway can be ordered, and the score may trigger the recommen
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dation of test that is different to the one being requested. This recommendation is slightly 

out of order in an initial pass through our task model, as this strategy related guidance 

should have been provided before the decision for a specific test was made, and this will 

be discussed further in the decision making sub-task section. 

Comparing the pretest probabilities of different conditions will be the initial basis of 

what strategies are to be considered and developed. As these pretest probabilities are only 

estimates, uncertainty will exist in their values. Practical constraints and characteristics 

of each test, such as specificity, sensitivity, availability, timeliness of result, patient harm, 

and cost, must be added to the equation and will need to be considered. While specificity 

and sensitivity are directly related to the calculation of uncertainty, each of these other test 

attributes also have uncertainty associated with them. 

Decisions about strategies are also included in this sub-task. Given multiple consider

ations for possible conditions to investigate there may be ambiguity in which to address 

first. Ambiguity can often be resolved by considering (ruling-out) the most time-critical 

diseases first, but test availability and cost may also be weighed into any strategy. Similarly 

given a single condition, (e.g. PE) there are multiple options to proceed toward ruling-in 

or out the condition. Bayesian reasoning may be performed to compute post-test probabil

ities for different test outcomes and strategies or pathways. Eddy [1982] has reported on 

various cognitive problems in applying Bayes rule and confusion between retrospective 

accuracy and predictive accuracy both in practice and the medical literature. 

Considerations and Design 

We suggest that the diagnostic decision tree should be shown (visualized in some form) 

at any point in which they are expected to be guided by, or conform to, the predeter

mined strategy. Visualizing the tree may reduce unnecessary uncertainty as to why the 

system makes suggestions, and increase confidence when following or disregarding rec

ommendations. The tree should also be supported by information to justify the decision 
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recommendations set down in the decision tree’s branching structure. 

Support could provide alerts based on evolving research, and easily link the physician 

to newly added information relevant to a diagnostic decision. This could improve the lack

luster confidence physicians reported in the TDS system recommendations. The potential 

post-test probabilities are fundamental to choosing the most efficient diagnostic strategy; 

this is because when the post-test probability of all test outcomes does not cross a decision 

threshold, then the test may not even need to be ordered. 

7.6.4 Sub-task 4: Decision Making 

This mostly internalized step is based on the weighing of evidence from all the previous 

sub-tasks and choosing the appropriate next action. This final decision relies on the un

derstanding of various information and the uncertainties in them, along with the ability 

to compare significantly different types of information and uncertainties. Ultimately a 

threshold may be crossed for which the decision to treat or stop will be made. 

This sub-task’s role is one of specific actions (test, treat, stop) as well as integrating 

evidence as the entire task loop is repeated. These action triggering thresholds may not be 

clearly defined, but are the basis of ruling-out or ruling-in a particular condition. External 

uncertainty may come from poorly defined hospital policy or protocols, as well as the 

integration of patient utility. Enhancing the communication of uncertainty to the patient 

should also be considered. 

Considerations and Design 

Dawes et al. [2003] summarize the arguments from multiple studies that actuarial judg

ment may often be superior to clinical judgment. However, one major limitation of actuar

ial judgment is its inability to capture all exceptional cases in the rule base or decision tree. 

While the statistical strength of actuarial judgment is basically the rationale for providing 

decision trees (as in the TDS system), it appeared that the participants were not convinced. 
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One participant stated that if they are to follow guidelines (i.e. a decision tree) based on 

a population profile they need to be shown how the current patient’s profile fits into that 

population. Exposing this relationship would thereby be one way to increase confidence 

and reduce uncertainty in applying guidelines or using actuarial judgment. The automa

tion bias was also likely seen in our study as in one case the TDS system recommended a 

test that was not the desired one, it was ordered anyway to satisfy the system even though 

it was not considered a useful test. 

Information that could lend credibility to the system recommendations were such 

things as: references, details of how the current patient matches the patient profiles in 

studies, effects of tests on pretest probabilities, and example scenarios. Thus integrating 

the evidence behind any recommended decision trees is important for the user to see, or 

easily access. For similar reasons we think it may be useful that the decision tree is avail

able for context when viewing detail information. 

Participants’ responses indicated that the decision support should be available before 

the test ordering is initiated. As was noted earlier, using our task model a decision has 

already been made when the test is to be ordered. Once a decision is made to order a test 

there is cognitive context switch needed to go through the steps required to order it, and 

so the TDS system was then felt to impose a hidden strategy on them and this support may 

be more of a nuisance at that point. When support is not requested users may in fact work 

around the system support, as was stated by one participant, “tip on the street is put 3 in to 

by-pass the pathway”. 

While participants mostly agreed that the decision support and ordering should be in

tegrated into one system, we believe the lack of confidence in system recommendations is 

also confounded by support coming too late in the reasoning process. The integration of 

decision support before the test ordering step could provide efficiency gains by avoiding 

backtracking and potentially eliminate extra tests that are “committed” to before consider

ing all the options in a strategy. If the option exists to go directly to test ordering without 
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decision support, then it raises the problem of motivating a user to use diagnostic support 

when it could be beneficial. 

7.7 Summary 

Our study examined some of the complex issues involved in evidence-based medical diag

nosis. The observations and interviews provided insights into this difficult task, exposing 

a variety of uncertainties in many components. From this we derived a task model that pro

vided a basis for decomposing the uncertainty and informing the design of new support. 

Data and cognitive uncertainty were found to be important factors to consider when 

determining what support might be beneficial to the physician. Cognitive support for each 

sub-task should only be provided on demand as different physicians will only need or 

welcome assistance at specific points. Support for this task must also be as transparent as 

possible as accurate confidence is crucial for any system to be clinically valuable. 

Communicating the evidence behind any system recommendations is paramount to 

the physician judging their applicability. This suggests a strategy of providing access to 

visual evidence at all levels of detail while revealing how it relates to the current context. 

Utilizing these recommendations for developing new system support will be an area of 

future investigation. 

As this chapter is Part I of a II part series further interpretation of these design impli

cations will come in the next chapter. Some analysis of the aforementioned observational 

study is also provided in the next chapter to aid in understanding the motivations of the 

separate visualizations developed for supporting this task. 
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Chapter 8 

Case Study in Medical Diagnostic Reasoning 

Part II: Visualization Support 

Probability is expectation founded upon partial knowledge. A perfect acquaintance 
with all the circumstances affecting the occurrence of an event would change expec
tation into certainty, and leave neither room nor demand for a theory of probabilities. 
– George Boole (1815 – 1864) 

In this chapter we conclude the case study in evidence-based medical diagnosis. Us

ing the results from the observational study, contextual interviews and task analysis pro

vided in the previous chapter, multiple visualizations were developed to provide cognitive 

support for different aspects spread across the diagnostic task. Visualizations were created 

that relate to each sub-task and are discussed along with initial evaluation results†. 

8.1 Introduction 

To ground this work in current practice in evidence-based medical diagnosis, we per

formed an observational and contextual interview based study, as described in Chapter 7. 

That study and the resulting task model provided for a structured investigation of the uncer

tainties involved, and served as a basis for the research presented in this chapter. Focusing 

on the role of uncertainty we developed multiple visualizations. These visualizations are 

designed to improve comprehension and performance by incorporating the uncertainty 

relevant to the task of evidence-based medical diagnosis. 

Initial requirements generated from the design implications and the task model from 

the previous chapter guided the developmental process which utilized multiple iterations 
†Portions of this chapter have been previously, or will be, submitted for publication. Therefore “we” 

refers to Torre Zuk, Sheelagh Carpendale, William Ghali, and Barry Baylis 
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of participatory prototyping. The final visualizations from the last iteration of prototyping 

will be presented along with the analysis supporting their design. The visualizations are 

presented in conjunction with the evaluation results from a focus group performing a plu

ralistic walkthrough of the entire system. The next sections will briefly summarize both 

the development and evaluation methodologies. 

8.2 Development Methodology 

Initial analysis of the observational study provided a list of potential data and reasoning 

uncertainties in the process. Their relationship to decision strategies recommended by 

the hospital system was also noted. Similarly the contextual interview component of the 

study also provided ideas on what could be visualized. These formed the design impli

cations from the previous chapter which were translated into functional requirements for 

the system. Based on this a visualization system was developed to reveal the uncertain

ties fundamental to the task. The visualization was designed to suit a comparable display 

platform to the existing system (desktop PC). 

8.2.1 Participatory Prototyping 

In multiple sessions with one or two physicians the latest visualizations were presented 

and discussed. Feedback was used to refine the various components. Other demonstration 

sessions with Information Visualization experts also provided feedback for iteratively re

fining the visualizations. The current state of this refinement process will be detailed in 

the following sections along with important motivations taken from the study findings. 
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8.3 Evaluation Methodology 

Prototypes were shown to physicians on multiple occasions to collect feedback on the 

visualizations and the system. The results of the informal evaluations provided by the 

collaborating physicians were then used to refine the system design. After three passes of 

this participatory prototyping process a qualitative focus group based evaluation process 

was performed. 

8.3.1 Participants 

Participation involved a group of general internists at the Foothills Hospital, Calgary, Al

berta. This group was chosen as pulmonary embolism is a condition they likely have to 

diagnose on a regular basis. The group that filled in the written component was composed 

of three women and six men. These participants’ ages were: three in the range 30-39, 

three between 40-49, and one in the range 50 and over. All participants were well expe

rienced in practicing evidence-based medicine as shown in Figure 8.1. A few additional 

physicians were present during the session but did not complete any written component, 

however, they were free to add to the discussions. 

8.3.2 Methodology 

The chosen form of evaluation was based around a focus group performing a pluralistic 

walkthrough [Bias, 1994] of the system. This evaluation style involves walking through 

a user scenario discussing the role of the visualizations at each step. The scenario used 

was working through the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism. The components of the eval

uation that targeted the aspects of reasoning support could also be considered a cognitive 

walkthrough [Wharton et al., 1994]. Both methods were developed for usability evalua

tion and hence our use of them was atypical, by not being restricted to only the issue of 

usability. A walkthrough-based methodology was chosen for its potential to quickly ex
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Figure 8.1: Participants’ experience in practicing evidence-based diagnosis. 

pose the features of the visualization system for the sub-tasks of evidence-based diagnosis. 

The walkthrough was directed by an experienced visualization designer, and facilitated by 

another visualization expert and two experienced physicians. 

Participants were given a questionnaire booklet with images showing individual graphic 

components corresponding to the visualizations in the walkthrough and asked to provide 

their written feedback either as the walk-though proceeded or at the end. Questions could 

be asked at any time to further discussion about the separate features. In the booklet a 

final questionnaire component contained questions regarding demographics and general 

aspects of evidence-based medicine. 

The pluralistic walkthrough began with setting the stage for utilizing the system to 

support the evidence-based diagnosis. The walkthrough proceeded using the system visu

alizations to support the process beginning with visuals related to sub-task 2, then 3 and 

4 before returning to sub-task 1 at the end. This order was chosen as we were more inter

ested in these aspects, and given time constraints were not guaranteed to cover all of our 
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components. 

8.3.3 Environment 

The focus group occurred in a large meeting room in part of the medical center complex 

at Foothills Hospital. The walkthrough utilized a laptop with the running application pro

jected to a large screen at the front of the room. Participants sat at desks laid out in a “U” 

shape around the screen. The evaluation occurred at a regularly scheduled group meeting 

where physicians normally discuss a variety of work related topics and issues. Participants 

were at work and so the potential existed for individuals to be interrupted by being paged, 

and a couple did leave for brief periods and then return. The main evaluation lasted just 

over an hour, but two participants interested in more details remained longer for further 

individual demonstrations and discussions. 

8.4 Visualization Design and Evaluation Results 

The core of applying evidence-based medicine is the use of tests to statistically rule-in or 

rule-out a diagnosis. This may be done using Bayes Theorem for the updating of probabil

ities based on evidence (test outcomes); to provide cognitive support for this we brought 

this aspect directly into the visual interface. The recommended decision tree and expected 

changes in probability was exposed as the user interface rather than being a model hidden 

to the user. This initial design choice was based around working with the hardware con

straints of the systems currently used. Dealing with other technology such as very small 

or very large displays was excluded from our initial design to simplify the process and 

reduce any deployment and evaluation issues. 
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Figure 8.2: Evidence-based medicine diagnostic task performance model. 

8.4.1 Overview 

For this section we will use our task model to frame an overview of the diagnostic task 

process as observed, stepping through the sub-tasks (see Figure 8.2) we provide informal 

system requirements consolidated from the design implications from the previous chapter. 

For each sub-task we will then describe the visualizations that we designed to support 

them and provide the evaluation results. 

Design Overview 

The system is composed of three main components shown in Figure 8.3. The main view 

(top-left in the figure) shows a decision tree visualization aimed mainly at Sub-task 3: Di

agnostic Planning, but with aspects related to the other sub-tasks as well. The bottom view 

relates mainly to Sub-task 1: Observations and Testing, and provides graphical review of 

historic test results. The right view integrates information relating to all sub-tasks, but in 

the figure shows the nested-set for computing post-test probabilities based on D-dimer test 

results (sub-task 1). All views can be laid out based on user preferences. Another view for 

the sub-task Inferring Candidate Diagnoses is not visible, but all views will be described 

in more detail in later sections. 
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Figure 8.3: Overview of the system to provide support for evidence-based medicine. 

Evaluation Overview 

The focus group walk-through proceeded in only a slightly different order than the task 

model ordering, in that the test result selection and graphing over time was deferred to 

the end, for reasons stated earlier. Many of the written feedback questions relating to the 

walk-through used a 5 point Likert scale and I will summarize responses with the following 
n1 n2 n3 n4 n5notation: SD D U A SA , where nX are the total number of participants who responded to 

each category, and SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, U = undecided, A = agree, and 

SA = strongly agree. 
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8.4.2 Sub-task 1: Observations and Testing 

This sub-task involves the gathering of raw data from observations, information foraging, 

or testing procedures. Based on a translation of the design implications from the study re

sults in the previous chapter, and other related research as noted, we have derived potential 

functional requirements relevant to this sub-task: 

S1.1 Provide for encoding of, and working with qualitative measurements. Rationale: 

Almost all of the physicians worked with unquantified probabilities such as clinic 

assessments. 

S1.2 Simplify retrieval of old data. Rationale: Old test results were needed but were 

difficult to find and often had to be reordered, this also counters any recency bias 

[Tufte, 2006]. 

S1.3 Report this historic data graphically. Rationale: This was requested, and has been 

shown superior with related data [Alonso et al., 1998]. 

S1.4 Expose the sensitivity of probability estimates to actuarial scoring questions (e.g. 

Wells score). Rationale: This allows the physician to quickly acquire confidence in 

the recommendation even if they are unsure about a particular answer or judgment. 

S1.5 Make the physician’s input, any actuarial scoring system, and its applicability vis

ible. Rationale: Allow the physician to develop prudent scepticism and avoid au

tomation bias [Skitka et al., 1999]. 

S1.6 Provide support for Bayesian interpretation of test results. Rationale: Visual support 

may assist in the application of Bayes Theorem [Gigerenzer and Hoffrage, 1999, 

Sloman et al., 2003] and may mitigate any potential cognitive heuristics and biases. 

Heuristics and biases have been shown to effect some probability estimates, for 

example, insensitivity to prior probabilities [Kahneman et al., 1982]. 

Cognitive heuristics and biases should be kept in mind as user constraints. Chapman 

and Chapman [1982] aptly point out that “test results are what you think they are”. While 
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their work was with psychiatrists’ and clinical psychologists’ interpretations of Rorschach 

and Draw-a-Person tests, it has been found in general that people tend to find correlations 

between things that have strong mental associations, even when the correlations do not 

exist [Kahneman et al., 1982]. In estimating post-test probabilities one very relevant cog

nitive heuristic is an insensitivity to prior probabilities (base rate neglect) and so Bayes 

Theorem is not applied. Any support provided for this sub-task will hopefully weaken 

these potential constraints. 

Visualizations 

In order to address S1.1 and S1.2, we paired a calendar driven query of test results with 

a time-based graph of selected results. With this visual interface one can see the test 

result history, revealing when tests were conducted and reviewing test variability over the 

selected time periods. Figure 8.4, shows temperature measurements, graphing individual 

measurements with error bars, as well as daily min, max, and means and the average trend. 

Figure 8.4: Test result variability and precision.
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Another step toward addressing S1.1 is provided by allowing the use of a probability 

range to specify the base rate. Thus “low” or other coarse encodings of pretest probabilities 

could be defined, but quantitative numbers were required to compute the post-test probabil

ities. Allowing the default base rate to be selected from a list of published medical studies 

may also help meet this requirement. S1.4 was satisfied by immediately updating the de

cision tree visualization shown in Figure 8.5. While the TDS system hid the responses 

to the Wells scoring questions (Y or N), we address S1.5 by making the actuarial scoring 

answers visible and immediately updating any recommendations based on the score. 

Requirement S1.1 was only partially addressed by letting probability ranges be entered 

as base rates. Thus “low” or other pretest probabilities could be defined, but quantitative 

numbers were required to compute the post-test probabilities. Allowing the default prob

ability ranges to be selected from a list of published medical studies may also help meet 

this requirement. 

Specific probabilities for a given test can be manipulated with the probability slider 

shown in Figure 8.6. It contains a pretest probability slider along with mappings showing 

connections to the lower derived post-test probabilities slider. These contour-like map

pings show the compression, shifting, and expansion effects on probability and are colour

coded to compare multiple outcomes and their respective likelihood ratios. In Figure 8.6 

the green mappings show the selected negative test outcome, while the positive mappings 

are still visible but de-emphasized with opacity. The mapping lines can be read to see 

the strength of the D-dimer is in ruling out PE rather than ruling in PE, as the downward 

shifts are more conclusive. Pink bars on the sliders encode with their length the pre- and 

post-test probability range for a particular study population profile or the base rate range 

the physician assigned for a patient. 

For any given test we provide an interactive visualization of the effect of various out

comes on probability controlled with the probability slider as shown in Figure 8.7. The 

top portion of the figure contains the slider for exploring pretest probabilities previously 
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Figure 8.5: Decision Tree and Wells Scoring screens. Wells scoring screen shows answers, 
context of decision tree, and allows sensitivity of individual questions. Top to bottom 
shows changes based on changing the answer to Question #3 from No to Yes. 
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Figure 8.6: Pre/post-test probability slider showing probability response for negative 
D-dimer test. 

described. The lower portion of Figure 8.7 shows one of three selectable representations 

for visualizing pre and post-test probability. The three representations are: a graph of 

the probability function for a likelihood ratio, natural frequency nested-set (tree) for a 

simulated population, and a natural frequency 2x2 table. These are shown adjacently in 

Figure 8.8 for better comparison. Natural frequencies have been found in some cases to be 

more easily utilized than probabilities for Bayesian reasoning [Gigerenzer and Hoffrage, 

1999]. Hover queries allow additional pop-up textual representations of most graphical 

information. This visualization mainly relates to S1.6. 

While uncertainties in sensitivities and specificities (and likelihood ratios) can be used 

in modifying probability distributions [Winkler and Smith, 2004], we chose to visualize 

only the confidence intervals to keep the complexity lower. We provide a visualization of 

likelihood uncertainties (bottom half of Figure 8.7) based on printed publication formats 

(e.g., Habbema et al. [2002], Roy et al. [2005]), adding the interactivity that is key to the 

intuitive understanding of the effects of likelihood ratio uncertainty on post-test probabili

ties. 
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Figure 8.7: Two representations of the post-test probability function with the lower show
ing the effects of likelihood ratio uncertainty. 

Evaluation 

The patient data visualization presented the potential to easily see previous test results and 

to review test variability over time. This is shown in Figure 8.4, providing a graph of 
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Figure 8.8: Representational options to aid the interpretation of diagnostic test results, 
from left to right: post-test probability function, natural frequency nested-set, and natural 
frequency table. Positive results are brown and negative green. 

temperature measurements. “This test result variability and precision visualization would 
0 1 4 2 2be useful” received the responses: SD D U A SA . 

For understanding test results multiple visualizations were presented. Three questions 

were specifically targeted at the probability slider visualization: “Seeing the relationship 
0 0 0 6 3between pre and post probabilities is useful”: SD D U A SA ; “This visualization showing 

0 0 2 6 1pre and post probabilities is comprehensible”: SD D U A SA ; and “This visualization would 
0 0 0 7 2assist my interpretation of the test results”: SD D U A SA . One comment for this visual was 

that, 

Would be great to be able to access this for other types of tests too (e.g. ferritin 

for Dx of iron deficiency ... 

(other tests than just those on the decision tree). 

Three related visual representations of this information shown previously in Figure 8.8 

were also rated, the summary is presented in Table 8.1. The probability graph representa

tion also displayed the effects of uncertainty in the likelihood ratio as shown in Figure 8.7. 

When asked regarding the probability graph if “the uncertainty aspects (confidence inter

vals) would assist my interpretation of the test results” the responses were ( 0 0 2 4 3 
SD D U A SA ). 
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One comment aimed toward the probability graph was: 

“Very nice way to visualize & easy to get the actual numbers (instead of just 

our ‘gestalt’ that post-test probability is low, or ...”. 

One user made a design suggestion for the probability graph, 

“would shade in area of graph where post-test probability tells the user to go 

to the CT (PIOPED 2) or MRI (PIOPED 3).” 

This may be interpreted as a request for explicit visual decision boundary mapping which 

we will come back to in the next chapter. 

Table 8.1: Ratings of representations for understanding test results. 

Query Representation SD D U A SA 
Is useful natural frequency 

outcome table 
probability graph 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

3 
3 
1 

4 
3 
6 

2 
3 
2 

Would assist interpretation of test results natural frequency 
outcome table 
probability graph 

0 
0 
0 

1 
0 
0 

4 
3 
1 

3 
3 
5 

1 
3 
3 

8.4.3 Sub-task 2: Inferring Candidate Diagnoses 

Weighing the initial evidence to form a list of possible causes is the core of this sub-task. 

A potential set of requirements from the design implications are: 

S2.1 Facilitate forming associative sets of candidate disease. Rationale: At least seven 

different online resources were utilized, with uses as frequent as hourly; availabil

ity heuristics (less than optimal cognitive associative processes [Kahneman et al., 

1982]) may influence the process. 
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S2.2 Provide tools for the management of evidence resources. Rationale: Cognitive load 

will be high and so we can assist with any ad hoc foraging for information. The 

same rationale as R2.1 is also applicable. 

Visualizations 

Simply improved management of on-line resources could be of use for this task. Linking 

of symptoms to candidates with strengths could aid the formation of top consideration lists. 

When multiple candidates proceed to the diagnostic strategy stage managing the ranking 

of various hypotheses could also benefit from external support. Reducing cognitive load 

by offloading resource management for this task should aid the reduction of uncertainty by 

allowing more candidates and potential missing data to be considered. To support this we 

provided a table format display of possible conditions in the differential diagnosis shown 

in Figure 8.9. Any subset can be flagged in three categories of varying precision and then 

sorted based on these. Most of these considerations are applicable to the next sub-task of 

forming diagnostic strategies. 

The list of differential diagnoses could each be linked to a diagnostic decision-tree. 

These could include strategies such as the tree for PE, or be references to recommended 

sources such as Black et al.’s [1999] “Diagnostic Strategies for Common Medical Prob

lems”. For our prototype implementation a diagnostic tree was only created for PE. 

Evaluation 

Questions were based on the visualization shown in Figure 8.9 for differential diagnosis. 

To the question: this cognitive support for differential diagnosis would be useful, responses 
0 0 3 5 1were: SD D U A SA . Figure 8.10 shows that probabilities were the least chosen form for 

ordering candidate conditions, which agrees with the observational study in which coarse 

granularity representations were only used for reporting probabilities. Comments included 

that this would be more geared toward medical students and included worries about the 

automation bias, 
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Figure 8.9: Top image: Table of possible candidate conditions in the differential diagno
sis with multiple prioritizing options. Bottom image: Diagnostic tree related to single 
candidate condition of Pulmonary Embolism. 
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“... I’d be concerned that (esp. for junior users like residents) that this would 

replace clinical judgment e.g. if system doesn’t say ‘consider coronary syn

drom’ they will rule it out...” 

Figure 8.10: Responses to question: I would enter prioritizing information on conditions 
based on: (check all that apply). 

8.4.4 Sub-task 3: Diagnostic Planning and Sub-task 4: Decision Making 

The discussion of the results for the diagnostic planning and decision making sub-tasks has 

been combined to simplify the presentation, as both often relate to the same visualizations. 

The diagnostic planning sub-task involves prioritizing the potential diseases and forming 

an optimal ordering of tests to rule-in and rule-out candidates. One set of requirements 

from the design implications could be: 

S3.1 Visualize the decision tree and provide direct access to evidence supporting it. Ra

tionale: Weak confidence in system recommendations was reported. 

S3.2 Visualize the post-test probabilities at various points in any decision tree. Rationale: 

The context of previous test results should be made obvious (see also S1.2). 
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S3.3 Provide access to repository for resources relevant to diagnosing condition. Ratio

nale: Cognitive load will be high and ad hoc foraging for information may not 

provide all the relevant sources. 

Requirements for the decision making sub-task may include: 

S4.1 Allow the physician to seek and utilize support at any sub-task (i.e. provide visual 

evidence that the physician selectively uses for support). Rationale: Unwanted sup

port may distract the physician and need to be circumnavigated. 

S4.2 Provide easy access to evidence supporting any recommendations. Rationale: As 

evidence is continually changing any system needs to maintain appropriate confi

dence. 

S4.3 Show how patient compares with patient profiles of those in the studies used in 

forming decision tree recommendations. Rationale: Allows the physician to weigh 

the applicability of recommendations. 

Visualizations 

A visualization of a decision tree for PE from our system is shown in Figure 8.11. The de

cision tree interface acts as a diagnostic flow chart. The tree represents a protocol derived 

from study evidence and the pre- and post-test probabilities displayed in the tree nodes 

indicate the diagnostic certainty at that point. The links represent decisions to move on to 

subsequent tests or diagnoses. The recommended decisions for any specified patient data 

and test results form a path through the tree that is illustrated by emphasized links. This 

tree can be considered visual cognitive support for the simulation heuristic [Kahneman 

et al., 1982, Klein, 1998], as the physician can directly see the Bayesian probability of a 

condition after future “simulated” tests. 

The specification of a decision tree is contained an Extensible Markup Language 

(XML) file and so other conditions can be easily entered into the system. The user in

terface for any specified tree is created dynamically at run-time. This design allows for 
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Figure 8.11: Decision tree visualization showing recommended decisions and pre- and 
post-test probabilities. 

the continually evolving diagnostic strategies of evidence-based medicine as incremental 

revisions require no modification of the code, only changes in the XML file. Even within 

the duration of our studies we observed a change in the recommended strategy for PE 

diagnosis1. 

Figure 8.12 shows a single test node in the decision tree. Theoretical pretest probability 

is based on the base rate from a study [PIOPED investigators, 1990] and is shown in the top 

probability meter. A legend for reading the probability meter is shown in Figure 8.13. The 

1The recommended test for moderate to high prior probability PE cases changed from V/Q scans to CT. 
It was even noted in our observational study that some participants disregarded the TDS system recommen
dation that was thought to be outdated. 
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Figure 8.12: Decision tree test node. Top probability meter shows the pretest probability 
when reaching the specific node based on following recommended decisions and the base 
rate. Lower adjacent probability meters shows patient specific pre/post-test probability of 
PE based on selected test outcome (likelihood ratio 20.75, pretest probability is 12 to 19% 
and post-test 74 to 83%). 

Figure 8.13: Legend indicating granularity of probability in percent for probability meter 
shown within test node in Figure 8.12. Any overlap of probability for each region is 
indicated by the fixed size colour bar. 

divergent colour scheme emphasizes the two important extremes of ruling-in and ruling-

out. As the base rate can be changed by the physician and tests ordered other than the 

recommended pathway the actual pre- and post-test probabilities for the patient are shown 

in the lower two probability meters. The meter’s use of redundant spatial encoding (along 

with the colour saturation) allows the adjacent meters to accentuate large probability shifts 

from the test results. The likelihood ratio for the actual test outcome used to compute 

the post-test probability is displayed numerically. Selecting any test node by clicking on 

it with the mouse shows the corresponding test information in the detail view (shown in 

Figure 8.14). 
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We suggest that the diagnostic decision tree should be shown (visualized in some form) 

to the user at any point in which they are expected to be guided by, or conform to, its pre

determined strategy. Visualizing the tree will reduce unnecessary uncertainty as to why 

the system makes suggestions, and increase confidence when following or disregarding 

recommendations. The tree should also be supported by drill-down information to justify 

the decision recommendations set down in the decision tree’s branching structure. This 

should improve the lack-luster confidence users reported in the TDS system recommenda

tions. The potential post-test probabilities are fundamental to choosing the most efficient 

diagnostic strategy; as if for all test outcomes the probability does not cross a decision 

threshold then the test may not even need to be ordered. Thus our visualization makes 

the potential post-test priorities for all possible pathways through the decision tree trans

parent to the user both with graphical probability meters and with text display (shown in 

Figure 8.11). The granularity of probability encoding using colour in the meter was cho

sen only slightly finer than three associations “low”, “med”, and “high” that were bound 

to initial decision tree branches in the existing documentation. This allows for some prob

ability revision in the tree, and this vague encoding may have value for those who don’t 

want to see the specific numbers. Regarding this granularity of encoding, Fox et al. [2001] 

has summarized this aspect of two of their earlier studies with medical diagnostic related 

problems and found that grossly reduced levels of probability encoding provided the same 

or even better user accuracy on performance of the task. This visualization also has the 

option to show test availability and duration uncertainties integrated within the tree. 

Our visualization system was designed to be a tool used at any stage in the diagnostic 

process. Therefore we attempted to provide accessible visual evidence for the entire task. 

Rather than being forced to use the system whenever ordering a test, we envision the 

integration being user controlled. The support could seamlessly integrate in with the test 

ordering system, or be invoked from the test ordering system on demand. In this way 

Requirement S4.1 would be met, and users would not have to work around the system 
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Figure 8.14: Screen shot showing one possible layout of the visualizations allowing con
textual information to integrated. 

support. 

Our decision tree visualization as well as the natural frequency visualizations could 

potentially be used to aid communication with the patient as well. When appropriate 

patients might even have the option to utilize the system in order to better understand 

their diagnosis. Neufeld et al. [2008] describes using murals, animation, and interaction 

to more intuitively explain a node network of probabilistic relationships. However the 

visualization requirements of the patient were not explicitly considered at any point during 

system design, as we only targeted supporting the physician. 
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Evaluation 

Following the description of the candidate condition view the walk-through proceeded to 

Wells scoring assuming the physician was investigating a PE diagnosis. The visualizations 

shown in Figure 8.5 show the relevant aspects. For the question: Visual evidence of rec

ommendation sensitivity to Wells scoring would be useful”, responses were 0 0 0 4 5 
SD D U A SA . 

When asked to rate “The visual context of decision pathways would be useful when view

ing other information (e.g. warnings, references, probability functions, ...)” the counts 

were: 0 0 0 7 2 
SD D U A SA . 

Visualizing the recommended decision pathway along with the probabilities driving it 

was deemed important to provide confidence and transparency of the system rules. Details 

of this visual were shown in Figures 8.11, 8.12, and 8.13. Agreement to the statement 

“Pre/post-test probabilities integrated in the visual decision pathway would be useful” was 
0 0 0 5 4 

SD D U A SA . Similarly strong responses of agreement were made to “Pre/post-test probabil

ities integrated in the visual decision pathway add confidence to system recommendations” 
0 0 1 4 4(SD D U A SA ). 

As the evidence-base for diagnosis is constantly evolving, there was an integrated com

ponent relating to references for the encoded strategies and statistics (likelihood ratios, 

base rates, etc.). One simple visualization relating to this was a folder browser of refer

ence material tied to any test node as shown in Figure 8.15. 

For the question, “Integrated references would increase confidence in hospital decision 
0 0 1 5 3recommendations”, ratings were quite positive SD D U A SA . Similarly there was general 

agreement with the statement “This would assist me in ensuring I have read the latest 
1 1 5 2evidence” ( 0 

SA ). Some skepticism was present in one comment as, “only if you SD D U A 

keep the evidence updated in real time (not realistic). There are always new meetings, new 

literature etc.”. 

The visualization which raised the most discussion and in general received the most 

lukewarm responses related to temporal uncertainty. A summary of the two forms for pro
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Figure 8.15: Related reference repository and search links.


Figure 8.16: Related reference repository and search links.
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viding test availability and uncertainty are shown in Figure 8.16. The discussion focused 

on the potential for availability awareness to lead to the use of sub-optimal tests, and thus 

a reduction in quality of care for the sake of more timely knowledge. Comments included 

“a lot of competing factors need to be considered”, 

“my experience has been that our tests here are done quite promptly, I don’t 

think this is useful,” 

and 

“I’m not sure this would be clinically relevant or even desirable.” 

The question “This test availability and uncertainty visualization would be useful in plan
0 2 4 2 1ning” got a very mixed rating: SD D U A SA . 

8.5 General Evaluation 

After the walk-through the participants completed questionnaire portions related to their 

personal perspectives and the system they were shown. When asked if they used com

puter or visual aids in making evidence-based decisions, five participants reported rarely 

and four sometimes (other options were never, once or twice, and always). Thus current 

practice appears for the majority of the time based to be based on an internal cognitive 

process. 

This status quo leaves room for exploring additional support as shown from the re

sponses in Table 8.2. Responses to Question P1 show interest in decision support, while 

the somewhat contradictory Question P2 shows (likely prudent) skepticism in this type of 

support. There was general agreement to the idea of providing evidence without explicit 

decision overriding although this was a somewhat vague question (P3). Question P4 and 

P5 also indicate that there is a niche to explore in increasing support for this process. It is 
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Table 8.2: Questions related to personal preferences and introspection.


Question SD D U A SA 
P1 I would like more computer support for evidence-based 

decision making 0 0 0 4 5 
P2 I don’t feel confident in computer systems advising me 

on decisions 0 5 3 0 1 
P3 I would like clear visual evidence and be free to make 

my own decisions 0 1 1 5 2 
P4 I am happy with how I manage uncertainty in making 

diagnostic decisions 1 1 3 4 0 
P5 I am confident with my ability to apply evidence in my 

decision making 0 1 0 8 0 

important to remember that all these participants were experienced practitioners (median 

experience range was 6-10 years) and so they should have had time to adaptively refine 

their process of EBM. 

The questionnaire and responses related to an overall judgment of the demonstrated 

system are provided in Table 8.3. That the system would be “useful in practice”, “increase 

my confidence”, and “would use ... if it was available” all received clear agreement. The 

strongest agreement was given for using the system for education (Question O1). 

Overall general comments from the participants were positive such as “very useful 

overall” with one of the strongest being, 

“This has such terrific possibilities. This tool should be mandatory for groups 

that publish and distribute guidelines for therapies”. 

Concern was even raised about the implications of not using the tool, 

“It may increase the number of litigations if someone did not happen to use 

this tool and was wrong about decision to treat or not treat”. 

We acknowledge the limited applicability of the feedback based on such a preliminary 
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Table 8.3: Questions related to the overall system impression†. 

Question SD D U A SA 
O1 Visual evidence like this would be useful for education 

and training 0 0 0 3 5 
O2 Visual evidence like this would be useful 

in practice 0 0 1 5 2 
O3 Visualizations of uncertainty like this set would increase 

my confidence in decisions 0 0 0 6 2 
O4 I would use visual evidence like this set of visualizations 

if it was available 0 0 0 5 3 

† Only 8 of the 9 participants completed these questions. 

evaluation with limited practical testing. However we would say that the visual support 

we created appeared to address some of the issues we noted during our initial observational 

study. 

8.5.1 Hardware/Availability Preferences 

Regarding the participants’ preference for the hardware/availability for decision support, 

there was a general leaning toward portability or availability as can be seen in Figure 8.17. 

Availability was only implicit from the generic descriptions: hand-held, any shared com

puter, and high end computer (which was listed as having multiple displays). Both hand

helds and shared computer terminals are quite ubiquitous in their current environment. 

This relates to one comment on the specific visual support availability that 

“would be helpful if quickly accessible at point of care.” 

8.5.2 Further Evaluation 

A next step will be to go through a more formal assessment of the visualizations effects 

on clinical decision making. This could potentially be done in an educational setting to 
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Figure 8.17: Preference as to hardware/availability for decision support. 

additionally assess its value in aiding the learning of evidence-based medicine. Clinically 

such a tool will only be valuable (as an applied tool), if it can be shown to positively 

influence the diagnostic process to the point of reducing 

1. diagnostic errors, and 

2. adverse patients outcomes that relate to the diagnostic errors. 

An uncertainty visualization may actually create new uncertainty for the physician to ac

commodate [Timmermans and Angell, 2001]. Therefore careful evaluation will be re

quired to show that this additional information is providing the assistance that was in

tended. 

8.5.3 Heuristic Evaluation 

In a small digression, this section provides the heuristic evaluation of the medical visual

ization system based on the heuristics presented in Table 3.1, in the same manner as the 
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two other domain visualizations were evaluated. The heuristics and a description of their 

applicability are summarized: 

•	 Ensure visual variable has sufficient length – The coarse probability meter encod

ing used colour and value to encode five levels of uncertainty. The probability slider 

encodes uncertainty using the width of the pink coloured bars. Both these encodings 

provide sufficient length for their intended purpose. 

•	 Preserve data to graphic dimensionality – For the probabilities that were visual

ized we would argue that any representational encoding such as width, colour, or 

text, do not violate this heuristic. For this type of probabilistic data, or any other 

dimensionless data, using regions changing in two dimensions, or volumes, could 

be considered a violation of this heuristic. 

•	 Put the most data in the least space – The tree visualization utilizes the most 

space, but the space is appropriate to provide a spatial representation that may allow 

the abstract decision strategy to be more easily interpreted. Adding more details 

or simplifying this display to make it more compact may be one avenue for further 

refinement. 

•	 Provide multiple levels of detail – This heuristic is addressed in the overview of 

the diagnostic strategy that is provided by the decision tree visualization, while more 

detailed specifics are provided in linked views. At a higher level of detail the table 

view of candidate conditions allows ranking of potential diagnoses. 

•	 Remove the extraneous (ink) – A clean and unadorned style was chosen to depict 

the decision tree nodes, probability meters, and likelihood ratio graphs. 

•	 Consider Gestalt Laws – In this visualization the physician is not required to look 

for visual patterns or read complicated encodings, therefore this heuristic may apply 

only to a lesser extent. Nevertheless, Gestalt readings offer a reason why a tree is a 

useful representation based on its exploitation of proximity and connectedness for 
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displaying relationships. 

•	 Integrate text wherever relevant – Text is integrated into many of the displays and 

mouse-triggered hover queries provide additional text detail for graphic elements. 

•	 Don’t expect a reading order from colour – Only two base colours combined 

with value changes are utilized for the probability meter. While this reading order 

is simple enough that it should not confound the user, the positional encoding of 

probability increasing left to right will assist interpretation. 

•	 Colour perception varies with size of coloured item – The use of colour in the 

design is restricted so that colour reading of varied size components is not required. 

This eliminates the potential misreading that this heuristic warns of. 

•	 Local contrast affects colour & gray perception – The visualizations do not re

quire decoding quantities from colour or gray levels and thus contrast effects should 

not have any significant impact. The probability meters are set in nodes having fixed 

background colours with good contrast, and with the aligned pre/post-test probabil

ity meters shown in Figure 8.12, only the same colours are vertically adjacent. 

•	 Consider people with colour blindness – Value variation is combined with the 

colour encoding to assist those with colour deficiencies. 

•	 Preattentive benefits increase with field of view – Test recommendations (decision 

pathways) in the tree view are encoded with both size and value so that changes may 

be more easily perceived. 

•	 Quantitative assessment requires position or size variation – Quantitative details 

are provided based on positions in the graph representations, or directly in text de

tails. 

While this visualization was clearly different and more abstract than the previous two 

domains, the vast majority of the heuristics were still relevant. This adds further evidence 

that these heuristics may work well in other domains, in that they can provide a checklist 
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for evaluating or shaping design. 

8.6 Conclusions 

Based on our observational study of the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism in an evidence-

based medicine framework we created a task model. This model enabled us to systemati

cally review the uncertainties involved and structure our analysis and development, finding 

both external and internal uncertainty to be prevalent throughout this task. Cognitive the

ory was used to suggest areas in which internal uncertainty may be problematic, most 

notably from heuristics and biases that may affect probability estimates based on clinical 

judgment. 

Using our analysis of the uncertainty, we created visualizations to provide the potential 

for cognitive support in each sub-task of the diagnostic process. While external uncertainty 

has commonly been the focus of other investigations we have shown that internal uncer

tainty should be considered and have provided visual support for this uncertainty relating 

to evidence-based diagnosis. We also hope the exposing of areas of uncertainty can inform 

the development of future support tools for this task. How best to provide visualization 

support for diagnostic decisions is a large area for future research. After developing these 

visualizations further, the medical endpoint would be to evaluate their impact on clinical 

decision making, with the final measure being patient outcomes. 

8.6.1 Generalizing Across Domains 

Decisions involving uncertainty visualizations may be complicated by translation errors 

from vague but accurate internal representations to precise but inaccurate numerical ones. 

Any support to offload these types of problems must be very explicit in the translation or 

one risks confounding the task rather than helping it. By providing both coarse and precise 

representations of probability we hope that users may choose an appropriate one that they 
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are comfortable translating between. 
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Chapter 9 

Framework for Supporting Uncertainty Visualization 

Creativity requires the courage to let go of certainties. 
– Erich Fromm (1900 – 1980) 

This chapter moves toward integrating and abstracting from the previous bottom-up 

domain investigations and the earlier top-down theory driven chapters. It provides both 

a categorization of cognitive uncertainty and a light-weight and readily applicable frame

work motivated by reducing the complexity of the cognitive tasks dealing with uncertainty. 

The framework provides seven directives that relate to design, evaluation, as well as the 

categorization of cognitive uncertainty. To illustrate the applicability of this framework, I 

apply each component of it to the domain specific uncertainty visualizations developed in 

Chapters 5 through 8. 

9.1 Introduction 

While visualizing both the data and its associated uncertainty has been accepted as benefi

cial for accurate interpretation, the integration of uncertainty information into an existing 

or new visualization is not standard practice. The practical tasks of maintaining ease of 

comprehension for both the data and the uncertainty are not straight forward. Hence, in 

building uncertainty visualizations there still exist many challenges, such as finding good 

representation of errors and uncertainty for 3D visualizations [Johnson, 2004], and un

derstanding how knowledge of information uncertainty influences analysis [MacEachren 

et al., 2005]. As a result, even choosing an initial design may be difficult. 

Frameworks are important as through utilizing continual theoretical and technological 

improvements the number of potential visualizations that are feasible is constantly grow
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ing; thus it is increasingly difficult to understand how to make trade-offs between them. 

For this reason I introduce a light-weight framework to inform the development of uncer

tainty visualizations. The framework describes aspects relating to the role of uncertainty 

in decision tasks which may provide guidance in the design of new visualizations. I illus

trate the utility of this framework by describing how it applies to the three visualizations 

developed in the preceding chapters. 

A brief review of some previous frameworks related to uncertainty visualization will 

be given. Often frameworks that relate to design can be used for evaluation, such as 

Amar and Stasko’s [2005] “Knowledge precepts for design and evaluation of information 

visualizations”. Thus evaluation should always be kept in mind as one potential use, as 

was discussed in Chapter 3. 

9.2 Motivation 

As task level taxonomies can be useful for the design and evaluation of visualizations 

[Valiati et al., 2006] looking deeper into visualization tasks at the cognitive level may also 

provide value. Decision making can be confounded by uncertainty, and so may deserve 

special attention. Decisions are often the end product of the reasoning process and there

fore pushing their requirements to the forefront may help inform design. Cognitive studies 

have shown numerous potential weaknesses in the reasoning process when dealing with 

uncertainty [Gilovich et al., 2003, Kahneman et al., 1982] and so explicit considerations 

for this aspect may guide uncertainty visualization design [MacEachren et al., 2005, Zuk 

and Carpendale, 2007]. 

MacEachren et al. [2005] has described seven challenges for the visualization of un

certainty: 

1. understanding the components of uncertainty and their relationships to domains, 

users, and information needs, 
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2. understanding how knowledge of information uncertainty influences information 

analysis, decision making, and decision outcomes, 

3. understanding how (or whether) uncertainty visualization aids exploratory analysis, 

4. developing methods for capturing and encoding analysts’ or decision makers’ uncer

tainty, 

5. developing representation methods for depicting multiple kinds of uncertainty, 

6. developing methods and tools for interacting with uncertainty depictions, and 

7. assessing the usability and utility of uncertainty capture, representation, and interac

tion methods and tools. 

My work described in Chapter 3 on evaluation relates to Challenge 7, in providing new 

forms for the assessment of uncertainty visualizations. Progress was made toward chal

lenges 5 and 6 in the development of uncertainty visualizations provided in the three case 

study domains: archaeological, geophysical, and medical. These specific domains also 

provided insights into Challenges 1 and 2, and to a lesser degree Challenge 3. Challenge 

4 is supported by the work provided in the chapter on Visualization of Uncertainty in 

Reasoning, but we will now turn to address this challenge in more detail. However this 

framework relates to most if not all of the challenges in some form. 

9.3 Related Work 

It is difficult to make generalizations as inductive processes are usually less than certain, 

but we remain motivated to develop knowledge of what usually, or even often, works. As 

noted in Chapter 2, MacEachren [1992] identified visualizing accuracy, and visualizing 

precision as separate tasks requiring different strategies, which begs the question what are 

the strategies that people use or should use. Similarly MacEachren proposed the use of 

colour saturation and blurring as being conducive to indicate uncertainty. While these may 

intuitively be more natural encodings their general superiority to other encodings remains 
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to be proven, and as trade-offs are likely user and task dependent, this may never be proven 

in the general sense. 

Numerous uncertainty visualizations have been proposed for different domains, data, 

and types of uncertainty [e.g. Grigoryan and Rheingans, 2004, Love et al., 2005, Masalonis 

et al., 2004, Pang et al., 1997, Rheingans and Joshi, 1999], but we still require improved un

derstanding of what makes a good uncertainty visualization [MacEachren et al., 2005]. In 

the field of GIS, frameworks have been proposed to guide displaying error and uncertainty, 

such as Beard and Buttenfield’s [1999] suggestions for mapping error analysis methods to 

graphical display; however, the extent to which these frameworks will generalize beyond 

the GIS domain is not clear. Exposing uncertainty and showing the possible effect of this 

uncertainty on outcomes is one of Amar and Stasko’s [2005] design and evaluation pre

cepts for information visualization. For design they stated their knowledge precepts could 

be used to [Amar and Stasko, 2005]: 

1. generate new sub-tasks for a visualization to support or perform, 

2. identify possible shortcomings in representation or data, and 

3. discover possible relationships to highlight or use as the basis for a visualization. 

Similarly they state the precepts could be used for a form of heuristic evaluation. However 

in trying to use them for evaluation these high-level goal based heuristics may be more 

difficult to apply than the traditional ones from usability evaluation [Zuk et al., 2006], as 

described in more detail in Chapter 3. In order to provide further insight and practical ad

vice on creating uncertainty visualizations I will provide a framework, to be detailed later 

in Section 9.5. This framework will relate to more specific details pertaining to uncertainty 

visualization and is grounded more in the practical concerns found in the domain investi

gations of Chapters 5 to 8. Thus being lower-level than Amar and Stasko [2005] it may 

be more easily applicable to heuristic evaluation. On the restricted scope of uncertainty 

visualization it should assist in the same goals of: generating new sub-tasks, identifying 
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shortcomings in representation or data, and describing relationships worth highlighting in 

a visualization. First, however, I will introduce a categorization to assist in relating the 

uncertainty to cognitive issues. 

9.4 Categorization of Cognitive Uncertainty in Decision Making 

Uncertainty visualizations may be utilized cognitively in a myriad of ways, but we will 

focus here on the aspect of decision making. As decisions are an end product of the rea

soning process, I have created a categorization based on potential partitioning of decision 

space. The categories to be presented can be used to split the visualizations based around 

the decisions made using them; 

1. those for which no certainty threshold can be mapped to a decision outcome, 

2. those that are used for a decision based on a single threshold of certainty, and 

3. those that are used with multiple thresholds or as a continuous weighing of certainty 

(function). 

Decisions which may use a threshold (the second two types) are likely a simpler cognitive 

task and this forms the dichotomy of the single and multiple characterizing threshold cate

gories to be described further. These second two categories along with example thresholds 

and tasks are summarized in Table 9.1. Decisions where no boundary between outcomes 

can be defined (the first type) are cases where no explicit thresholds are formed and may 

be similar to the infinite number of thresholds we included in the multiple threshold cat

egory. However, we will leave this class out of the current consideration, except for the 

fact that decisions of that type may benefit by decomposing aspects of them into ones that 

use thresholds. Similarly vague or fuzzy thresholds can also be considered as thresholds 

around a region of ambiguity. 

One example of a single threshold may be a predetermined cut-off such as a 95% 

confidence interval, while a Gaussian probability distribution function (PDF) may be an 
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Table 9.1: Dichotomy of uncertainty thresholds in decision making.


characterizing thresholds example thresholds example tasks 

single 
single definable case best-case, 

worst-case 
risk scenarios, 
devil’s advocate 

single decision dividing 
range 

accept threshold, 
reject threshold 

quality control (QC), 
hypothesis testing 

multiple 
definable number of ranges, 
overlapping ranges 

levels of 
confidence 

ordering, 
naming 

continuous function, 
∞ 

probability distribution 
function (PDF), gestalt 

weighing, 
Bayesian reasoning 

example of a continuous function for weighing confidence. To clarify the distinction be

tween single and multiple characterizing thresholds, it is not the discrete or continuous 

data extent that Pang et al. [1997] found useful for one aspect of their categorization of un

certainty visualizations, but rather a person’s certainty to decision mapping being Boolean 

or non-Boolean in nature. 

The single threshold may often be pre-determined to choose between two actions. A 

good example of this is the visualization for the Mariners 1-2-3 Rule [Holweg, 2000]. This 

rule is a tropical cyclone path forecast with 100-200-300 nautical mile margins of error 

added at 24-48-72 hours respectively, shown in Figure 9.1 and explained in Figure 9.2. Its 

Boolean value encoding of a single decision threshold is based on a data and uncertainty 

threshold (sustained wind speed and probability) and allows for easy interpretation of the 

area to avoid. 

The second threshold category is more complex in that the person is required to con

sider and read multiple uncertainty levels from the visualization. Graphic variables that 

can encode more than one bit such as the plane, size, and value, will be more appropriate 

for encoding the thresholds. However, anything with more than one bit of capacity can 

be considered in this category, as for some tasks low, medium, and high levels may be 
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Figure 9.1: Mariners 1-2-3 Rule Chart at one point during hurricane Wilma. Image cour

tesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration National Weather Service.


Figure 9.2: Diagram explaining the construction of the Mariners 1-2-3 Rule graphic. Im
age courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration National Weather 
Service. 
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sufficient. When the number of ordinal or nominal categories gets too large one should 

provide extraction for any details with on demand-like mechanisms. The use of more rep

resentational levels is of course appropriate to more naturally match a continuous variable, 

or when relationships are important (i.e. relative values) and not magnitudes. 

When the number of thresholds is low or in the single threshold category one should 

consider providing a direct visualization of the decision regions in what I will term deci

sion boundary mapping. This is providing the user the flexibility to select an encoding or 

representation that moves from reading certainty to reading thresholds or decision bound

aries, and thus visualize outcomes. Uncertainty visualizations may facilitate this by allow

ing user definable functions that map data and uncertainty to new derived decision related 

attributes that can be displayed as either discrete outcomes, or a continuous function to be 

thresholded. This is related to the suggestion for integrated criterion and decision spaces 

in spatial decision making by Jankowski et al. [2001]. This can allow one’s personal de

cision boundaries to be transparent to others. Exploring these functions and thresholds 

should be interactive as often they can not be determined a priori. This notion may be 

useful for decisions that incorporate more than components of certainty as the weighing 

process may involve many factors that can not be intuitively combined (e.g. the Mariners 

1-2-3 Rule). 

9.5 Directives for Supporting the Visualization of Uncertainty 

In presenting advice in the form of seven considerations and recommendations, which I 

will term directives†, I try to bring the focus to specific aspects of the reasoning process. 

The framework I propose can be used to inform the design of a visualization, but is po

tentially also applicable for heuristic evaluation of uncertainty visualizations [Zuk et al., 

†The term directive was chosen over precept to provide equal emphasis of their potential use after devel
opment in heuristic evaluation or design review. They are not called the Prime Directives both to avoid a 
pun and any allusion to Star Trek that would be lost in generational or lingual translation. 
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2006], and therefore ties into Challenge 7. As visualizations are often developed in an 

iterative manner this dual capacity is especially useful as it can help both to judge what 

has already been done, as well as suggesting possible new avenues of design. 

The directives were developed through a process similar to that of thematic analy

sis [Boyatzis, 1998], in that they are based on inductive aspects from the issues and solu

tions found in the domain investigations (Chapters 5 to 8), as well as from the gathered 

theory discussed in the work on uncertainty in reasoning (Chapter 4), evaluation (Chap

ter 3), and existing theory from the literature (Chapter 2). While this is a generalized 

usage of the term thematic analysis, it is nonetheless descriptive of the process. Boyatzis 

[1998] provides four stages in learning thematic analysis: 

1. sensing themes (recognizing the codable moment), 

2. doing it reliably (recognizing the codable moment and consistently encoding it), 

3. developing codes, and 

4. interpreting the information and themes in the context of a theory or contextual 

framework (contributing to the development of knowledge), 

and the directives may be considered an artifact of the last stage of the learning process, as 

coding of themes can occur at various levels of abstraction [Charmaz, 2006]. The themes 

were generated from the material summarized in the earlier chapters and numerous discus

sions with the domain experts, and thus the directives can be thought of as themes. The 

directives are listed in Table 9.2 and will be described in detail in the section that follows. 

We do not suggest these seven provide an exhaustive basis for design or evaluation but 

consider them all to be valid points worth reviewing or applying to a problem or design. 

We will now describe the seven directives that relate to both the categorization of cognitive 

uncertainty and uncertainty visualization in general. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Table 9.2: Directives to support uncertainty visualization.


Directive

Provide support for cognitive task simplification.

Support emphasis and de-emphasis of uncertainty information.

Support viewing of uncertainty as metadata and separately as data.

Allow the user to select realizations of interest.

Mitigate cognitive heuristics and biases with reasoning support.

Provide interaction to assist knowledge creation.

Assess the implications of incorrectly interpreting the uncertainty.


9.5.1 Provide support for cognitive task simplification 

Simplification is important to allow the reduction of overwhelming information or improve 

efficiency. In vector field related examples, Wong et al. [2000] provide a simplification of 

3D vector fields based on the aspect of interest (vorticity thresholds in their example) 

and Telea and van Wijk [1999] provide summary glyphs based on similarity clustering. 

Simplification of decision spaces (options) with multiple criterion has been suggested by 

Jankowski et al. [2001] via grouping options based on the Pareto-dominance principle1. 

Uncertainty has the potential to add complexity and so simplifying the related tasks may 

be important. 

One design recommendation tied to simplification is to allow the user to reduce the 

ratio of the number of graphic encoding levels to decision thresholds (and the associated 

options or actions) to 1:1. In other words use only the number of encoding levels necessary, 

and when useful allow the user to reduce the levels down to provide a single threshold, thus 

moving the cognitive task into the first type of our decision threshold categorization. This 

design recommendation parallels the reduction used in “focusing”, where subsets of data 

are interactively highlighted in order to provide a customized and simplified reading of a 

1Pareto-dominance can be used to form a group of non-dominated, and likely preferred options. Non-
dominated options can not be surpassed by other options on any evaluation criterion without reducing a 
different criterion [Jankowski et al., 2001]. 
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graphic [MacEachren et al., 1998b]. The single threshold category does not necessitate 

only two levels of encoding for the decision boundary, it may suffice that the user can 

easily perceive the threshold boundary (e.g. one of the levels). 

As noted earlier, a single decision threshold may be based on a more complex function 

of multiple types of uncertainty (e.g. precision, confidence) but provides a simpler (and 

possibly spatial) delineation of only two decision options (regions). Spatial encoding is 

natural for a set or region and is supported by gestalt of connectedness and proximity. 

Of course when tasks and decisions can not be clearly defined one should not reduce the 

representational precision to preclude potential tasks. A superior solution is allowing the 

mapping function and number of encoding levels (thresholds) to be controllable. This is 

often available through such interactions as selection and editing of colourmaps thereby 

enabling user customized visual queries. 

The single threshold scheme allows for reduced cognitive load on the user. As the user 

is likely still considering the data in addition to the uncertainty meta-data, any reduction in 

load may be greatly appreciated. It is important to remember the extra attribute of uncer

tainty brings along its own context, along with the original data and its surrounding context. 

This leads to the design recommendation that when reducing the number of levels for a 

specific decision-based encoding, additional levels can still be available in a complemen

tary or redundant representation. For colourmaps an example would be overlaid iso-value 

contours while the colourmap utilizes a single colour beyond the threshold. 

9.5.2 Support emphasis and de-emphasis of uncertainty information 

For decision making characterized by the single threshold, either side of the threshold may 

be important. For the cognitive task of rejecting data from consideration, high uncertainty 

may be the criteria, and so high uncertainty should draw attention, vis à vis for accepting 

tasks the high uncertainty should be encoded to reduce attention. Providing both variations 

will greatly assist the user if the task can not be determined a priori. 
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When a user needs to review data to decide what needs further investigation they may 

internally compute an uncertainty cut-off for what is warranted by this task. To facilitate 

this the visualization could interactively filter or visually distinguish the data with uncer

tainty beyond the threshold. However for this purpose it may sometimes even be superior 

to provide no uncertainty visualization as its primary value is only in data selection. In 

this case interactivity would be strongly advised and would implicitly reveal the derivative 

of the uncertainty via the changes in selection. 

9.5.3 Support viewing of uncertainty as metadata and separately as data 

While uncertainty is often regarded as metadata it can also be considered as data in its own 

right. This simplified mindset may be used to decouple the relationship between data and 

its uncertainty to allow one to assess the uncertainty on its own. This is useful to allow 

quality control inspections of the uncertainty (and its derivation) or provide for forming a 

mental image of the uncertainty separate from the data to provide reference for interpreting 

any merged visualization of data and uncertainty. The integration of uncertainty may 

overwhelm the reading of other important aspects of the data and so the option to see it 

separate, or minimally encoded with a perceptually separable variable, versus an integral 

one2, can be of assistance [MacEachren et al., 1998a]. This contrasts the holistic goal of 

Wittenbrink et al.’s [1996] verity visualization criterion (that the uncertainty is holistically 

integrated without “overloading”), but providing both allows the user to reduce the chance 

of being overwhelmed if only viewing either the data alone or combined with uncertainty. 

When the uncertainty is considered as data in its own right then standard task or oper

ation categorizations may be useful to consider (e.g. locate, identify, distinguish, cluster, 

... [Wehrend and Lewis, 1990]). Thus data with uncertainty can be considered both as 

two data sets standing alone, as well as a multi-variate dataset (uncertainty as metadata). 

Howard and MacEachren [1996] have suggested for geographic reliability (uncertainty) 

2See Ware’s [2004] textbook for a review of separable and integral variables. 
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visualization the option to separate these three aspects and also provide some spatial and 

general operational tasks related to the three. A taxonomy of tasks relating to multi

dimensional visualization has been provided by Valiati et al. [2006], and is appropriate 

as uncertainty can be treated as additional dimensions. 

9.5.4 Allow the user to select realizations of interest 

Realizations were defined earlier as specific potential outcomes from a set of probabilistic 

outcomes. With many types of uncertainty one needs to selectively consider potential 

realizations. Therefore one question to ask when creating an uncertainty visualization is: 

“Does the visualization provide for the explicit or implicit reading of possible realizations?” 

This directive of our framework focuses on allowing illustrations or filtering of specific 

realizations by the user. Implicit reading would entail directly showing some form of the 

boundary of possibilities within which the user must entertain possibilities themselves, 

and explicit would be directly showing a probability distribution function, or animation 

over possible realizations. This is directly related to Amar and Stasko’s [2005] precept to 

show the effect of uncertainty on possible outcomes, but turns it around to advise letting 

the user select outcomes to see how certain they are. 

With some representations this will most easily be implemented with animation over 

possible realizations, but it can also be provided as user driven queries of possible real

izations. The animation concept has been described by Ehlschlaeger et al. [1997] for use 

in understanding possible realizations and uncertainty of a surface model. They describe 

some problems and solutions to allow smoothly interpolating between “key frames” cre

ated from specific stochastic realizations. With the query of possible realizations, the result 

could be either Boolean or a level of certainty based on the size of the set of realizations 

that satisfies the query. Returning to the surface model example, one could use a probe 

to query a specific surface height at one grid location and for the query result all stochas

tic surface realizations within a tolerance of that height could be shown together using 
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transparency (local patches or the entire surfaces). Some novice chess players utilize the 

benefits of this type of realization “query” as they may temporarily move a chess piece to a 

location (without letting go of the piece and therefore committing) to simplify visualizing 

further possibilities. 

9.5.5 Mitigate cognitive heuristics and biases with reasoning support 

This directive relates to any form of graphical support that assists cognitive heuristics or 

allows offloading of cognitive computation relating to uncertainty. When people must in

corporate uncertainty when making judgments there is a good chance that the cognitive 

tasks involved will use heuristics as opposed to formal logic or other algorithms [Kah

neman et al., 1982, Klein, 1998, Heuer, 1999]. These heuristics have the potential to 

be prone to bias and other weaknesses [Griffin and Tversky, 2003, Tufte, 2006, Turpin 

and du Plooy, 2004]. It is therefore a valuable option to provide for extraction of the un

certainty data if the user wishes to proceed with some type of non heuristic assessment. 

Extraction, as well as making available the numerical details on demand, is part of the 

“Visual Information-Seeking Mantra” proposed by Shneiderman [1996]. 

Klein [1998] argues many real-world decision processes fit his recognition-primed de

cision model in which experience allows recognition of the best action without the need 

for a direct comparisons of options. In this model uncertainty visualization may assist 

in spotting anomalies which need further clarification, or assist in the evaluation process 

during mental simulation. This model can be considered a heuristic and Klein [1998] has 

described how redesigning a system interface based on decision requirements improved 

task performance. However, one should even consider the possibility of providing addi

tional visualizations directly for the reasoning process itself [Zuk and Carpendale, 2007]. 
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9.5.6 Provide interaction to assist knowledge creation 

The previous factors and questions all elucidate multiple design options. Therefore in

teractivity is a key consideration that can support personal and task customization. This 

interactive control over the visualization is paramount to enable the user to explore and 

comprehend the data on their own terms. Howard and MacEachren [1996] discuss the de

sign of interfaces for interaction with uncertainty visualization in GIS and found it useful 

to analyze the interface on the conceptual, operational, and implementation levels. At the 

implementation level, Zuk and Carpendale [2005] have shown that even when exploiting 

GPU programming for faster computation one does not necessarily give up interactive 

flexibility in simulation visualization, and the reduced computation times may even create 

further options for interactivity. 

Applying Ware’s [2004] visually aided problem solving process model, an interactive 

process creates an animation that can work at two levels: 

•	 at the low level it can replace the eye movement control loop thus allowing one to 

fixate on a specific region’s changes (for instance as you drag a slider), or 

•	 at a higher level during the problem-solving strategy one can build up an overall 

understanding of changes in the entire view (perform a visual query over the entire 

visualization at each animation frame). 

The interaction during the higher level process, such as manipulating a decision thresh

old, can also be utilized for change-guided exploration, as the resulting movement in the 

visualization may draw attention to areas of interest. As an added benefit the resulting an

imation can also implicitly reveal the derivative of the uncertainty. In all such interaction 

a relationship may be intuitively formed between the manipulated variable (often 1D) and 

the resulting effect. 

In general interaction methods can better support exploration and manipulation of 

dense and complex information spaces; utilizing this we can work toward promoting com
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Table 9.3: Categorization of the effect of uncertainty visualization on confidence.


Category

Type I creates over confidence beyond what is substantiated 
Type II creates under confidence beyond what is substantiated 
Type III confounds interpretation within normal time constraints 

Uncertainty Visualization’s Effect


prehension by providing appropriate interactivity that aids turning information into knowl

edge. Research has shown that both adults and children develop new insights through 

information manipulation [Chapman, 1988], and it is this deeper understanding that we 

wish to enable. This is especially important for uncertainty as people may have diffi

culty understanding probabilistic information. Interactive queries showing the response to 

changes in uncertainty or potential realizations may be more easily comprehended. 

9.5.7 Assess the implications of incorrectly interpreting the uncertainty 

One initially assumes that adding uncertainty visualizations will be superior to omitting 

them. However as this is not guaranteed one should at least minimally consider the sce

narios where it provides sub-optimal results. We present in Table 9.3 a categorization of 

the impact of an uncertainty visualization on the user’s confidence. It can be related back 

to the Type I and II visualization errors [MacEachren, 1992, 1995, Ch.10] (see Table 2.4), 

of seeing patterns that do not exist, and failure to notice patterns and relationships, respec

tively, but concentrates on the final impact of the uncertainty visualization on the user’s 

confidence in interpreting or decision making. This can also be viewed as looking at the 

accuracy and precision of any uncertainty visualization support aimed at satisfying Amar 

and Stasko’s [2005] rationale-based precepts (expose uncertainty, concretize relationships, 

and formulate cause and effect). The Type III effect (confounding) was stated as a concern 

of military analysts in Watkins [2000] study. 
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For consideration of this directive it may be useful to compare the costs of these types 

of errors, and determine if any asymmetry or exceptions are handled appropriately. These 

errors can be compared against the visualization without any uncertainty visualization and 

its same errors, and this may form one criterion for investigating MacEachren et al.’s 

[2005] Challenge 4: understanding how (or whether) uncertainty visualization aids ex

ploratory analysis. This directive may also raise some key issues that need to be described 

in any user documentation created for the visualization. 

The next three sections will describe the guidance provided by our framework as it 

relates to specific implementation details from the three domain investigations in Chap

ters 5 through 8. As the directives were being considered during the development of these 

visualizations, and formalized post hoc, the style of their application intertwines the forms 

of both design and heuristic evaluation. 

9.6 Framework Application: Archaeological Visualizations 

This section will describe the application of the directives on the visualizations developed 

for archaeological purposes in Chapter 5. From this domain, example visualizations with 

and without the encoding of uncertainty are shown in Figure 9.3. 

Figure 9.3: Example visualizations for archaeology. Left image has no uncertainty cue. 
Right images reveals uncertainty by the depth that the sphinxes have sunk into the sand. 
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9.6.1 Provide support for cognitive task simplification 

In Table 5.1 in Chapter 5 we presented a summary of various representations for the tem

poral uncertainty in this domain and made special note of the number of levels of encoding 

possible in each. The flexibility to choose an encoding with the simplest mapping to cog

nitive task was available in our visualization tool ArkVis. 

9.6.2 Support emphasis and de-emphasis of uncertainty information 

Again the multiple representations available in the tool developed for this domain al

lowed for de-emphasis (e.g. transparency as shown in Figure 9.3) and emphasis (e.g. 

motion). The flexibility of using GPU programs for the encoding allows for potential 

custom-defined encodings to be developed like plug-ins and used with minimal effort. 

9.6.3 Support viewing of uncertainty as metadata and separately as data 

ArkVis did not provide for this particular aspect, as the uncertainty information could 

not be viewed on its own. This directive therefore prescribes creating a separate view or 

visual encoding to depict only the temporal uncertainty component. This might reveal the 

variability in the dating provided from different excavations or artifact types and so could 

be a useful visualization. 

9.6.4 Allow the user to select realizations of interest 

Arkvis provided the user with the ability to use a slider to move through time thereby se

lecting temporal realizations of interest. This directive suggests that for spatial uncertainty 

the user would benefit from the ability to directly drag artifacts to query potential locations, 

which was not provided by our tool. 
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9.6.5 Mitigate cognitive heuristics and biases with reasoning support 

No particular support was offered with this system. We can therefore look for potential 

designs that this directive might suggest. If the user is comparing between a subset of 

the artifacts, then it may potentially be of use to allow selection of the items and provide 

a graph of their relative uncertainty at the currently selected date. This offloading of the 

comparison to a graphical representation explicitly designed for that purpose lessens the 

potential for bias. These graphs could then be saved for comparison over different specific 

dates, or also include time as one of the axes. The graphs could then be a reference for the 

probabilistic ranking of hypotheses on the chronology of artifacts. 

9.6.6 Provide interaction to assist knowledge creation 

The system provided the user with the ability to create animations via interactive controls 

over time (with the time slider), the time window (both standard GUI components and 

direct sketch/gesture), and all the variations of uncertainty encoding. Using these options 

allows the monitoring of visual changes while moving either forward or backward in time, 

which could assist in comprehending temporal uncertainty. 

9.6.7 Assess the implications of inaccurately interpreting the uncertainty 

Poorly calibrated confidence in this domain might mean that alternative interpretations of 

the data that should be explored further are not, or an incorrect hypothesis is not chal

lenged. This over or under confidence could lead to relationships being assumed between 

artifacts that did not coexist, or the failure to explore true dependencies. For example, vi

sual encodings such as transparency may need calibration so that very small probabilities 

are not completely overlooked if they are not very perceptible, and so don’t result in over

confidence that something did not exist. Due to the multiple variations of encoding, the 

ability to scale the temporal query down to a precise date, and the possibility of completely 
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turning off the uncertainty, we don’t expect the visualization to confound the user. 

9.7 Framework Application: Geophysical Visualizations 

This section will describe the application of the framework directives on the visualizations 

developed for rock fracture modelling that were described in Chapter 6. Figure 9.4 pro

vides two images of each of the two styles of uncertainty visualization developed in this 

domain. 

Figure 9.4: Example visualizations from seismic domain. Top images show two view
points of the uncertainty glyph. Bottom images show the effect of querying uncertainty in 
flow via red dye. 

9.7.1 Provide support for cognitive task simplification 

Both the glyph and flow visualization styles developed for this problem area provide for 

our two classifications of cognitive uncertainty thresholds. They both utilize a represen

tation that allows for multi-leveled decoding, but both can be adjusted based on a user 
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specified threshold. For the glyph visualization, this can control the presence of the glyph 

itself. With the flow visualization, adjustable thresholding of regions is performed by 

blending uncertain areas to black. Thus the user can eliminate areas from consideration; 

this helps the user avoid watching for patterns in regions of arbitrarily assigned directions3. 

These hard thresholds simplify the reading in that the judgment considerations used to de

termine the threshold can be cognitively “unloaded” after filtering to a desired confidence 

level, allowing other considerations to be made about the data itself. 

9.7.2 Support emphasis and de-emphasis of uncertainty information 

The first glyph form showing both magnitude and orientation (Figure 6.5) emphasizes un

certainty as it enlarges based on the uncertainty, while for the second glyph (Figure 6.6) 

there is less emphasis of uncertainty, and possibly even de-emphasis at low uncertainty, as 

the white coloured “whiskers” collapse down on each side of the black coloured orienta

tion segment creating an edge enhancement effect. Switching between the two glyphs al

lows one to vary the focus between the fracture magnitude uncertainty and the orientation 

uncertainty. In the first glyph increased uncertainty in magnitude (σBani ) adds emphasis as 

it increases the size of the glyph, similarly with very small magnitude uncertainty (σBani ) 

the uncertainty components may be difficult to perceive even with large orientation uncer

tainty (σΦiso ). Using the second glyph that only encodes uncertainty in orientation (σΦiso ) 

is useful for considering fracture orientation in isolation, due to the possible overriding 

correlation with magnitude (Bani) in the first glyph. 

As opposed to the glyphs in which uncertainty is emphasized, the flow visualization 

naturally de-emphasizes uncertainty as the streamlines are precise with no diffusion. How

ever, based on data and uncertainty parameters, colour can be injected like a dye as de

scribed by Botchen et al. [2005]. We use colour more specifically to provide visual feed

3This is currently based on a lower threshold of magnitude (Bani) as it is correlated to orientation, in that 
orientation (Φiso) can not be defined at low levels of anisotropy. 
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back based on the user’s interaction and testing of a specific realization. In Figure 9.5 you 

can see red dye being injected to indicate the angular uncertainty of flow that is redirected 

toward a user controlled attractor (sink). This process was illustrated in diagram form in 

relation to the glyph previously in Figure 6.8. 

Figure 9.5: Flow visualization showing user directional and orientation query. Red dye 
injection is based on the difference between user requested flow orientation and the most 
likely direction. 

9.7.3 Support viewing of uncertainty as metadata and separately as data 

All parameters including uncertainty can be viewed as standard colour mapped slice planes 

through the volume, as illustrated in Figure 9.6. This colourmapped slicing allows the 

uncertainty to be viewed as data. The second glyph representation also provides a form 

of this in that it allows a simpler reading of the orientation uncertainty on its own as the 
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magnitude (Bani) can be replaced with a unit length vector. All the other visualizations 

described utilize the uncertainty as metadata. 

Figure 9.6: Use of an uncertainty glyph and colour mapped slice to allow inspection of 
uncertainty as data rather than metadata. A quality control inspection can look for corre
lated patterns created in a field of orientation uncertainty glyphs, while colour redundantly 
shows orientation uncertainty (σΦiso ) 

. 

9.7.4 Allow the user to select realizations of interest 

The glyph by its design allows the user to imagine realizations within the ± one standard 

deviation boundary guides or “whiskers”. While not as explicit as a complete outline 

(as Wittenbrink et al.’s [1996] glyph) it reduces the data-ink ratio while still providing 

constraints on the possibilities. The glyph is more natural for decoding vector or angular 

realizations than for example, colour coding, based on it being an iconic representation. 

Thus there is a direct perceptual resemblance of the representation to that which it stands 

for [O’Sullivan et al., 1994], versus a symbolic reading of a representation. 

With the flow visualization we allow the user to interactively reverse local flow by 

moving a sink or source probe over the field with the cursor. Within a user defined distance 
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of the sink cursor, any vector that points away from the cursor is automatically flipped and 

vice versa for the source. In the application domain this may correspond with reality in 

that an oil field well may either pump in fluids or be used for extraction. Similarly the user 

can also explore explicit realizations with the cursor probe as flow vectors are reoriented 

directly toward the cursor if this new vector lies within their orientation uncertainty (as 

defined by σΦiso ). The results of this interaction are shown in Figure 9.5. 

9.7.5 Mitigate cognitive heuristics and biases with reasoning support 

Basic extraction is supported by textual feedback of the parameter values at the current 

cursor position. Standard artifacts can be created by saving the screen to image file as 

well as the visualization configuration to an XML file. User studies could potentially be 

performed to determine potential heuristics being used by the interpreters. 

This directive suggests possible features that might be added. Such as, if critical points 

in possible flow fields were automatically detected, they could be labeled showing the 

classification confidence. It may be of value to integrate this or the interpreter’s confidence 

directly into the visualization as a decision aid. 

9.7.6 Provide interaction to assist knowledge creation 

Interactive visual queries can be performed by controlling the thresholds for showing the 

glyphs and flow. The interaction is required to provide the simpler views that are cus

tomized to answer a single threshold question. These and other functions were controlled 

using GUI based parameter manipulation, and the real-time cursor probe. Combined they 

allow various explorations of the data and uncertainty by manipulating the visualization to 

focus on the component of interest. 

User interaction has been the enabling aspect of many of the features described in the 

previous subsections. Due to the large amount of extra information available when adding 

in the uncertainty (minimally doubling the raw data) interactive controls were provided to 
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make it possible to visualize only the components that were deemed relevant to the current 

task. This allows the extra information to be managed based on user preferences. For 

the same reason interactive slice planes were used to reduce the complexity of visualizing 

the 3D volume of data. For flow visualization, de Leeuw and van Wijk [1993] provided 

an interactively placed data rich probe (glyph), which is another example where a large 

amount of detail is handled interactively in order to avoid overwhelming the viewer. 

9.7.7 Assess the implications of inaccurately interpreting the uncertainty 

For the flow visualization we should consider the possibility of Type I errors (overconfi

dence) in that the use of flow may overly suggest actual fluid flow. The fracture density 

does not directly assess actual fluid flow as many other factors come in to play. Thus, there 

is a danger one may get the false impression that the visualization suggests what actual 

fluid flow will be. This may be especially important for cases when an interpreter who 

knows the limitations is showing the visualization to a stake-holder (e.g. management, 

client). Similarly, our flow redirection was along a single vector, while other arbitrary non

linear paths are potential routes for the flow. These simplifications must be understood or 

the interpreter may get a false impression. 

9.8 Framework Application: Evidence-based Medicine Visualizations 

This section describes the application of the framework on the final domain of medical 

diagnosis which was described in Chapters 7 and 8. A screenshot of the visualization 

developed in this area is provided in Figure 9.7. 

9.8.1 Provide support for cognitive task simplification 

The system of visualizations for evidence-based medicine provided for cognitive task sim

plification through the use of multiple representations tailored for specific tasks. At the 
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Figure 9.7: Example visualizations in the system created for diagnostic support in evi
dence-based medicine. Top left view provides diagnostic strategy visualization. Top right 
view illustrates the probabilistic evidence of a specific test. Bottom view shows calendar 
and graph of calendar selected test results. 

tree level view the probabilities were reduced to five colour coded ranges (20% each), but 

text numerical values were provided as well. As some measure of patient utility should 

influence strategies and decisions [Weinstein and Fineberg, 1980], it is impossible to re

duce the encoding levels to actions to 1:1 a priori. Other views provided the details for 

the calculation of the post-test probabilities at any node in the decision tree, along with 

uncertainty in these probabilities when there was likelihood ratio uncertainty. Thresholds 

were implicit in the branching structure of the tree, and visualized by emphasizing the 

recommended branch to follow. 

9.8.2 Support emphasis and de-emphasis of uncertainty information 

In this domain the main data is probabilities and so this directive is more applicable to 

the uncertainty in the probabilities, even though the probabilities are certainties as well. I 
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will therefore term uncertainty in the probabilities second order uncertainty. This second 

order uncertainty was maintained as a range and so large uncertainty could be considered 

emphasized with the probability meter as it would be longer and more coloured regions 

would be visible. Some of the additional views emphasized the second order uncertainty 

(e.g. post-test probability graph with likelihood confidence interval, Figure 8.7), while 

others did not show it at all if it would overly complicate the representation. 

9.8.3 Support viewing of uncertainty as metadata and separately as data 

This directive suggests a possible additional visualization of showing only the magnitude 

of the probability range. This would simplify viewing of the effect of the various tests 

on precision of the probability estimate (2nd order uncertainty). It might also suggest a 

redesign of the probability meter to also show this aspect more clearly. 

9.8.4 Allow the user to select realizations of interest 

The decision tree exploration was made completely under the users’ control. Unlike an 

expert system dictating the pathway to the “optimal” outcome, this design provided visual 

evidence rather than dictating decisions. This freedom to select realizations of interest 

removed the potential scenario found in the contextual interviews where “tricks” to cir

cumnavigate the system support needed to be shared among users. 

9.8.5 Mitigate cognitive heuristics and biases with reasoning support 

This directive was a fundamental motive for the design of the entire system as its main 

purpose was to provide reasoning support. The main visualizations were developed to 

allow the offloaded application of Bayesian reasoning to be appropriately integrated into 

the physician’s decision support process. The visualization system also provided an addi

tional reference view of observational/measured data and their uncertainty. This is impor

tant as uncertainty interferes with judging typicality and this may lead the decision maker 
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to gather more data [Klein, 1998], which in this scenario might include further use of our 

decision support tool. 

9.8.6 Provide interaction to assist knowledge creation 

The probability sliders and the corresponding representations for post-test probabilities 

allowed this type of exploration of the likelihood ratios. Interactive selection of single 

probability was important when showing uncertainty in likelihood ratios as the interpre

tation and comprehension of the three post-test probability functions† are difficult when 

trying to look at more than a single pretest probability value. Additionally the interactive 

control over the base-rate probability allowed changes in the pre/post-test probabilities of 

the entire tree to be observed, and perhaps reveal the design motivation for the decision 

tree structure itself. 

Interaction was also part of the drill-down process to explore the details and evidence-

base of support for specific decision tree nodes (tests) and branches. The layout and in

teraction supported was designed to allow specific details to be viewed and manipulated 

while keeping the context in view. 

9.8.7 Assess the implications of inaccurately interpreting the uncertainty 

These implications are important in this domain as they relate to safety issues and patient 

morbidity. Overconfidence may lead to the treatment of false positives, or the sending 

home of false negatives without treatment. Under confidence may delay treatment which 

may have serious consequences, waste scarce resources, or prolong unnecessary stress by 

keeping people in the hospital longer than required. 

This tangentially relates to the test availability visualization that raised some of the 

more heated discussion in the cognitive walk-through evaluation. The temporal uncer

†One is the standard post-test probability function of pretest probability, and the other two represent the 
curves along the 95% confidence interval of the likelihood ratio. 
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tainty visualization was thought to potentially lead to the use of inferior tests based on 

availability (thus weaker confidence), and this was deemed inappropriate for a policy of 

providing the best possible care. Thus it was suggested that the temporal uncertainty visu

alization could lead indirectly to under confidence. 

9.9 Conclusions 

In the main portion of this chapter I provided a framework, in the form of directives, that 

is both descriptive and prescriptive of the general processes encompassing uncertainty 

visualization. One additional consideration singled-out was the dichotomy of decisions 

using single uncertainty thresholds (worst-case, best-case, accept threshold, reject thresh

old) versus those using multiple thresholds or weighing of evidence (levels of confidence). 

Considering direct facilitation of both categories of cognitive decisions along with all the 

framework directives can guide the creation of more effective visualizations. 

In discussing the relevance and application of this framework to the visualizations of 

uncertainty in multiple domains, I have shown its potential general applicability for design 

and evaluation. Considering and utilizing these directives should help to reach two goals: 

1. to provide the interactive flexibility to aid in the performance of unpredicted cogni

tive tasks, and 

2. to assist mapping the uncertainty visualization to match the user’s cognitive needs, 

thereby reducing their cognitive load. 

Allowing interactive control of the described aspects of the visualization is key to provid

ing the mappings necessary to simplify arbitrary tasks as much as possible. The second 

goal, mapping the uncertainty to match cognitive requirements, is important as the ad

ditional information added in an uncertainty visualization will raise the user’s cognitive 

load and so may be an obstacle to understanding [van Bruggen et al., 2003] rather than 
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increasing comprehension and confidence. Using our directives to assist in reaching these 

goals will move us toward meeting MacEachren et al.’s [2005] challenges for uncertainty 

visualization. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusions 

Bridgekeeper: What... is your quest? 
King Arthur: To seek the Holy Grail. 
Bridgekeeper: What... is the air-speed velocity of an unladen swallow? 
King Arthur: What do you mean? An African or European swallow? 
– Monty Python. Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975) 

In this chapter I will summarize the findings from the research contained in the previ

ous chapters. These contributions include: components relating to the evaluation of uncer

tainty visualizations, design recommendations for supporting cognition under uncertainty, 

specific visualization implementations in three different domains, and design criteria for 

supporting diagnostic decision making in evidence-based medicine. The previous chapter 

contained conclusions based on generalizations in the form of directives, but these will 

not be reiterated in detail again, only extrapolated further into the problem context. Con

tinuing toward more general contributions, progress toward the high-level goals stated in 

Chapter 1 will be discussed. Finally the chapter ends in the same way as the dissertation 

began, with a commentary on methodology, future work, and a look at the big picture. 

10.1 Overview 

The beginning of this dissertation related uncertainty visualizations to both general com

munication and decisions (actions). Exploring these in more detail provided insights into 

important factors to consider in creating uncertainty visualizations. As stated in Chapter 1, 

the process of translating written works can be considered a useful metaphor for looking 

at the issues involved in uncertainty visualization. Translation has to consider low-level 

issues such as choosing words, akin to graphical encodings, and high-level ones such as 
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allusions, similar to association driven heuristics and biases. As there is uncertainty in the 

process itself [Pang et al., 1997], portraying uncertainty accurately for effective commu

nication is a challenging problem. The effectiveness of this process will thus influence 

the interpretation which is then utilized to take action or make decisions. Improving this 

process was the motivation for this research. 

A large portion of this dissertation dealt with building on existing theory from multi

ple disciplines. Similarly, expert knowledge from numerous collaborators infiltrated the 

discussions presented in most chapters. This is appropriate for an investigation into as 

general a problem as uncertainty visualization, as one needs to take a broad perspective. 

Similarly expansive, the focus of this summary chapter will be on generalizations and so 

significant insights from one particular domain or aspect may not be reiterated again. This 

is not intended to suggest relative merit, only generalizability. 

Two strategies for researching these challenging issues were utilized. One was to work 

from a theoretical perspective and attempt to apply and extrapolate existing theory from in

formation visualization, human computer interaction, and cognitive psychology. The other 

strategy took a more practical approach of delving into specific domains and developing 

uncertainty visualizations sensitive to the user and task considerations. Both strategies 

could lead to progress with regard to the open challenges of uncertainty visualization, but 

it was hoped that each method have unique strengths. The contributions resulting from 

these strategies will be summarized in the next section. 

10.2 Summary of Research Contributions 

This section will reiterate the contributions of this dissertation in a concise manner to 

overview the progress that was made. The order of presentation matches the ordering in 

which they appear in the chapters. 
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10.2.1 Evaluation of Uncertainty Visualizations 

One of MacEachren et al.’s [2005] challenges for uncertainty visualization was assessing 

the usability and utility of uncertainty capture, representation, and interaction methods and 

tools. This corresponds to the first research contribution of this dissertation, involving the 

assessment of representations and interaction methods. Chapter 3 provided a look at using 

heuristic evaluation to further analyze and understand representational design and other 

aspects of uncertainty visualizations. For this purpose, a set of heuristics were extracted 

from information visualization theory provided by Bertin [1983], Tufte [2001], and Ware 

[2004]. The research results provided in Chapter 3 illustrated that this discount evalua

tion method, not previously utilized to any appreciable extent for visualization assessment, 

could provide insights into the strengths and weaknesses of existing uncertainty visualiza

tions, and improve the understanding of particular design trade-offs1. 

Exploring the potential of heuristic evaluation further, higher level heuristics extracted 

from Shneiderman [1996] and Amar and Stasko [2004] were also considered and dis

cussed for the evaluation of visualizations in general. We proposed a methodology for 

utilizing hierarchical levels of heuristics, and discussed ways of organizing and refining 

such heuristic sets. Our strategy of applying the three sets of heuristics revealed issues 

such as heuristic overlap, which posed the question of finding the minimal spanning set 

of heuristics, and experience level of the evaluator, which was a more significant factor 

with the high-level heuristics. These results demonstrated the value of another evalua

tion methodology which can be used at various points the iterative design process that is 

common for visualization development2. 

1This work was published in Zuk and Carpendale [2006].

2The results of this investigation were published in Zuk et al. [2006].
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10.2.2 Relation of Uncertainty Visualization to Cognitive Reasoning Issues 

In Chapter 4 we turned to the human factors side of things and explored the role of uncer

tainty in the reasoning process. From cognitive theory we coalesced important aspects of 

reasoning under uncertainty and tried to understand them from the perspective of uncer

tainty visualization in terms of constraints and requirements. A major component of this 

involved reviewing and applying the existing research into cognitive heuristics and biases 

[Kahneman et al., 1982]. This theory proved to be valuable in offering insights during the 

domain investigations. Providing support for heuristics and mitigating biases may be a 

way for visualization to amplify cognition. Card et al.’s [1999] six basic ways to amplify 

cognition using information visualization, were through: 

1. increasing cognitive resources (expanding working memory), 

2. reducing search, 

3. enhancing the recognition of patterns, 

4. supporting the easy perceptual inference of relationships, 

5. perceptual monitoring, and 

6. providing a manipulable medium. 

Thus, to this list we add a seventh way to amplify cognition through mitigating potential 

heuristics and biases. One technique, for example, may be through providing introspection 

on the reasoning process. Other potential techniques were suggested in Chapter 4 and 9. 

This research was intended to further the understanding how knowledge and ignorance 

of uncertainty affects analysis and decision making. Ignorance was one of the two top-

level types of Watkins’s [2000] in depth taxonomy of uncertainty, and should be consid

ered separately to knowledge to ensure it receives proper attention. Based on the cognitive 

effects of uncertainty we presented a pipeline for visualizing reasoning uncertainty, to 

be used in parallel with the Pang et al.’s [1997] uncertainty visualization pipeline, and 

recommended its use in supporting decisions and interpretation. Explicit visual support 
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for introspection was suggested as a key benefit of this design. Both self-monitoring and 

offloading of cognitive computation from this proposed approach may help address the 

limitations of reasoning under uncertainty3. 

10.2.3 Domain Investigations of Uncertainty Visualization 

The specific uncertainty visualizations developed during the domain investigations are 

contributions in their own right, but they also served the dual purpose of providing the 

experience and knowledge for abstracting grounded theory. The variety of issues and 

tasks involved in each chosen domain area were significantly different, thus allowing each 

to contribute to a more general understanding of uncertainty visualization. 

Temporal Uncertainty in Archeology 

Issues relevant to uncertainty in understanding and presenting archaeological site data and 

reconstructions were presented in Chapter 5. An example archaeological site spanning 

multiple time periods is shown in Figure 10.1. One result of this research was the cre

ation of a visualization system for archaeological site data. The visualization provided a 

virtual world in which the user could navigate freely (walk, fly, etc.) or jump to specified 

landmarks, and at any point, animate in time using a time slider or the novel time window 

control. The system provided for various encodings to visualize temporal uncertainty in 

different datasets existing at a common spatial location (dig site). New uncertainty encod

ings were introduced in addition to existing techniques, and the system offered the ability 

to use both predefined and dynamically loaded uncertainty cues based on GPU programs. 

The virtual presentation of the archaeological data is a common medium for communi

cating findings, both to other archaeologists or researchers and to the general public. The 

communication goals and the audience therefore play a role in the selection of graphical en

coding methods. More intuitive encodings (e.g. iconic, in the semiotic sense [O’Sullivan 

3This work was published at the 2007 Smart Graphics Conference [Zuk and Carpendale, 2007]. 
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Figure 10.1: Archaeological site with various structures from different time periods. 

et al., 1994]) may be more applicable to museum environments, while the need for more 

accurate reading may prevail in research communities. Relating specific domain tasks to 

potential uncertainty visualizations was one contribution of this work4. 

Model Uncertainty in Geophysics 

The seismic domain has many aspects involving uncertainty and a glimpse into some of 

the larger context is provided in Figure 10.2. Our visualizations developed for the seis

mic domain, described in Chapter 6, provided a look at the uncertainty in modelling rock 

properties related to fractures. The problem was to understand a 3D volume of two model 

attributes along with their uncertainty. In the visualizations that were developed, uncer

tainty could be explored in multiple ways based around a glyph or flow representation, 

both providing an encoding of the uncertainty in magnitude and in orientation of the rock 

fractures. Thus, one research contribution was providing a visual tool to assist the geo

4This was presented to the archaeological, cultural heritage, and visualization communities at VAST 
2005 [Zuk et al., 2005]. 
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Figure 10.2: Illustrations of the larger seismic domain context. Left image: traditional 
paper-based visualizations of earth models. Right image: potential time varying earth 
surface and specialized trucks for acquiring seismic data. [ c�2007 CGGVeritas] 

physicist in understanding their modelling results5. 

These two novel interactive representations were compared and contrasted in order to 

understand the benefits of each. Selecting one of the two representations or combining 

them allowed the uncertainty to be visualized in a manner tailored to suit specific task 

requirements (e.g. quality control versus client presentation)6. This contributed to under

standing the role of interactivity. These and other findings were used in grounding the 

framework directives, which will be summarized separately later. 

Diagnostic Uncertainty in Evidence-based Medicine 

Chapters 7 and 8 described a more grounded investigation into the uncertainty in the task 

of evidence-based medical decision making. With this approach we began with an observa

tional study to better grasp how existing software support integrates with the physician’s 

task. Figure 10.3 illustrates the domain setting and where the software support can po

tentially be used. Analyzing the observational and contextual interview components we 

developed design implications for support, and in addition we created a structured organi
5With a focus on the geophysical aspects, results have also been presented in Downton et al. [2007a,b]. 
6This work will be published in Visualization and Data Analysis 2008 [Zuk et al., 2008] 
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Figure 10.3: Hospital ward with mobile computer terminals. [ c�2007 C. Tang] 

zation of the uncertainty involved. The design implications as well as a task performance 

model stand on their own as contributions to inform other designs for supporting this task 

domain. 

Based on the aforementioned study analysis we began a participatory design process 

with two domain experts to prototype the visualizations for decision support. Using this 

methodology we developed a visualization that took on a more passive role to provide 

visual evidence to support the diagnostic process. Rather than making the “black box” 

style decision recommendations that were observed in the existing system, we developed 

multiple representations for exploring and understanding the different components of un

certainty and their role in the diagnostic strategy. Exposing the evidence (motivation) for 

hospital recommended decision trees and making the uncertainty transparent to the physi

cian was intended to provide cognitive support more compatible with the users needs. 

Multiple new interactive uncertainty representations were developed, with the most 

noteworthy being the decision-tree interface for understanding the probabilistic nature of 
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the recommended strategy. Of Card et al.’s [1999] six ways, and our additional 7th way, to 

amplify cognition using information visualization, only one way was not directly utilized 

(method 5). The visualizations were qualitatively evaluated and overall were well received, 

supporting the design implications we derived from the initial study in Chapter 7. The 

mainly qualitative evaluation results provided in Chapter 8 exposed other motivations and 

critiqued the visual representations. This provides guidance for further refinement of the 

visualizations, and perhaps for uncertainty visualization in general 7. 

10.2.4 Framework for Supporting Uncertainty Visualization 

Chapter 9’s contribution involved generalizing insights and practical knowledge on un

certainty visualization from the problem domains, as well as integrating issues from the 

earlier cognitive and evaluative centered chapters. 

Cognitive Uncertainty Categorization 

Probing into the interpretation of uncertainty visualizations, I proposed a categorization 

based around the use of thresholds in a decision process. The ability to see a clearly 

defined component in an otherwise ambiguous or probabilistic set of data provides a clear 

reference frame, which is valuable for tasks, such as, making comparisons. This may 

relate to Gigerenzer and Hoffrage’s [1999] finding that natural frequencies (akin to specific 

realizations) may be more easily utilized than probabilities for Bayesian reasoning. 

Thus, the aspect of decision thresholds was chosen as a potential avenue to impose 

some structure on what is often a hidden or informal reasoning process. Applying this 

categorization provided a way of grouping cognitive tasks tied to reaching decisions, and 

potentially organizing cognitive support. As one example, it provided the concept of de

cision boundary mapping, which may be considered a type of cognitive affordance, and 

benefit us in the same way that physical affordances help us determine possible actions. 

7Aspects of this work have been submitted for publication, and we expect to submit the other 
components. 
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Directives for Uncertainty Visualization 

In one of the larger specific research contributions, a set of directives were put forth in 

Chapter 9 in order to guide the development and evaluation of uncertainty visualizations. 

The directives were: 

1. Provide support for cognitive task simplification, 

2. Support emphasis and de-emphasis of uncertainty information, 

3. Support viewing of uncertainty as metadata and separately as data, 

4. Allow the user to select realizations of interest, 

5. Mitigate cognitive heuristics and biases with reasoning support, 

6. Provide interaction to assist knowledge creation, and 

7. Assess the implications of incorrectly interpreting the uncertainty. 

They are quite general and capture issues spanning both data uncertainty and reasoning 

uncertainty. The directives also integrate reasoning into design aspects of representation 

and interaction. 

These directives were then applied to the three domain visualizations that were devel

oped. This exemplified how they were useful in describing existing functionality as well 

as prescribing potential new functionality in each area. Their largest impact may come 

from their ability to bring cognitive issues into a design space in a light-weight manner. 

How these directives may inform visualizations in other domains will be an area of future 

research. 

10.3 Progress Toward Goals 

As Chapter 9 already noted the relation of the directives to MacEachren et al.’s [2005] 

challenges (goals), in this section I will describe progress toward the high level goals put 

forward in Chapter 1. 
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10.3.1 General Advice on Uncertainty Visualization 

In Chapter 1 I stated a main goal was to look for commonality in all the types of uncertainty 

visualization. To reach this goal both existing uncertainty visualizations were evaluated 

(Chapter 3) and new uncertainty visualizations were developed in disparate domain areas 

(Chapters 5 to 8). The variety of users, needs, and tasks, that were researched strengthen 

the potential generalizability in any findings. Thus, by selecting diverse problem areas the 

commonality we discover may form the basis of general theory. 

The research results regarding heuristic evaluation of uncertainty visualizations form 

the basis of a generalization. The guidance from the design and evaluation principles al

low all uncertainty visualizations to be measured on common ground. Similarly, general 

understanding requires a set of common principles. Aspects of the heuristic evaluation 

and the creation of a more formal set of information visualization theory, represent a gen

eralization, which was carried over into the archaeological domain investigation. In that 

domain a specific focus on understanding the options for encoding uncertainty, in a manner 

borrowed from Bertin’s [1983] graphic variables (length, order, and other characteristics) 

provided a methodology that would be applicable in general to the structured development 

of options for uncertainty encoding. 

The directives provided in Chapter 9 represent the amalgamation of important issues 

found throughout this dissertation. Their external validity was partially demonstrated by 

their application in Chapter 9 to the domain fields other than where they may have been 

primarily motivated. Some of the directives represent high-level aspects but they are all 

firmly grounded in the needs of uncertainty visualization and so it is hoped they may 

be more easily applied in a heuristic manner than the high-level heuristics which posed 

problems in Chapter 3. Further research into their application will be required to better 

assess their generality and utility. 
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10.3.2 Understanding the Relationship between Uncertainty and Decisions 

Another specific goal stated in Chapter 1, was to further the understanding of how uncer

tainty fits into a complete and accurate interpretation and decision model. Looking at these 

issues often requires the tacit knowledge of a domain expert and so this hurdle was tackled 

in two ways: 

1. establishing collaborations with the experts in the respective fields, and 

2. lessening the distance between myself and the domain by becoming active in the 

respective research or participating in the research communities. 

This methodology along with the exploration of cognitive psychology theory in Chapter 4 

formed the foundation for relating uncertainty to the user’s decision making process. 

A specific targeting of uncertainty in decisions was most prevalent in the research 

on the decision processes in evidence-based medical diagnosis, as described in Chapters 7 

and 8. Contributions in that domain included developing methods for encoding uncertainty 

relevant to decision processes into visualizations. Future evaluations of the developed vi

sualizations may aid the understanding how knowledge of uncertainty influences decision 

makers. Given some of the strong feedback during our focus group evaluation, (e.g. “This 

tool should be mandatory for groups that publish and distribute guidelines for therapies”), 

their exists some desire for the additional support our visualizations provided. 

Looking back at Johnson and Sanderson’s [2003] statement given in the Chapter 1, that 

a primary goal of effective visualization is to provide a complete and accurate visual rep

resentation, I would argue that this is only a noteworthy goal when complete and accurate 

are defined in terms of the user’s decision needs. In other words, an effective visual rep

resentation is one that leads to as complete and accurate a cognitive representation as 

required to perform a task or make a decision. While this is also an ambiguous definition, 

it may be a better benchmark. The directives and dichotomy of uncertainty thresholds in 

decision making, provided additional criteria for pursuing this redefined goal. 
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10.4 Final Thoughts 

In conclusion, the two strategies worked quite successfully to explore uncertainty on dif

ferent levels. The domain investigations even within themselves provided contributions, 

and built up a set of issues that helped guide the generalization process. While the diver

sion into the aspects of cognitive reasoning may have biased the end result toward those 

concerns, this is not necessarily a bad bias to have. 

10.4.1 Commentary on Methodology 

Some of you may now be thinking, “But I paid for an argument!”. For those readers who 

expected to find the test of an alternative hypothesis versus the null hypothesis, I hope you 

now realize that you came to the wrong place8. For those who did not get the preceding 

allusion to Chapman et al. [1972], and thus the humour, arguments do not always follow 

the formula you expect. 

The qualitative methods I have utilized attempted to consider and capture important 

insights from the big picture, rather than specific performance metrics that might compare 

individual implementation choices. Qualitative methodologies, such as thematic analysis 

[Boyatzis, 1998] offer a potential to analyze and generalize from highly varying types 

of data (e.g. domain specific implementations and existing theory) where quantitative 

methods may offer little direction. Appropriately, North [2006] has suggested qualita

tive methodologies may be valuable in trying to further understand the issues related to 

measuring insight. Controlled experiments do not lend themselves toward tools requiring 

significant training or lengthy exploratory processes, and for these cases qualitative eval

uation methods have shown value, such as Seo and Shneiderman’s [2006] evaluation of 

their knowledge discovery tool, the Hierarchical Clustering Explorer. 

While quantitative methodologies may more faithfully provide incremental advances, 

8That place is just down the hall in the third room on your left. 
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they often tend toward testing predetermined hypotheses. However, looking for a rich 

understanding of a problem space is more important during initial exploration, and thus 

qualitative methods may be more appropriate. Quantitative methods have their place at the 

forefront of focused evaluation, and can also be used to analyze qualitative data (e.g. to 

find differences in sampling groups). Small numbers may fail to provide statistical power, 

but as shown in our medical domain investigations, they may still provide the macro level 

insights needed to understand what are important design factors to consider. Quantitative 

methods used too early in development may even be counter productive, in the same way 

as prematurely optimizing code in software development can lead to poor designs. 

When looking for deeper understanding or trying to make large advances, a qualitative 

inquiry approach may offer more hope of success. A qualitative methodology may not 

have statistically proven specific points in the case of this dissertation, but it has rewarded 

us with many results that may guide our way. Returning to Einstein for a final quote9, 

“Everything that can be counted does not necessarily count; everything that counts cannot 

necessarily be counted.” Thus, in looking for things that count, it is hoped that the contri

butions in this dissertation may add insight into uncertainty visualization in general, or at 

least be a step in that direction. 

10.4.2 Future Work 

Each of the visualizations developed in the domain areas may be further refined and evalu

ated. The archaeological visualization tool could be utilized for educational purposes in a 

public cultural heritage display, but further evaluation would be required to determine its 

role in a more formal setting. The seismic uncertainty visualization is available in a widely 

used software package available at CGGVeritas offices worldwide, therefore future evalu

ations may be performed to refine it further as its utilization grows. Utilizing the medical 

visualization for educational purposes would be a natural next step, as direct integration 

9This was written on a sign in his office and is attributed to him. 
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into a clinical setting would require a more formal validation and also the development of 

a process for continually updating the evidence base. 

The directives from Chapter 9 also provided guidance on potential new functionality 

that should be explored. Another domain that was explored but not developed to the 

point of warranting inclusion in this dissertation, was that of visualizing uncertainty in 

stochastic simulations of mountain pine beetle management strategies. Both a stochastic 

simulation output browser that I developed (which was not described in this dissertation) 

and the LuMPB Key (Landscape unit Mountain Pine Beetle Key) decision support tool 

[Schlesier et al., 2006], evaluated with heuristics in Chapter 3, could be evaluated with the 

directives. It would also be appropriate to consider evaluating other published uncertainty 

visualizations, or creating new ones, using these directives directly. 

10.4.3 Conclusion 

As we live in a world where uncertainty is ubiquitous, it is important that we visualize 

it appropriately. Exposing it in an intuitive way, and interactively exploring both data 

and reasoning uncertainty may enhance the viewers comprehension, confidence, and ulti

mately task performance. To assist the achieving of this goal this dissertation has made 

numerous contributions including new representations, processes, and a set of directives. 

In designing uncertainty visualizations we must act as translators and attempt to preserve 

original content and meaning, but should allow the viewer to determine the language of 

their own comprehension. 
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Appendix B: Study Materials Related to Chapter 7


 

Department of Computer Science 
University of Calgary 
2500 University Drive 

Calgary, AB, CANADA T2N 1N4 

 

Page 1 of 2 

 
CONSENT FORM FOR STUDY PARTICIPANTS 

 
Research Project Title :  Visualization of uncertainty for the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism in an 
evidence-based medicine decision making framework 
 
Investigators:  Torre Zuk, Dr. Sheelagh Carpendale (PI) and Dr. William Ghali (PI) 
 
This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only part of the process of informed 
consent.  It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what your participation 
will involve.  If you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not 
included here, you should feel free to ask.  Please take the time to read this carefully and to 
understand any accompanying information. 
 
Description of Research Project 
 
Pulmonary embolism is a very challenging medical condition to diagnose, because its detection is 
typically accomplished through the use of non-invasive diagnostic tests that have imperfect sensitivity 
and specificity.   Furthermore, test results are interpreted in concert with clinical estimates of 
probability of disease that clinicians implicitly or explicitly combine with test results to judge whether 
pulmonary embolism is present or absent.   Inherent in this process is the consideration of uncertainty 
in final diagnostic decisions.   There are currently existing computer-based tools in use in the Calgary 
Health Region (on the regional hospital TDS system) that are designed to assist clinicians in the 
difficult process of accurately diagnosing pulmonary embolism.  Anecdotally, however, those tools 
have several limitations that limit their use in clinical settings.    
 
In this proposed research, we plan to begin with a formal user and task analysis of the existing 
computer-based tool, to assess providers' views of the existing tool.  This will then be followed by the 
iterative collaborative development of an improved computer-based diagnostic tool.  The goal being to 
develop a new diagnostic aid that can help clinicians to better visualize the uncertainty associated 
with diagnostic decision-making for pulmonary embolism, and that may also help clinicians make 
more appropriate clinical decisions for their patients with pulmonary embolism.    
 
Participant’s Involvement 
 
This research will be carried out in three distinct phases.  Participation in phase one trials will involve 
one-on-one observation and discussion of the participants’ use of the TDS (or other methodology) for 
a simulated patient.    Involvement in the second and third phase will involve written feedback and 
group discussion of prototypical, and the final, visualization tools, respectively.  Written components 
will be used to determine participants’ demographics such as experience level.  In each phase the 
time commitment for each participant will be under one hour, and the participant will only be expected 
to take part in one phase.   
 
Participation in this study will not put you at any risk or harm and is strictly voluntary.  All information 
regarding your personal information and those that could identify how you performed is confidential: 
only the researchers involved will have access to it.  Participants will receive remuneration in the form 
of a bookstore gift certificate. 
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At the conclusion of the study and its analysis, we will present our findings (participant anonymity will 
be maintained in all reports and publications) in a debriefing session.  You will also be given 
opportunities to ask questions about the study and the findings. 
 
Participant’s Consent 
 
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the information 
regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject.  In no way does 
this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators, sponsors, or involved institutions from their 
legal and professional responsibilities.  You are free to withdraw from the study at any time.  Your 
continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for 
clarification or new information throughout your participation.  If you have further questions concerning 
matters related to this research, please contact: 
 
Torre Zuk 
zuk@cpsc.ucalgary.ca 
Department of Computer Science, University of Calgary 
 
If you have any questions concerning your rights as a possible participant in this research, please 
contact Pat Evans, Associate Director, Internal Awards, Research Services, University of Calgary, at 
220-3782. 
 
 Please circle 

one 
Please initial 
your choice 

I agree to participate in the activities explained above YES  |  NO 
 

I agree to be audio taped for transcription purposes only YES  |  NO 
 

I agree to let my conversation during the study be directly quoted, 
anonymously, in presentation of the research results 

YES  |  NO 
 

 
 
 
Partic ipants Signature                                                                  Date 
 
 
 
Investigator(s) and/or Delegate’s Signature                                 Date 
 
 
 
Witness’ Signature                                                                        Date 
 
 
 
The University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board has approved this research study.  
A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.   
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Visualization of uncertainty for the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism in an 

evidence-based medicine decision making framework 
 
 

Clinical Case for Diagnostic Testing   
 
 
Patient A – Pathfinder, TorreA 
 
§ 52 year old Caucasian woman 
§ Height: 170 cm 
§ Weight: 61 kg 
§ Heart rate 98 bpm 
§ Temp 37.5C 
§ Feeling weak and short of breath 
§ Tinges of blood in sputum 
§ No recent medical problems or chronic condition (No 

previous DVT/PE) 
 
 
 

 

Department of Computer Science 
University of Calgary 
2500 University Drive 

Calgary, AB, CANADA T2N 1N4 
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Visualization of uncertainty for the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism in an 

evidence-based medicine decision making framework 
 
 

Clinical Case for Diagnostic Testing   
 
 
Patient B – Pathfinder, TorreB 
 
§ 46 year old Caucasian male 
§ Height: 194 cm 
§ Weight: 93 kg 
§ Heart rate 105 bpm 
§ Temp 38C 
§ Short of breath, right leg is swollen with pain on 

palpation 
§ Pleuritic chest pain 
§ No recent medical problems or chronic condition (No 

previous DVT/PE) 
 
 
 

 

Department of Computer Science 
University of Calgary 
2500 University Drive 

Calgary, AB, CANADA T2N 1N4 
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Visualization of uncertainty for the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism in an 

evidence-based medicine decision making framework 
 

Study Questionnaire   
 
Please circle the number that best describes your agreement with each statement. 
 
A )  When using computers I am comfortable exploring features or options . 
 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

1 2 3 4   5 
 
Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
B )  I am confident in the system recommendations for ordering a diagnostic test. 
 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

1 2 3 4   5 
 
Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
C )  The current TDS/OSCAR system helps me practice evidence-based medicine. 
 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

1 2 3 4   5 
 
Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
D )  I am confident in my application of evidence-based medicine . 
 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

1 2 3 4   5 
 
Comments: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
E )  Decision support and test ordering should be integrated into one system. 
  
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

1 2 3 4   5 
 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Department of Computer Science 
University of Calgary 
2500 University Drive 

Calgary, AB, CANADA T2N 1N4 
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Phase I: Task Analysis             Torre Zuk, Dept. Computer Science, zuk@cpsc.ucalgary.ca 
 

Visualization of uncertainty for the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism in an evidence -
based medicine decision making framework. 

  
Participant ID ____________     Date____________    

 
A. Based on task and use of system 

1. How would you describe your interpretation of the Wells Score question: “(PE is) as or 
more likely than other diagnosis?” 

 
 
 
 
2. Were you equally confident about all of your answers to Well Score questions? 

 
 
 
 

3. Did you think about probabilities explicitly as a number during the process? 
 
 
 
 

4. Did you only want to order a test when using the system? 
 
 
 
 
B. Problem domain and use of system 

1. What would make you more confident in a system recommendation (e.g. Post Well 
Score V-Q Scan recommendation of high, medium, low)? 

 
 
 
 

2. How would you report the confidence in the diagnosis (so far) to the patient? 
 
 
 
 

3. Do you feel the system helps you practice evidence-based medicine? 
 
 
 
 

4. Have you used the diagnostic tree display?  
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Phase I: Task Analysis             Torre Zuk, Dept. Computer Science, zuk@cpsc.ucalgary.ca 
 

5. Do you read any additional information provided about tests or do you have it 
memorized? 

 
 
 
 

6. Do you use the TDS to share information for consulting others? 
 
 
 
 
 
C. General characteristics and ideas 

1. How familiar are you with evidence-based medicine  (how long practicing)? 
 
 
 
 

2. How many years have you used computers? 
 
 
 
 

3. Have you used software rela ted to evidence-based medicine? 
 
 
 
 

4. What would like to change about the TDS? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. What other information would you like to see to improve a new system?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Where would you prefer to use this system?  (i.e. current stations, bedside, home…) 
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Appendix C: Study Materials Related to Chapter 8


Departments of Computer Science and Medicine 
 

Study Protocol: Visualization of uncertainty for the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism in an 
evidence -based medicine decision making framework 

 
 
 
 

Informed Consent for Participation: Approved by Research Services Office,  
University of Calgary 

 
 
The following questions are part of the iterative design process for visualizations relating to the 
research of uncertainty visualization.  Your input on this process is greatly appreciated. Our plan 
is to use your responses to inform future versions. 
 
Filling out this form indicates that you have understood your participation will be anonymous and 
that you agree to participate, with the only aspect of participation being this questionnaire. In no 
way does this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators, sponsors, or involved 
institutions from their legal professional responsibilities. You are free to not answer specific items 
or questions. If you have any questions or concerns about the way you’ve been treated as a 
participant, you can contact the researchers (T. Zuk, S. Carpendale , W. Ghali).  If you have any 
questions concerning your rights as a possible participant in this research, please contact Pat 
Evans, Associate Director, Internal Awards, Research Services, University of Calgary, at 220-
3782 
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Visual Evidence Feedback  
 

 
 

Visual 1. Differential diagnosis considerations and prioritizing . 
 

 
Please check the box that best describes your agreement with each statement: 
 
V1.A )  This cognitive support for differential diagnosis would be useful. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V1.B )  I  would enter prioritizing information on conditions based on: (check all that apply) 
            Y/N          Rank                     Probability            

    
 
V1.C )  Comments:  
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Visual 2. Context visual for recommendation sensitivity to Wells scoring. 
 

 
V2.A )  Visual evidence of  recommendation sensitivity to Wells scoring would be useful. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 

V2.B )  The visual context of decision pathways would be useful when viewing other information 
(e.g. warnings, references, probability functions, …). 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 

V2.C )  Comments:  
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Visual 3. Pre-post test probability slider. 

 
 
V3.A )  Seeing the relationship between pre and post probabilities is useful. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V3.B )  This visualization showing pre and post probabilities is comprehensible. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V3.C )  This visualization would assist my interpretation of the test results. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V3.D )  Comments:  

probability 
mappings 
for other 
outcomes  

probability mappings for 
selected outcome (10% intervals) 

population 
pre/post-
test 
probability  
range  

test and  
outcome  

pre-test 
probability 
slider 
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Visual 4. Natural frequency nested-set visual. 
 
 
V4.A )  This natural frequency representation is useful. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V4.B )  This natural frequency representation would assist my interpretation of the test results. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V4.C )  Comments:  

natural frequency 
representation 
(shows numbers 
based on  
simulated population 
and pre-test slider 
and LR) 

false negatives 

pre-test 
probability 
slider 
outcome  

false positives 
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Visual 5. Outcome table using pre-test slider and LR of selected outcome  
 
 
V5.A )  This outcome table would be  useful. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V5.B )  This outcome table would assist my interpretation of the test results. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V5.C )  Comments:  
 

table 
representation 
(shows numbers 
based on pre-test 
slider and LR) 

pre-test 
probability 
slider 
outcome  
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Visual 6. Likelihood and probability graph (V/Q Scan Negative outcome). 
 
 
V6.A ) This likelihood and probability graph would be useful. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V6.B )  This likelihood and probability graph would improve my interpretation of the test results. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V6.C )  The uncertainty aspects (confidence intervals) would assist my interpretation of the test 
results. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V6.D ) Comments:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LR probability 
mappings for 
selected outcome 
(shows 95% 
confidence 
interval) 

pre-test probability based on slider 

post-test 
probability 
with 95% 
confidence 
interval 

likelihood 
probability 
mappings 
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Visual 7. Pre/post-test probabilities integrated in decision pathway. 
 

 
V7.A )  Pre/post-test probabilities integrated in the visual decision pathway would be useful. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V7.B )  Pre/post-test probabilities integrated in the visual decision pathway add confidence to 
system recommendations. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V7.C )  Comments:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

pre & post test 
probability meter 
 

theoretical pre-test 
if following 
recommended 
pathway 
 

recommended 
pathway  
emphasized 
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Visual 8. Group reviewed reference repository and search 

 
 
V8.A )  Integrated references would increase confidence in hospital decision recommendations. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V8.B )  This would assist me in ensuring I have read the latest evidence. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V8.C ) Comments:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

reference viewing 

double-click to open document user flag 
(e.g. have 
reviewed) 
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Visual 9. Test availability uncertainty. 
 
 
V9.A )  This test availability and uncertainty visualization would be useful in planning. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V9.B )  Comments:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

test expected completion and  
uncertainty range 

test availability in context 
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Visual 10. Test result variability & precision uncertainty. 
 
 
V10.A )  This test result variability and precision visualization would be useful. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
V10.B )  Comments:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

selected dates (green)  
available data (blue) 
 

test variability 
over time 

available test results 
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Demographic and General Questions 
 
A ) Your sex:          
          male                  female                             

        
B ) Your age:          
         under 20                  20-29                    30-39               40-49               50 and over            

      
C ) Years practicing evidence-based diagnosis :          
         under 1                    1-2                       3-5                   6-10               11 and more            

      
D ) Do you use computer support or visual aids in making evidence-based decisions?          
          never          once or twice                  rarely                    sometimes                always            

      
 

Please check the box that best describes your agreement with each statement: 
 
F )  I  would like more computer support for evidence-based decision making. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
G )  I don’t feel confident in computer systems advising me on decisions. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
H )  I would like clear visual evidence and be free to make my own decisions. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
I )  I am happy with how I manage uncertainty  in making diagnostic decisions. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
J )  I am confident with my ability to apply evidence in my decision making. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
K )  My preference to get decision support would be using: ( order from 1 to 3 ) 
         hand-held device         any shared computer        high-end computer (multiple displays)     

                                                   
 
General Comments:  
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Overall System Feedback 
 
 
A )  Visual evidence like this would be useful for education and training. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
B )  Visual evidence like this would be useful in practice. 
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
C )  Visualizations of uncertainty like this set would increase my confidence in decisions.  
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
D )  I would use visual evidence like this set of  visualizations if it was available.  
strongly disagree disagree                undecided              agree               strongly  agree            

      
 
E )  Information that you feel was not present that would be useful: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F )  Other general comments: 
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